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Applications of Non-Parametric Statistics
snd Analysis of Variance on Sample Variances
Q
This report contains two natural distinct parts.
(i) Discussion of nonparametric methods that are available for NASA-
type applications. An attempt will be made here to survey what can be
used, to attempt recommendations as to when each would be applicable, and
to compare the methods, when possible, with the usual normal-theory pro-
cedures that are available for the Gaussian analog. It is important here
to point out the hypotheses that are being tested, the assumptions that are
being made, and limitations of the nonparametric procedures.
(ii) Discussion and study of the appropriateness of doing analysis of
variance on sample variances. This procedure is followed in several NASA
simulation projects. On the surface this would appear to be a reasonably
sound procedure. _Iowever, difficulties involved center around the normality
problem and the basic homogeneous variance assumption that is made in usual
analysis of variance problems. These difficulties will be discussed and
guidelines will be given for using the method.
I. Nonparametrics
The nonparametrics survey will be broken down into two parts (a) the
two sample problem, and (b) analysis of variance problems. Nonparametric
/
!
statistics are used in cases where the data i_ clearly not Gaussian. For\
example, in the two sample problem, where one is testing for difference
between two means, the t-test that is generally used would only apply where
these data are taken from two normal populations. The same would hold for
any F-tests in analysis of variance problems. The test is only Correct if
each of the populations being compared is Gaussian. Thus for NASA simula-
tion type experiments in which the basic response represents pilot opinions,
ratings, etc., or other categorical type responses, nonparametric statistics
should be considered as a procedure. Ideally, in multivariate problems
where a mixture of responses are used, standard procedure should involve
separate analyses, parametric (analysis of variance) and nonparametric
(for categorical responses) should be used in the same experiment.
(a) Two Sample Problem
Most of the procedures discussed in I will be tests which are based
on ranks of the data. The two sample problem involves data taken under
two conditions, called groups. These two groups might represent two pilots,
two G-seat conditions, two panel displays, etc. Suppose data is taken from
two populations, the model being
Xo = _ + ci i=l,2,...,mI
yj = _ + A + _m+j j=l,2,...,n
Here the g. are the usual unobservable random errors that are independent
and came from the same population. Thus, we have the same model as is
usually applied in univariate analysis comparing two categories. Of
course, no distributional assumption is made on the ei" We wish to test
HO: A = 0
2
The Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test requires initially ordering the N = m + n from
lowest to highest. Then one of the samples, say the yj are replaced by




is computed, where Rj are the ranks. The test statistic is W and the upper
and lower probability points for W are tabulated. Call w(c,m,n) the upper
th
per cent point of the distribution W. If the alternative hypothesis is
written
HI: A > 0
we reject H0 in favor of HI on a one tailed, upper tailed basis. Thus we
reject H0 when W 2 w(_,m,n). No_, for a one-sided alternative in the
other direction, i.e., for
HI: A < 0
we reject H0 when W J [n(m+n+l)-w(_,m,n)] and accept H0 otherwise. Tables
for the probability points of W are given in Table I. Two sided tests of




W _ [n(m+n+l)-w(c/2,m,n) ]
and accept otherwise.
Normal Approximation of W
When the sample sizes for each category are larger (say greater than
twenty) a normal approximation can be used very simply. This does not
imply that we are assuming that the data is normal, merely that the rank
sum-W is asymptotically normal. In this case W is asymptotically normal
with mean n(m+n+l)/2 and variance mn(m_n+l)/12 under the hypothesis of
equal means. Thus the test procedure would be to compute a standardized
W, say W*, where
W-In(m+n+l)121W* =
[ran(m+n+l)/12] 1/2
and reject or accept according to one or two-sided (depending oll the
alternative) probability points of the standard normal distribution. One
advantage of this procedure is that it results in a simple way of computing
the power so one can rather easily determine if tile sample sizes are
adequate.
Ties. Minor modifications are made in the procedure if ties occur.
Average ranks are used to compute the statistic W in the usual test. For
the large sample approximation the W is calculated using average ranks,
and the quantity [mn(m+n+l)/12] I/2 is replaced by
g
! tj (t_-l)
mn [m+n+l j=li-'2 - (re+n) (re+n-l) ]
Here g is the number of tied groups, and t. is the size of tied group j.J
Two-Sample Dispersion Problem
A reasonable nonparametric test exists for testing differences
between variances of two populations when the samples are independent.
Again, the populations do not have to be Gaussian. The application would
be in areas where an alternative to the F-test on variances is needed.
Again_ it is assumed that N = m + n independent observations are taken,
m from the first population and n from the second. The hypothesis in
question is
H0 : y2 = 1
where y = o2/o I the ratio of the two scale parameter for the two popula-
tions 02 for the x's and cI for the y's. Once again, a ranking of the data
is accomplished. The ranking is as follows: Assign rank i to the smallest
and largest observation (for the complete array). Assign rank 2 to the
second smallest and second largest, and continue. If N is even, the array
of ranks is i, 2, 3, ..., N/2, N/2, ..., 3, 2, 1 and if N is odd the array
is 1, 2, 3, ..., ( ), t---_--), ( , ..., 3, 2, 1. Again if we denote
the observations as xi (i=l,2,...,m) for the first group and Yi (±=l,2,.°.,n)
for the second group, and denote Ri as the ranks of say the xi, call
m
W = Z Ri ,i=l
where again the test criterion depends on the rank sum statistic W. Call
th
_2(_,m,n) tile upper a percentage point of the distribution. Then we
reject H0 of equal variances if
W > _2(a,m,n)
i_ the case of HI: y2 > i. For the alternative HI: y2 < i we reject on
p
smmll values of W. These lower tail percentage points are also tabulated
_ and_will be supplied. In addition, two sided tests can be conducted,
with the hypothesis of equal variance accepted if
ml(_/2,m,n ) < W < m2(a/2,m,n)
where Wl(_/2,m,n) is the a/2 lower tailed percentage point. The above
test is called the Ansari-Bradlev test. Table II gives percentage points
of the statistic W.
As in the case of the Wilcoxon test on location, there is a normal
theory approximation to the test on variances. Again, this is helpful if
the sample sizes are large and one is in need of getting an approximate
power for the test. One merely computes
W* = W-[m(_q-n+2)/4] if _ is odd
{mn(m+n+l)[3+(m+n)2]/[48(m+n)2]} I/2
= W-{m(m+n+l)2/[4(nmUn)]} if m+n is even
{mn(m+n+l)[3+(m+n)2]/[48(m+n)2]} I/2
and make appropriate tests on the N(0,1) distribution. An important
restriction here is that the means are assumed to be equal for the two
groups, though if they are not equal, one can replace observations xi
by xi - _ and Yi by Yi - y"
Again, ties in the data do not present difficulties. In the exact °
test one merely uses average ranks. For the large sample approximation,
the above N(0,1) statistic is altered in the denominator, which is
,Va_-r(W) under H0. Var(W) becomes
g
{mn[16 Z t.r2-(m+n)(m+n+2)2]}




16 (re+n)2 (l_n-1) (m+n odd)
Again, t. is the size of the tied group J and r. is the average rank of
J 3
the observation in the tied group j.
(b) Analysis of Variance - One Factor Problem
It is of interest here to present nonparametric methods for comparing
means from say k categories or treatments, e.g., k test panels. Data,
again, is obviously non-Gaussian. Suppose the data is of the form
i 2 3 ..- k
Xll x21 x31 "'" Xkl
x12 x22 x32 "'' Xk2
Xl,nl x2 x.,n2 o,n 3 Xk,nk
As in all one-factor problems, the basic model is
7





The Eij are independent from the same distribution. We again, test -
H0: T1 = _2 = ''" = rk "
The test statisticis quite simple and actuallyhas structurethat somewhat
resemblesthe analysisof variance F statistic. The procedureis called
the Kruskal-Wallisprocedureand is based on the statistic
k
12 Z nj(Rj -R )2
H = N(N+I) J=l " ""
k
12 l R_/nj) - 3(N+I)
- j=l
where we have ranked all N observations jointly from least to greatest
and rij denotes the rank of xij, Rj the sum of the ranks received by
N+I
treatment j, R. = R./n., and R is the average rank which is--j' j O .. 2 "
There are two procedures, one based on a large sample approximation and
is givenby
Reject H0 if H _ X_,I,_
where X2 is the upper th probability point of the X2 distributionk-l,_
with k-i degrees of freedom. For small samples, tables exist for the
exact distribution of H under H0 and thus one can use the exact test.
The percentage points are given in Table III. As one can see, the exact
tables are somewhat limited and thus one often must resort to the X2
distribution.






Here g is the number of tied groups, tj is the size of the jth tied group,
and Tj = (t_-tj).
Multiple Comparisons
Though procedures for making paired or multiple comparisons following
an analysis of variance in a nonparametric setting are rare, some do exist
though they generally tend to be considerably more conservative than their
parametric counterparts. Probably the most effective method of paired or
multiple comparisons is based on the q-statistic or Tukey's procedure
which was outlined and discussed in a previous report. Namely, if the
Kruskal-Wallis test rejects the hypothesis of equality of treatments we
can decide treatments u and v differ when
v. [k(kn+l)]I/2IRu.-R I _ q(_,k,_)_ _-_
(only for equal sample sizes n)
The quantity under the square root is the standard error of the rank rij.
For unequal sample sizes an alternative procedure is to declare a signifi-
cant difference when
N(N+I) 1/2 1 . 1,1/2
Iau.-Rv.l a Z /[k(k_ll][_] (_-*n-J
u V
(b)_The Two-Factor Nonparametric Analysis of Variance
Suppose the model is a fairly simple one, namely there are nk
observations with one observation taken from each of k treatments in n
p
5Y_n_, with the model being
xlj = _ + xl + Bj + _lj
_ am_hthe errors are mutually independent and come from the same population.
• O_=_again, we wish to test the hypothesis
HO: _1 = T2 = "'" = Tk
The test, called the Friedman test is conducted as follows:
Within each block rank the k observations from lowest to highest.
Let rij denote the rank of x.. in the joint ranking Xlj , x2j , ..., Xkj ,
n R.13 " k+l
and let R = Z R Ri. =-!i and of course R = _ Thus Ri is the
i j=l i' n .. 2 "
sum of the ranks received by treatment i. and Ri. is the average rank
received by treatment i- The test statistic is given by
k
12n Z (RI.-R..)2S = k(k+l) i=l
k
_ [ 12
nk(k+l) i7=IR_] - 3n(k+l) .
As usual there are two approaches. The statistic S can be compared to
tail points of the X__I distribution o_!rthe exact percentage pointsupper
q
of the distribution S can also be used. The exact percentage points are
given in Table IV for 5 treatments and less. Note here, of course, the
i0
strong resemblence between S and the treatment mean square used in parametric
analysis of variance and, of course, here one _s looking for significant
. differences between average rank.






nk(k+l)-[i/(k-l)] _ {( E t3 j)-k}i=l j=l i,
where gi is the number of tied groups in block i, tij is the size of the
.th
3 tied group in block i, and untied values within a block are counted
as ties of size i.
The test described here must be made in the case of a model with
no interaction and one observation per combination of treatment and block.
Paired or multiple comparisons can be made using q-statistics in the same
fashion discussed previously. There is no exact nonparametric procedure
for detecting interaction. In addition, there is no exact procedure for
doing analysis of variance when more than two factors are involved.
However, one procedure which appears to perform quite well under limited
conditions _hen data is not normal and several factors are involved is
the following:
(a) Suppose there are three factors, A, B, and C with factor A at
a levels. Take each (_-C) combination and treat them as "blocks".
(b) In each "block", rank the a-treatments.
(c) Do an analysis of variance (F-test, etc.) on A using the
resulting ranks.
Ii
(d) The same procedure can now be used to test factors B and C.
It should however be emphasized that this "analysis of variance of ranks"
d_em not detect interaction.
It is imperative tbat when nonparametric procedures are necessary
,the number of factors should be kept low, i.e., the experiment should be
a simple one. The main reason for this recommendation is that interaction
cannot be detected and the exact procedures (Kruskal-Wallis and Friedman
tests) only cover through a two factor model.
Examples. The following pages show sample data and computer print-
out for the Wilcoxon test, Ansari-Bradley test, and Kruskal-Wallis test.
II. Analysis of Variance on Sample Variances
As was mentioned earlier, the second part of this phas involves
a study of the appropriateness of doing analysis of variance on sample
variances. Our approach to the problem is to determine how large the
sample sizes for the sample variances must be in order that the method be
a reasonable one. Sample variances follow a X2 distribution (apart from
scale factor) and of course X2 variates are asymptotically normal. The
obvious question is "How much information must be in each sample variance
before the method results in only a negligible error?"
Let us begin by assuming that we have an analysis of variance problem
with the basic unit being a sample variance s_ and that the "sample size",
i.e., the number of sample variances in each cell is say n. More importantly
we must specify that m independent observations were used in creating the
sample variances. Thus r--m-i degrees of freedom are associated with each
sample variance. Now, of course, to do analysis of variance on these
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s_ one must assume that the s_ are normal with common variance. If the
J 3
individual data points are Caussian prior to forming sample variances,
X2o2
r _2. then the s_ are distributed as--, where is the variance of the basicj r
measurement. The homogeneous variance assumption on the s_ certainly holds
• 3
under the hypothesis being tested in the analysis of variance. In fact if
we assume that m is the same value for each sample variance, then
2o_o
Var s_ = -7-
It is well known that the variate
x_-r
2 approaches N(0,1) as r grows large.which is a standardized form of Xr,
The basic issue then concerns how quickly the ×2 variate approaches
normality or more specifically, how does the nature of the distribution
of s 2 (essentially chi-square) effect the performance of the analysis of
variance.
Much work has been done on the robustness or sensitivity of analysis
of variance to non-normal data. The bibliography listed in this document
lists many pieces of work in this area. The general consensus of these
works is that the analysis of variance is very insensitive to non-normality
under a wide class of conditions. If the parent distribution is continuous
and bell shaped, the performance of analysis of variance is very good,
[5] [8]. "Bell-shaped" here means any distribution that is not L, U, or
J-shaped and with a moderate or even an extreme amount of skewness. When
the raw data in an analysis of variance follows a U-shaped distribution
the analysis of variance is very poor. Clearly how well analysis of
17
variance performs, even for a bell shaped distribution, depends upon the
amount of skew in the distribution and the amount of "peakedness" or
kurtosls. As a result most robustness studies (either Monte Carlo or
analytic) attempt to indicate how the significance level of the test
compares with the "advertised" significance level, or that which appears
to be dicated by the critical points from the F-distribution; the dls-
crepancy between these two levels is then tabulated for various conditions
on skewness and kurtosis. Many such studies have been conducted. In
Ho [5] the author states "the distribution of the F-statistic in analysis
of variance is practically unaffected by lack of symmetry but may be
slightly affected if the underlying population is roughly symmetrical
but very flat or very peaked. Since most non-normal distributions met
in practice are non-normal because of skewness, departures from normality
will likely have no appreciable effect on the validity of the F-test in
analysis of variance." It remains then to investigate the X2 distribution
and give a reasonable recommendation regarding what is the minimum value
for degrees of freedom which would insure good performance of the analysis
of variance. The skewness and kurtosis parameters that are ordinarily
considered when comparing to normality are
81 = _/_ (skewnesscoefficient)
= B4/_ (kurtosiscoefficient)82
where pj is the jth centralmoment of the distribution. For the chi-square,





82 : 3 +--r
Clearlyas r grows !arser 81 approacheszero, and 82 approaches3.0, both
the Gaussianparametervalues. For all practicalpurposes,if r were as
large as 24, _i = 0.33 and 82 = 3.5 and these values are themselvesclose
enough to Gaussian to warrant safe use of analysisof variance. However,
it is doubtful that it is necessaryfor r to be so large. Though it is
difficultto get a "handle"on these two parameters,certainlyany value
of B1 exceededby 1.0 and 82 in the vicinityof 4.0 should indicate
"close enough"to symmetryto suggestsafe use of analysis of variance.
Thus if r = i0, 81 = 0.8 and 82 = 4.2 and since the distributionis hell
shaped,this is well within the "safe"useage area indicatedby Ho [5]
and Norton [8] in their Monte Carlo work.
Conclusion
If one uses analysisof varianceon samplevariances,one can he
assuredof only minor errors if the samplevariancesare based on as many
degreesof freedomas i0. If the sample variancesare based on only 6-8
or fewer degreesof freedom,it might result in an error in the true
significancelevel of the test and, as a result,a nonparametrlcapproach
shouldhe consideredas an alternativeto ordinaryanalys_sof variance.
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Tab le I Upper tail lm_babilitics lbr tlu" null d;_tribution of |¢ilcoxon's rank
sum Wstatisti_': m = 3(I )l(),n = I(1)trt. m = 11(l)20,n = 1(I14
For given rn and n, the table clllry tot lilt' |x,int X is Pt_{ 1,,'_ x}. Under thc_e conditio,% if
is such 11utli'O {W :" 1"}= a, then '_.'{,'.ul, nl =X.
n = I
...........................
t_!: 3 In = 4 I'tl: 5 tn = 11 rtt ---"1 ttt : 8 ut = 9 rtl = 10 m = 1I
.....................
3 ,5 |1(1 .61)11
4 .2511 .400 .5(10 .571
5 .200 .33"1 .429 .Silt) : .556
6 .167 286 .375 .444 500 .545
7 .143 .25,_ .333 .400 .455 .500
8 .125 .222 .300 .364 .417
•II I .200 .273 .333





x tit = 12 nl = 13 nl = 14 ut = 15 tn = 16 it, = 17 tit = 18 rrt= 19 ttl = 20
7 .538
8 .462 .500 .533
9 .385 .420 .46'1 51_11 .52'J
I(1 .308 .357 .4(m 4_8 .471 .5o_! .526
II .231 .28(_ .331 .315 •412 .44.1 .474 .5(10 •524
12 .154 .214 .2t,'l .312 .351 .389 .421 .450 .476
13 .077 .143 .201| .2_11 .2o4 .333 .368 .400 .429
I.I .07 i .133 .18;_ .235 .278 .316 .350 .381
15 .067 .125 .176 .222 .263 .3oo .333
to .0€,2 .I 18 .167 .21 i .250 .286
17 !!5'_ .111 .158 .2(I(I .231_
.(|5[, .105 .150 .190
18, .t153 .IO0 .143






.r m _ |2 m = 13 m = 14 m = 15 m = !6 m = 17 m = Ig m = 19 m = 2(I
.(107 .1126 .o53 .(!84 .I 19 .156
_1 All 3 .(135 .063 .095 .130
34 .11o7 .(123 .047 .076 .108
35 .012 .032 .((57 .087
36 .006 .021 .043 .069
3"/ .011 .029 .0.52










14 .lift) .314 .50o
15 .1150 ./U(, .3')3 .5,18
16 .114 .2s;e_ .452
17 .057 .191, .357 .5uo
18 .029 125 .274 .417 .539
.1171 )9(b .3 _''1' .461.
19 .38g .500
2o .0_€, .131 25g
• .1118 .1)83 .1'2 .315 .432 .57121 364 .469
22 .048 .13.; •248 -
.024 d_92 .188 .300 .406 .500
23 .o12 .115_ .139 .241 .346 .442
24 .033 .097 .186 " .287 .385
25 .01t .11()7 .141 .234 .330
21, .Oog .042 .105 .185 .277
27 .024 .073 .143 .228
2',-_ 012 .050 .108 .184
29 .I)116 .032 .080 .146
30 .018 .056 .113
31 .0(19 .(138 .085









Tal, h" I (cv, tm'wd
H - 2
rn= 3 ol = 4 m _ 5, ,,t _, o, --:'" ttt =-8 rl! =') m ,: 111 ttl-- II
6 .600
7 .400 .600
8 .200 .400 5? !
9 .100 .267 .-'2'., .571
It) .133 .?."._, _."_ .556
11 .()67 .t _:l q2! 441 .556
12 tv)5 •214 ..s33 .444 .545
13 .!:4_ 143 .250 .356 .455 .545
14 .o71 .167 .267 .36,1 .455 .5_8
15 036 .I 11 .200 .291 .379 .462
16 .056 .133 .218 .3113 . IS5
17 o2l'; .089 .164 •242 .321
18 .044 .1()') .182 .256
19 .U22 .073 .136 .2115
20 .1136 .091 .154





rr:-- 12 m = 13 m-- 14 ,; _ 13 ,z'-: 16 m=17 m* IS m = 19 m=21)
15 .538
16 .4_2 .533
17 .396 .467 .:.33
18 .330 .400 .1_; ..',2°
19 .275 .343 .I0_' .1_I .<29
20 .220 .286 .;sil _i 2 .471 .52(,
21 .176 .238 ._,)o ;_,t_ .41,_ •474 .526
22 .132 .190 .25'! .'_:,') .366 .421 .;74 .524
23 .099 .152 _0;-, "_,5 "_2t, .374 426 .476 .524
24 .0o6 .114 .:,',7 721 .27s ._27 .379 •429 •476
25 .(144 .086 .133 i ,*-,.l .235 287 .?,_7 .386 •433
26 .(122 .057 .ll_t_ 147 .It)(J .246 .295 .343 .3911
27 .011 .038 .075 .ilr, Ibm; .211 .25,'1 .3115 .351
28 .019 ._50 ,_,1_ 131 .175 .221 .267 .312
29 .010 .03_ .,_6 !t '_ .146 .189 ..:3. ")77
30 .1117 . ,44 .('..78 .117 .158 .200 .242
31 .o08 .o2'_ .050 .1194 .132 .171 .212
32 _15 .039 .0711 .1115 .143 .182
23.
Table T ic.mtimwd}




.}7 .367 .450 .52.1
28 .31b .4011 .47(,
29 .261'1 .352 .42 t} .5[111
31) .224 305 .3;'hi .4511 .52 I
31 .182 .261 . tin .,It ' .479
32 .147 .220 .29¢, .3(,') .438 .50(I
33 .116 .182 .2_.1 .'_21 .396 .41)1 ,519
34 .090 .148 .216 287 .356 .421 .481
35 .t168 .120 .IAI .249 .117 .382 444 .51111
36 .051 .095 .150 .21.: .2811 .345 .407 .464 •517
37 .1135 .I173 . I .)2 . l St) .2.1.1 3118 .37o .429 4_ I
38 .024 .055 .(),)u .Iql 211 .271 .335 .394 .449
39 .015 .I141 .O,'S .t25 .I,_11 .2.19 .31111 .359 .415
-'4) .1109 .029 .;),)0 I,)? .152 .2!)8 .2117 .325 382
41 .004 .020 .i).1t., .()b_' .121 .!79 .2215 .293 .3.;9
42 .002 .012 .03-I .(!_,5 .I115 .153 .2116 .262 .tl7
43 .007 .024 .(15_1 .!!86 .129 .178 .232 .28b
44 .I104 .()lb .038 .1169 .I(18 .153 .2114 .257
45 .1"102 .(}lO .I)2bl .1155 .1189 .131 .178 .229
46 .()()h .q)?€) .I142 .073 .I I I .154 ..).112
47 .OO3 ._))3 .O32 .059 .092 .132 .177
48 .()()l .()I)w .(124 .q)41_ .1177 .I 13 .155
49 ')';5 .017 .I136 .{162 .1195 .134
511 .t)L)2 .ill I .1127 0511 .080 .I 15
51 .()iJ ! .1)117 .1120 .IMII .066 .098
52 .11{14 3114 .031 .054 A183
53 .()02 .()I(1 .I123 .044 .1169
54 ._)111 .o1111 .1117 .034 .1158
55 .I1114 .1112 .027 .1147
56 .()02 .008 .0211 .I138
57 .0()I .0115 .1115 .030
58 .003 .1110 .1123
59 .1)02 .0117 .018
€)0 .lit) I .0(15 .1113
61 .111)3 .11119








m=7 m = _ In =9 tn = 10 m= II






22 .171 .365 ._43
23 .11111 .27h .457
24 .I}57 .21_6 .3_il .53,
25 .1129 .143 .31!5 .464
2(_ .(it4 .1195 .23,_ .3'14 .533
27 .056 .176 .32.1 .467
28 .032 .I 29 .21,4 .4114 .530
29 .016 .086 .2U6 .341 .470
30 .0118 .1_5_ .158 .285 .413 .527
31 .O33 .I 15 .23() .355 .473
32 .01') .u82 .184 .3U2 .42U .525
33 .11111 .055 .141 .252 .367 .475
34 .0115 .036 IU/ .2117 .318 .426
35 .(}2t .O77 .165 .270 .371
3h .012 155 .131! .227 .330
37 .it(it, I136 .q()9 .187 .286
38 .11113 .1124 . '74 .152 .245
.1_14 .1_53 .12U .206
39 .11118 .(138 .094 .171
40 I1114 .025 .071 .140
41 .002 .(117 .053 .113
42 .(110 .038 .08 °
4"_ .11116 .027 .069
44 .11(13 .(118 .052












T,d;h' Z-" {contimw, l)
tl -= 4





38 .342 .435 .521
39 .299 .392 .479
40 .260 .352 .43') 519
41 • .223 .312 ._q') .4_t
42 .190 .274 .360 .,.,_" .518
43 .158 .239 .323 .405 482
44 .131 .206 .287 _ .446 .51"1
45 .106 .175 .253 .332 .410 .483
46 .085 .148 221 •298 .375 .449 .516
47 ,066 .123 .191 .2o5 .341 .415 .484
48 .052 .101 .164 .235 .308 .381 ,451 .516
49 .039 .082 .139 .2_15 . .277 .349 .419 .484
50 .029 .065 .116 .I 79 .247 .318 .387 .453 .515
51 .021 .051 .1196 .154 .219 .287 .356 .422 .485
52 .015 .039 .1179 .131 .192 .258 .326 .392 .455
53 .010 .030 .063 .I 10 .168 "_3.... I .297 .363 .426
54 .007 .022 .051 .092 .145 .205 .269 .334 .397
55 .004 .016 .1140 .076 .124 .181 .242 .306 .368
56 .002 .011 .031 .062 .106 .158 .217 .279 .341
57 .001 .008 .023 .0511 1189 .138 .193 .253 .314
58 .001 .005 .017 .O.lO .074 .I 19 .171 .228 288
59 .003 .012 .113! .061 .101 .1511 .205 .2(,2
60 .002 .009 .024 .¢)50 .086 .131 .183 .239
61 ,001 .006 .0!8 .040 .1172 .113 .162 .216
62 .000 .004 .01,1 .1132 .060 .098 .143 .I_4
63 .002 .010 .1125 .049 .083 .125 .174
64 .001 .007 .019 040 .070 .109 .155
65 .001 .OO5 .015 .032 .059 .094 .137
66 .000 .003 .01 I .026 .049 .08 ! .120
67 .002 .0O8 .020 .040 .069 .1o5
68 .0111 1106 .016 .033 .058 .Ot)l
69 .1101 .1!04 .012 .027 .049 .I17')
70 .110o .11o2 .009 .021 .041 .067
71 .001 .006 .017 .033 .1157
72 .()l!l .11115 .013 .027 .048
73 ,000 ,003 ,010 .022 .041
74 .000 .002 .007 .1118 .034
75 .001 .005 .014 .028
76 .0_}1 .004 .011 .023
77 .000 .1)02 .1108 .018
Tabh' T [continual)
. tt_-4
x m = 12 In= 13 ,t= 14 nl _ 15 ,tz= I(, m = 17 m = 18 m= 19 m= 211
78 .OllO .01)2 .006 .1115
7_) .001 .004 .011
8(I .()I!l 0(|3 .0(19
81 .OOl) .(I02 .(1117
















33 .155 .331 .5()11
34 .I I I .21,8 .438
35 .I175 .214 .378 .528
36 .1148 .I05 .319 .472
37 .1128 .123 .265 .416
38 .016 .11,_;9 .216 .31,2 .5{11|
39 .1818 .11(_3 .172 .311 .449
411 .111),1 .I141 134 .202 .399 .523
41 .I12€, .1111 .2t8 .3511 .477
42 .1115 .1174 .177 .3!13 .4311
43 .0119 .053 .142 .259 .384
44 .q_t_4 .{)37 .111 .219 .339
45 .11112 .1124 ._)R5.... 182 .297
46 .[115 .IR,4 .149 .257
47 .I1119 ,117 .1211 .2211
48 .()(15 .1_.1 .095 .IR5
49 .(_1't ._17._ A173 .155
5(1 .(l(ll .01_ .056 .I 27
SI .11119 .1141 .It)3




m =5 tn=6 ,n =7 m = 8 m =9 m = I11
53 .003 .I121 .065
54 .I}t)2 .014 ' .050
















42 .33 _ ." ?7
43 .2u4 .4/3
44 .24" .1!_
45 I' " .:,_,:, .525
46 155 ",l.l 475
47 .17_ -','_' ..-*,26
48 .t_4_ .221 .3,;7 .523
49 {;t,_, i._;_ .3_1 477
51.1 ._-1_ I 17 .281_ .432
51 ,,.;2 II] .245 .3_8 .521
"_, .344 .47952 :o21 .0','o ._,_7
53 .!113 .iJ(,,) .172 .303 .437
54 _11/-; .{151 .141 .2t_4 .396
._,855 .t_04 .u37 .114 _ .356
56 31112 .1121, .1191 .194 .318
57 Iliil .ill7 .Wll .Ib4 .281
5g .Ill I .1154 .136 .246
59 .riO7 .1141 .112 .214
60 1104 .1111 ..1191 .184
61 ._;qp2 1121 .1172 .157
62 _t I .1115 .1157 .132




x m:6 m=7 m= 8 m=9 m= 10
(14 .01)6 .033 .090
05 .O(),l •1!25 .074
().6 .I)02 .018 .059
• 67 .I)ol .013 A)47
68 .0()I .009 .036






















t_tl .191 .347 .50U
hi . I 'iq .306 .459
62 .13() .21_8 .419
63 .IO4 .232 .379 .519
()4 .082 .197; .3,it) .481
65 .(ff)4 .168 ,3133 .443
66 .049 .140 .26,_; .406
67 .036 .II1, .235 .370
6F, .027 .()95 .204 .335
(,) .t)19 .()7o .17(, .300
7o .()13 .()(,() .15o .268
" 11 .01)') .q).lI .126 .237




•'_ m= 7 m= 8 rr • ,) .i. I0 .'_ m :8 t;: : 9 tn: IO
73 .003 .027 O;: ; ,_., _lb I I 7 .240 .381
74 .002 .020 ,,7 1 €;7 81 .097 .212 .348
75 .0!11 .(114 .t' 7 I_ N2 118(I .INS .317
76 .001 .010 (_4:_ I _. 83 .tit,5 .161 .286
77 .000 .01!7 ..3t, ti,_7 /.14 .052 138 .257
78 .005 .¢)27 ,,Y,l 85 .(_41 .118 .230
79 .003 ."2! "€,7 ,3¢', .(132 100 .204
8(I .002 .010 .h54 ._7 .025 .084 •180
81 .001 .lJl i J,4a S8 .1119 .ll69 .158
82 .001 h |_, .035 89 .1114 .057 .137
83 .000 .rJq,t, (_28 9n .{)10 .(146 . I I 8
84 .000 .t_)4 i 22 91 .riO7 .1)37 .102
85 .I103 .1_1? 92 .005 .(130 .086
80 .'),12 .{)12 03 .003 .1123 .073
87 .tl_._l .<q)9 94 .002 .1118 .061
88 .(_{ll .,_t)7 o5 .001 .014 .051
89 ItOU .h{_5 ";6 .001 .010 .042
9(I t"+)O -"()_ ',17 .001 .0{18 .()34
91 ",,q_ I)+,2 t,)8 .000 .(}06 .027
92 .""2 ')'} .OOtl .004 .1122
93 ,!{11 100 .uOtt .003 .017
9.1 ._:{)l 101 .O02 .013
95 ._0;_ 102 .(i01 .010
96 '.,o 1113 .r)()l .()0_
97 _,+(t 111_ .(IqO .I)06
98 .... .+,(ill Ji15 .H00 .I){14
1!16 .(h)O .003
1,17 .000 .()(12
+'I= _ 1(18 .(q)O .()02
11_'? ,0111
X ,'?'t= 8 m = '-1 m -- !t_ 11(I .001
111 .0(11,)
( ,'+ .520 112
.000
69 .480 113 .0_10
70 .439 114 .o00
71 .399 115 .(X)I_
72 .360 .5:': 116 .+)(i(1
73 .323 .,1._I .
74 .287 . .44.1
75 .2_3 .4,_7
76 .221 .371 .51."
77 .191 .331, .4_3
78 .164 .3t13 .4-1:;




x m = 9 m = 10 x m = I0
s_t=9 tn = |it
122 ,0{){} .004 121 .! 24
86 .500 123 .00{_ .{}03 122 .109
g7 .466 124 A)O{) .(}1)2 123 .{195
88 .432 125 .t)q() .O()l 124 .{}83
89 .398 125 .072
9{) .365 .516 12() .{1{}{) .0!}1
OI 333 .484 121 .{){)1 126 .062
92 .3o2 .452 12,_ oo1) 127 .053I )9 .{1!1{I 128 .{145
q3 .27.t .421 " 129 .038
94 .245 .390 13{1 "{){1()
t)5 .218 3{)( 131 .{1{}0 13() .032
96 .I {)3 .330 132 )1{){) 131 .026
97 .I 711 .3()2 133 "{}(s(} 132 .022
{}8 .149 .274 134 .{}{)(1 133 .0181 00 4 4
99 .129 .248 135............... 135 .012
Io1} .| I I .223 136 .009
I{}I .095 .200 n = 11) 137 .007
102 .081 .178 138 .006
103 .068 .158 m -- Ill 139 .004
1114 ,057 .139 _ ....... 140 .003
1115 .{147 121
• 105 .515 141 .003
1{16 .1|39 .1116 I(}(, .4.R5 142 .002
1(17 .031 .0')1 It}/ .456 143 .001
108 .025 .078 108 .427 144 .001
109 .020 .067 1{)9 .398 145 .001
I tO .016 .056 I I{} 370 146 .001
I I I .012 .047 I I I 342 147 .000
112 .1}09 .(139 148 .000
113 .007 .033 112 .315.
114 .01}5 .027 113 .289 149 .o0o
115 .1}1}4 .1)22 114 264 150 .(')00
116 .{}03 .017 llS 241 151 .000
117 .oo2 ,ill4 116 .218 152 .o0o
118 .oI)l .011 117 -IL}7 153 .000
119 .I)OI .0119 III_ .I 7{) 154 .11110
120 .1}01 .007 119 .157 155 .1100
I21 .{)o11 .1{{')5 121{ .14 I}
Ad:w,cd l'tmu "l'ablc II o{ A NOnl'aram('tric Introducti,)n to Statistics, by C. H. Kraft and
C. _an Fcden, Mwmillan, New York, 19{)is,with lhc permission t)f the authc}_ and the
i}ttl,i;dwr. {,,)pyril,ht _} 196B, by {he Maclltill,m ('t)mpany.
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Table II Upper tailprobabilitiesl;)r the null distribution of the Ansari-Bradley
_/'_tatistic: 2 < m <_ n, (m + n) <_ 20
!
For given rn and n, the table entry for the point x is Po("//r> x}. Under these conditions, if
x is such that P^,_'/'//'_ x} = _, flwn w2 (a. m, it) =x. On the otilcr hand. ifx is such that
,°'-..,ho° ,,• ,/=[1-,,o(. x0--
I1- (1 -cOl --'a, and w; (i_,tr;,nl=(x I).
m = 2
x n=2 n=3 n=4 n=5 n=6 n=7 n=8 n=9 n=lO
2 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
3 .8333 .9000 .9333 .9524 .9643 .q722 .9778 .9818 .9848
4 .1667 .5000 .6_.67 .7619 .8214 .8611 .8889 .9091 .9242
5 .2000 .3333 .5238 .t:,429 .7222 .7778 .8182 .8485
6 .0667 .238 ! .3571 .5000 .6000 .6727 .7273
7 .0952 .1786 .3056 .4000 .5091 .5909
8 .I1357 .1389 .2222 .3273 .4091
9 .0556 .1111 .2000 .2727
10 .0222 .0909 .1515
! 1 .0364 .0758
12 .0152
x n=ll n= 12 n=13 n=14 n=15 n=16 n= 17 n=18
2 1.0000 1.0000 1.0(100 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
3 .9872 .9899 .9905 .#917 .9920 .9935 .9942 .9947
4 .9359 .9451 .9524 .9583 .9632 .9673 .9708 .9737
5 .8718 .8901 .9048 .9167 ._265 .9346 .9415 .9474
6 .7692 .8022 .8286 85{)0 .8676 .8824 .8947 .9053
7 .6538 .7033 .7429 7750 .8015 .8235 .8421 .8579
8 .5000 .5714 .6286 .6750 .7132 .7451 .7719 .7947
9 .3590 .4286 .5048 .50_7 .6176 .6601 .6959 .7263
10 .2308 .2967 .3714 .4333 .5000 .5556 .6023 .6421
11 .1410 .1978 .2667 .3250 .3897 .4444 .5029 .5526
12 .0641 .1099 .1714 .2250 .2868 .3399 .3977 .4474
13 .0256 .0549 .1048 .!500 .21159 .2549 .3099 .3579
14 .0lit/ .0476 (t_33 .1324 .1765 .2281 .2737
15 .019o ._J417 .0809 .1176 .1637 .2053
16 ._(183 .0368 .0654 .1053 .1421
17 .0147 .0327 .0643 .0947
18 .0665 .0292 .0526





.=3 .=4 .=5 .=6 n=7 .=8 n=9 n=lO n=ll
4 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 i.0000 !.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
5 .9000 .9429 .9643 .9762 .9833 .9879 .9909 .9930 .9945
6 .7000 .8286 .8929 .9286 .9500 .9636 .9727 .9790 .9835
7 .3000 .5714 .7143 .8095 .8667 .9030 .9273 .9441 .9560
8 .I000 .3429 .5000 .6548 .7500 .8182 .8636 .8951 .9176
9 .1429 .2857 .4643 .5833 .6909 .7636 .8182 .8571
10 .0286 .1071 .2857 .4167 .5455 .6364 .7168 .7747
11 .0357 .1429 .2500 .3939 .5000 .5979 .6703
12 .0595 .1333 .2606 .3636 .4755 .5604
13 .0119 .05nO .1455 .2364 .3497 .4396
14 .0167 .0727 .1364 ,2413 .3297
.0303 .0727 .1503 .2253
15 .0061 .0273 .0839 .1429






x n= 12 n=13 n =14 n=15 n=16 n=17
4 1.0000 1.0000 l.OnOO 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
5 .9956 .9964 .9971 .9975 .9979 .9982
6 .9868 .9893 .9912 .9926 .9938 .9947
7 .9648 .9714 .9765 .9804 .9835 .9860
8 .9341 .9464 .9559 .9632 .9690 .9737
9 .8857 .9071 .9235 .9363 .9463 .9544
I0 .8198 .8536 .8794 .8995 .9154 .9281
il .7341 .7821 .8206 .8505 .8741 .8930
12 .6374 .6964 .7485 .7892 .8225 .8491
13 .5297 .6000 .6632 .7132 .7575 .7930
14 .4242 .5051 .5735 .6324 .6852 .7281
15 .3209 .4000 .4794 .5441 .6058 .6561
16 .2286 .3036 .3868 .4559 .5232 .5789
17 .1516 .2179 .2985 .3676 .4396 .5000
18 .0945 .1464 .2206 .2868 .3591 .4211
19 .0527 .0929 .1529 .2108 .2817 .3439
20 .0264 .0536 .1015 .1495 .2136 .2719
21 .0110 .0286 .0632 .1005 .1548 .2070
22 .0022 .0107 .0353 .0637 .1073 .1509
23 .0036 .0176 .0368 .0712 .1070




x n=12 n_ 13 I_---1,1 n= 15 n-- 16 n = 17
25 .I)O15 .0074 .0248 .0456





x n=4 n=5 n=6 n=7 n=8 n=9 n=lO n=ll n=12
6 1.0000 1.0000 1.000_; 1.000_1 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 I.O000
7 .9857 .9921 .9952 .997cl .9980 .9986 .9990 .9993 .9995
8 .9286 .9603 .9762 .9848 .9899 .9930 .9950 .9963 .9973
9 .8000 .8889 .9333 ,9576 9717 .9804 ,9860 .9897 .9923
lO .6286 .7778 .8571 90ql ..9394 .9580 .9700 .9780 .9835
11 .3714 .6032 .7333 .8242 .8788 .9161 .9401 .9560 .9670
12 .2000 .4286 .5810 .71_1 .7980 .8573 .8961 .9238 .9429
13 .0714 .2619 .4190 .5818 .6889 .7762 .8342 .8769 .9066
14 .0143 .1349 .2567 .4424 .5677 6783 .7542 .8154 .8582
15 .0476 .1429 .3030 .4323 .5_50 .6593 .7385 .7951
16 .0159 .0o67 .1939 .31!1 .4503 .5554 .6520 .7225
17 .0238 .lObl .2020 .3357 .4446 .5546 .6374
18 .00_8 .0515 .1212 .2378 .3407 .4564 .5473
19 .0!82 .0606 .1538 .2458 .3590 .4527
20 .0061 .0283 .0923 .1658 .2711 .3626
21 .€)101 .0490 .1039 .1934 .2775
22 .0020 .0238 .0599 .1319 .2049
23 .0084 .0300 .0821 .1418
24 .0028 .0140 .0484 .0934
25 .0050 .0256 .0571








x n= 13 n= 14 n= 15 n= 16
6 1.00110 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
7 .9996 .9997 .9997 .9998
8 .9979 .9984 .9987 .9990
9 .9941 .9954 .9964 .9971
10 .9874 .9902 .9923 .9938
!1 .9748 .9804 .9845 .9876
12 .9563 .9660 .9732 .9785
13 .9286 .9444 .9561 .9649
14 .8908 .9144 .9324 .9459
15 .8408 .8742 .9002 .9197
16 .7811 .8245 .8599 .8867
17 .7101 .7647 .8101 .8448
18 .6319 .6967 .7528 .7961
19 .5471 .6209 .6873 .7391
20 .4613 .5412 .6166 .6764
21 .3761 .4588 .5413 .6078
22 .2979 .3791 .4654 .5368
23 .2261 .31133 .3896 .4632
24 .1655 .2353 .3189 .3922
25 .1151 .1755 .2531 .3236
26 .0765 .1258 .1953 .2609
27 .0471 .0856 .14511 .2039
28 .0277 .0556 .1042 .1552
29 .0|47 .0340 .0712 .1133
30 .0071 .0196 .0470 .0803
31 .0025 .0098 .0289 .0541
32 .I11)08 .0046 .0170 .0351
33 .0016 .0090 .0215






x n=5 n=6 n=7 n=8 n=9 n=lO n= 11
9 1.0000 i0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 i.0000 1.0000
I0 .9921 .9957 .9975 .9984 .9990 .9993 .9995
11 .9762 .9870 .9924 .9953 .9970 .9980. .9986
12 .9286 .9610 .9773 .9860 .9910 .9940 .9959




n=5 n=6 n=7 n=8 n=9 n=lO n=ll
14 .7302 .8420 .9015 .9386 .9600 .9734 .9817
15 .5873 .7446 .8333 .8936 .9291 .9524 .9670
16 .4127 .6147 .7374 .8275 .8821 .9197 .9437
17 .2698 .4805 .623? .7451 .8212 .8761 .9116
18 .1508 .3463 .50flO .6457 .7423 .8182 .8681
19 .0714 .2294 .3763 .5385 .6523 .7483 .8132
20 .0238 .1342 .2626 .4266 .5514 .6663 .7468
21 .0079 .0693 .1667 3209 .4486 .5771 .6708
22 .0303 .0985 .2269 .3477 .4832 .5870
23 .010_ .05115 1507 .2577 .3916 .5000
.0_=7 .0917 .1788 .3044 .413024 .0022 "
25 .0076 .Ob13 .1179 .2268 .3292
26 .0025 .0249 .0709 .1608 .2532
27 .0109 .0400 .1086 .1868
28 .0039 .0200 .0686 .1319
29 .11008 .0(|90 .11406 .0884
30 .0030 .0220 .0563







x n= 12 n = 13 n= 14 n= 15
9 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
I0 .9997 .9098 .9998 .9999
11 .9990 .9_93 .9995 .9996
12 .9971 .9979 .9985 .9988
13 .9935 .9953 .9966 .9974
14 .9871 .99i17 .9931 .9948
15 .9767 .9832 .9876 .9907
16 .9601 .9711 .9787 .9840
17 .9368 .9538 .9659 .9743
18 .9047 .9295 .9476 .9604
19 .8633 .8978 .9235 .9417
20 .8116 .b_69 .8920 .9171
21 .7508 .8079 .8533 .8861
22 6810 34,)8 .8067 .8483




x n= 12 n=13 n=14 n= 15
24 .5254 .6130 .6923 .7523
25 .4449 .5383 .6267 .6950
26 .3662 .4617 .5572 .6329
27 .2928 .3870 .4864 .5673
28 .2262 .3154 .4157 .5000
29 .1690 .2502 .3478 .4327
30 .1214 .1921 .2840 .3671
31 .0835 .1431 .2262 .3050
32 .0546 .1022 .1751 .2477
33 .0339 .0705 .1318 .1962
34 .0197 .0462 .0960 .1517
35 .0107 .0289 .0675 .1139
36 .0052 .0168 .0455 .0829
37 .0023 .0093 .0294 .0583
38 ,0008 .0047 .0181 .0396
39 .0002 .0021 .0105 .0257
40 .0007 .0057 .0160







n=6 n=7 n=8 n=9 n= I0 n=ll n=12 n=13 n=14
12 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 l.O000 1.0000 l.O000 1.0000
13 .9989 .9994 .9997 .9998 .9999 .9999 .9999 1.0000 1.0000
14 .9946 .9971 .9983 .9990 .9994 .9996 .9997 .9998 .9999
15 .9848 .9918 .9953 .9972 .9983 .9989 .9992 .9995 .9996
16 .9632 .9802 .9887 .9932 .9958 .9973 .9982 .9987 .9991
17 .9264 .9592 .9760 .9856 .9910 .9942 .9961 .9973 .9981
18 .8658 .9242 .9547 .9724 .9825 .9887 .9925 .9948 .9964
19 .7846 .8735 .9217 .9518 .9692 .9799 .9865 ,9907 ,9935
20 .6807 .8048 .8751 .9215 .9487 .9663 .9772 .9843 .9890
21 .5649 .7203 .8139 .8803 .9202 .9469 .9636 .9749 .9823
22 .4351 .6189 .7366 .8260 .8812 .9199 .9445 .9613 .9725
23 .3193 .5122 .6474 .7600 .8322 .8849 .9190 .9431 .9591
24 .2154 .4038 .5501 .6829 .7717 .8407 .8860 .9191 .9413
25 .1342 .3030 .4499 .5984 .7025 .7877 .8451 .8887 .9184
26 .0736 .2133 .3526 .5085 .6246 .7259 .7962 .8514 .8896
37
.. : . L:'
Table II {conthtued]
_I=6
., n=6 .=7 n=8 n=9 n:lO n=ll n=12 n=i3 n=14
27 .0368 .1410 .2634 .4190 .5425 .6574 .7398 .8(174 .8549
28 .0152 .0851 .1861 .3323 .4575 .5831 .6765 .7564 .8138
29 .0054 .0484 .1249 .2543 .3754 .5065 .6082 .6996 .7668
30 .0011 .0239 .0783 .1860 .2975 .4292 .5364 .6376 .7139
31 .0105 .0453 .1303 2283 .3549 .4636 .5723 .6566
32 .0035 .0240 .0859 .1678 .2851 .3918 .5049 .5954
33 .0012 .0113 .0539 .1188 .2226 .3235 .4376 .5322
34 .0047 .0312 .0798 .1678 .2602 .3716 .4678
35 .0017 .0170 .0513 .1226 .2038 .3094 .4046
36 .0003 .00_2 .0308 .0859 .1549 .2518 .3434
37 .0036 .0175 .0579 .1140 .2002 .2861
38 .0012 .0090 .0370 .0810 .1550 .2332
39 .0004 .0042 .0226 .0555 .1170 .1862
40 ,0017 .0128 .0364 .0855 .1451
41 .0006 .0069 .0228 .0608 .1104
42 .0001 .0033 .0135 .0415 .0816
43 .0015 .0075 .0274 .0587
44 .0005 .0039 .0172 .0409
45 .0002 .0018 .0104 .0275
46 .0008 .0058 .0177
47 .0003 .0031 .OllO








x n=7 n:8 n:9 ,:10 n:ll n:12 n=13
16 1.0000 1.0000 1.00.0 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
17 .9994 .9997 .9908 .9999 l.O000 1.0000 1.0000
18 .9983 .9991 .9o95 .9997 .9998 .9999 .9999
19 .9948 .9972 .99s_ .9991 .9994 .9996 .9998
20 .9878 9935 .9963 .9978 .9987 .9992 .9995
21 .9744 9_62 .9921 9954 .9972 .9982 .9988
22 .9534 .9744 .9S51 .9912 .9946 .9966 .9978
23 .9196 .9_49 .9_34 .9841 .9901 .9937 .9959
24 .8730 .9270 .o55o 9734 .9833 .9893 .9930
25 .8106 .8878 .930,, .9574 .9729 .9826 ,9885
38
" Table II (continued)
m=7
x n=7 n=8 n=9 n=lO n=ll n=12 n=13
26 .7348 .8375 .8965 .9354 .9583 .9730 .9820
27 .6463 .7748 .8523 .9059 .9381 .9595 .9727
28 .5507 .7021 .7981 .8685 .9118 .9415 .9602
29 .4493 .6194 .7336 .3221 .8782 .9181 .9435
3(I .3537 .5324 .6608 .7676 .8374 .8889 .9223
31 .2652 .4435 .5820 .7052 .7887 .8532 .8958
32 .1894 .3577 .5000 .6368 .7333 .8111 .8637
33 .1270 .2777 .4180 .5637 .6714 .7626 .8258
34 .0804 .2075 .3392 .4888 .61150 .7085 .7822
35 .0466 .1478 2664 .4139 .5353 .6494 .7332
36 .0256 .1005 .2(119 .3421 .4647 .5869 .6795
37 .0122 .0648 .1477 .2753 .3950 .5220 .6219
38 .0052 .0393 .1035 .2154 .3286 .4568 .5616
39 .0017 .0221 .0694 .1633 .2667 .3925 .5000
40 .0006 .0115 .0441 .1199 .2113 .3311 .4384
41 .0053 .0266 .0847 .1626 .2735 .3781
42 .0022 .0149 .0576 .1218 .2213 .3205
43 .0008 .0079 .0375 .0882 .1749 .2668
44 .0002 .0037 .0233 .0619 .1350 .2178
45 .0016 .0136 .0417 .1014 .1742
46 .0005 .0075 .0271 .0742 .1363
47 .0002 .t_38 .0167 .0526 .1042
48 .0017 .0099 .0361 .0777
49 .0007 .0054 .0239 .0565
50 ._03 .0028 .0152 .0398
51 .0001 .0013 .0092 :0273
52 .0006 .0053 .0180
53 .0002 .0029 .0115












n =8 tJ _-9 :r : I0 n = II t_= 12
20 1.0000 I .O!R}O ] .0111)11 1.0000 1.0000
21 .9999 I.()()()0 I 1010 1011t111 I.()000
22 .9996 .q998 .9999 .9999 1.00011
23 .9989 .99!14 •9997 .9998 .9999
24 .9974 .9986 .9902 .9996 .9997
25 .9941 .q969 9983 .99911 .9994
26 .98_5 •9938 •9965 .9980 .998,_
27 .9789 ?)886 ,9935 9962 .9977
28 .9643 .58114 .9887 .9934 .9960
29 .9428 ._)(,80 .9813 .9889 .9932
30 .9133 >)504 ,9704 .9823 .9890
31 .8737 .92112 .9551 .9728 .9830
32 .8241i .:,_947 .9344 .9598 .9745
33 .765_ ,'-:5.:19 .91175 .9423 .9629
34 .6970 .8069 ,8738 .9199 .9477
35 .6212 ?508 •8328 .8918 .9281
36 .5413 .6,q,77 .7847 .8578 .9038
37 .4587 (_184 172% .8174 .8742
38 .378',4 .5457 .(,fi85 .7710 .8392
39 .3030 .4714 .(,1131 .7189 .7986
40 .2350 .39_._ 5_47 .61i21 .7528
41 .1754 .3281 .4(,53 .(,015 .7022
42 .1263 .2636 3,169 .5386 .6476
43 .08t,7 ..035 •3314 4746 .5898
44 ,_ ) .5302.0...7, .1557 .27114 .4113
45 .0357 .1139 •2153 .3500 .4698
46 .0211 .',)_q7 .1€)72 '_) .41112
47 .0115 .¢)548 1262 .2394 .3524
48 .0059 .035,_ .0925 .1919 .2978
49 .0026 .q1221 .()(,56 .1503 .2472
50 .0011 .,.1131 ._1.149 .1150 .21114
51 .00114 .Uo72 .0296 .0856 .16118
52 .00111 (_t137 .()1:.17 .I1o21 .1258
53 _)017 0113 .I1437 .0962
54 .(!111.17 .,.t)_ '_ .0298 .11719
55 .,,,)02 .q)(]5 .0196 .11523
56 _)011i .(:1111 . .0124 .0371
57 .(v,!Og .I)1175 .0255
58 f')( ; .12,343 .0170
59 _t)1)I ,()023 .01 I0
60 (h)(!(_ .01112 .0068












tl=9 it: 10 r_-- It x ;l:9 n=lO n= 11
25 1.0000 I.{_0_0 1.0000 50 .2167 .3673 .5000
26 I .()000 1.0000 1.0000 51 .1687 .3092 .4407
27 .9999 .999'4 1.O001_ 52 .1276 .2552 .3827
28 .9996 .9998 .9099 53 .0938 .2064 .3271
29 .9991 .9995 .9997 54 .(]6h8 .1632 .2749
30 .9981 .9990 .9995 55 .O460 .1262 .2269
31 .9963 .998(; .9989 56 .0305 .0952 .1840
32 .9932 9964 .9980 57 .0195 .0700 .1462
33 .9882 .9937 .9964 58 .0118 .0500 .1138
34 .9805 .9894 .9940 59 .0068 .0347 .0867
35 .9695 .9831 .9903 60 .0037 .0232 .0645
36 .9540 .9741 .9849 61 .00!9 .0150 .0468
37 .9332 .9618 .9773 62 .0009 .0093 .0331
38 .9062 .9453 .9669 63 .0004 .0056 0227
39 .8724 .924(I .9532 64 .[100! .0031 .0151
40 .8313 .8972 .9355 65 .O00fl .0017 .0097
41 .7833 .8646 .9133 66 .0008 .0060
42 .7283 .8259 .8862 67 .0004 .0036
43 .6677 .7813 .8538 68 .0002 .0020
44 .6025 .7310 .8160 69 .0001 .0011
45 .5346 .6759 .7731 7(1 .0000 .0005
46 .4654 .6166 .';251 71 .0003
47 .3975 .5548 .6729 72 .0001
48 .3323 .491t, .6173 73 .0000
49 .2717 .4287 .5593 74 .0000
61
7ab/_'II [_',:nti,v,_'(l)
m = I0 _,: II) m = I0
tz= I0 ._ tl: I0 ._- it-- I0
30 1.0000 .17 .8993 64 .1007
31 1.0000 a_: _694 65 .076 I
32 1.0000 _9 ._344 66 .0560
33 .9999 5rj .7')40 67 .0403
34 .9998 5 ! .7486 68 .0282
35 .9996 -2 6.986 69 .0192
36 .9992 _3 .6449 70 .0126
37 .9984 54 .5881 71 .0¢)80
38 .9971 _: .5296 72 .0049
39 .9951 5_, .4704 73 .0{129
40 .9920 _7 .4119 74 .()tl16
41 .9874 5_ _551 75 .<1008
42 .9808 r,a .,014 76 .0(1(14
43 .9718 _' .2514 77 .00_2
44 .9597 ,,I 2€+6_! 78 .UOOl
45 .9440 _2 .Ib56 71) .(lO00
46 .9239 _,_. .I.H)I, 8() I)(|()(I
Computedby G. A.Mack on file t)hlo hi.ill.' thliv,'rmlv IIIM 3701165.
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Table III
EXACT PROBABILITYLEVELSFOR THE KRUSKY_L-WALLISTEST
The upper 10% of the exactprobabilitydistribution
of the Kruskal-Wallistest statisticis givenfor the
followingcases involvingk samples.
k = 3 , ni <__6
nI = n2 = n3 = 7






h p(H2h ) h P ( _._>h) h _ ( H._>h h P(H>h_
2 ; 2 4 _ l '-, _ 3 4 4 3
3.714 .20000 3._9 .22_7 6._44 .01714 4.5_ .Q(133 _
4.571 .Q_667 4.056 .oq286 6._6a .QI3_I 4.712 .0q022
4.0_7 .oR571 h. TOq .Oi2Rh 4.750 .08745
2 1 4.20H .07_R7 f_.'145 .OloOi) a._94 .0R364
4.764 .071_3 7.OOn .nOh[9 5.05B .07,qlO
4.2fla .IO000 S.OO0 .0s714 7._Ia .0042Q 5.144 .0729N
5. 2-OR ._]5(]00 7.4_6 .002_ 5.1_2 .0684{)
B 2 2 5.3R9 .03571 a.¢)la .001t. 3 5.2!2 .06563
5.835 .02143 5.2-95 .0632_0
4.A44 .I0476 z. _ 1 5.B0% .0607_
4.500 .06667 4 _ 2 5.326 .nSaOl
4.714 .0476;' _.. 0/-, 7 . l _, ]. 5g 5.3P6 .05"_
5.357 .02657 _..444 ,I_169 4.167 .0_254 5._PO .05177
I+.511 .OQR41 4.267 .065_4 5.576 .05074
B q 1 4.544 .0;_571 4.aon .06667 5.59R .(_4R66
4.4_I .0_254 4.B67 . (]5Bc) 7 5.667 .0469B
4.571 . lOOf_O 4.711 ._)79B7 4.967 .047_2 5.803 .04485
5.143 .042R6 4.611 .07619 5.1_)0 .q4127 5.9B_ .04B12
4.R7_ . C)7302 5.6h7 .(%'_4_)2 %.967 .04[Rq
4.'_?R .115_',73 6.1',7 .#)2222 6.{345 .t)3FI6I
4.5_ .lO_O0 5.0YR .0_714 6.6_'7 .00552 6.053 .034RI
4.A_4 .092F_6 5. 1"4 ._97 6.144 .03203
5.0(}0 .f_7500 5. 372_ .O_;SR 4 4 2 6.167 .03065
5. IB9 .(_{_71 5.400 .05(]79 6. IR2 .02961
:)._61 .()'_iA 5.4A4 . I)46,(13 z+.44=: .I02P6 6.348 .02719
5.556 .OPqO0 _. 5(X) .,)296,q 4. _,_5 .0_776 6. 3156 .02615
6.250 ._']071 _.61 i .0_175 4.5_2 .(;€1B97 6.394 .02476
5, >€(_0 .1)3_14 4.5'}] . _0()() A.Af)9 .02-_ ?,R
3 _ _ _.c,O_) .(;2 _al 4.7 /-_ .07z,_2 6.417 .02165
6.111 .02(_6 _, 4._5 r' .(:¢111 6.545 .02061
z-.6_!2 .IO(N)O _,.[z,4 .;)142'). 4.r' _ .(6476 6.659 .02009
%.067 .€)qq/l q._¢)€) .')iIi] %.1:7 .05714 6.712 .01905
5.4_2 .07)z+3 _,.444 .0(1794 5.2 '_6 .P52( :_ 6.727 .0 I_-45
_.400 . ()%0_)() 7.00() . _)0z+76 q. _,_r. .04q7! 6.q62_ .01662
5.689 .02+_57 5.50_ .04444 7.900 .0150_
5.95(", . () 25@i') 4 3 3 5._3 _'. .i4[ v_(_ 7.053 .0142_
_.&_¢4 .¢)i07 i _.A:,% .OBq37 7.076 .Ollz, 3
7.200 .00357 4. ?0(_ . ]()Og_ 5.72; .(._42_ 7.156 .01574
4. I(]_ .0(,>2o,_ _o94_ 0.27,)4 7.1_4 .qOqT,]
4 2 1 4._IH .I)H47_ t,. (N4. . (]?',', () 1.212 .0Q90:3
z.._45 .I)RlJq5 _,,32-1 .(2413 7.477 .,'n_,25
4.01_ . i 1429 q.(](}() ._1742@ _.4_)'_ , ]_:]',_ f._</R .0041o
4.50() .0761Q q.f)fl4 .07()4_ 6.545 .(]2'_B2 7.6-_6 .003_]
4.R2[ °05714 5. 1{]9 ._6762 6.6(;(} .O}f.ql 7.6_,2 . ()(_3 }.2
5.255 .()6"_RI a. _,? -,' .,_:].Fo7 7. _z'R .00294
,, ? ;) _.4"_, ._/,I_N_. A..x;_ .O1_)7o e.227 .00l'_,_
5.',00 .OSAI,) 1. (_]_, .'30511 a.326 ._)O121
4.45-. . L()(_(_) G.5I-_ . Aq_,:_% /. ;'<:' .p,).';qa _iqO0 .00052
• - o__
5.125 .0523S 5. l_'i .,_a671 4 4 4
5.533 .035_ 5.93n .h_619 _+ 4 %
5.50C) . _2_A ]. q. 9;52 .()B47W 4.5¢)0 . I0424
6.()00 .O[A2O 6.01_ .02667 4.47/ .IO21t, 4.&54 °00662
",. ]',q .l);/,If, 4.',4'- " .!)€)';_) €, 4. 760 ._-)'P35 ]
F,.3QO .022_A 4._76 .()(_;i z, z,._a5 .0_5fl9
44
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, h P(_h} h _'(_qh) h y(H_h) h P(H_h)
4 4 4 5 3 ] % % % q 4 ]
4.942 ,DQOOD 4.294 .t)R333 4.8n0 .086_8 5.55R .93492
5,_[5 .074[i 4.338 ,079_7 4.848 ,ORq2R 5°596 .03333
_.344 ,06_4_ 4.591 .{)7940 4.RAI oDQ182 5.7_ .02698
5.53R .05749 _.711 .0555& &.909 .07922 5.776 .02540
5.654 .t)5454 4.R7[ .Qq]_9 _.042 .07749 5.H5R ,02381
5,692 .04R6_ 4.96o .0_7_2 5.079 .06926 5.864 .02222
5.B08 .04414 _o4f)4 .()4345 5.10_ .04710 5.947 .02063
h, O00 .041)35 5.440 .t]3511 5.212 .06494 4.43[ .01905
6.038 .83454 5.740 .0277_ 5.2AI .0G234 4.578 .01547
6.269 .0B27% a,O&4 .()1984 5.345 .05758 6,818 .01270
4.50{) .02(994 A.4()0 .01190 5.442 .05498 6.840 .01111
4.577 .02622 q.503 .05325 4.955 .00794
6.615 .02424 5 _ 2 6.515 .f)5065 7.364 .00476
6.731 .02147 5.648 .04892
4,962 .Olgqg 4._9q .10079 5.770 ,€)4675 5 4 2
7.038 .0176& 4.Aql .09127 5.867 .04154
7.249 .01593 4.694 .0_889 6.012 .03983 4.518 .10072
7.385 .0[455 4.72& .0e730 6.041 .03290 4.541 .09841
7.&23 .01314 &.727 .08492 4.109 .03203 4,414 .09004
7.53_ .01074 &.RIG .07143 6.194 .02684 4._64 .08831
7.454 .00762 4,860 .04467 &.303 ,02554 4.7A8 ,07937
7.73[ .OOGSq 4,913 .()6349 4.315 ,02121 4.791 .07702
8.000 o08485 4.942 .OA}9t) 6.376 .o203_ 4.800 .07_61
S.l15 .00317 5.(}76 .o_g52 6.53_ .01905 4.818 ,07417
R.346 .OOPA_ 5,0_7 .(_5517 6,q94 .01_61 4,841 .07244
8,654 .00138 5.105 .05159 4.715 .01385 4._48 .07100
8.749 .00121 5.251 .04921 A.77_ .01299 4.950 ,06263
9.249 .00852 5.349 ,04603 A.B&I .01212 5.073 .06147
9.944 .08017 q.5lX .04444 6.952 .01124 _.165 .05916
q.524 .04286 7°079 .0()£64 5.164 .05310
5 2 I _._4P .04127 7.%33 •f}f)779 5.265 .05195
5.727 .{)3651 7.447 .00758 5.268 .05051
4°050 ,11905 5,742 ,()_4|_ 7.503 .()0584 5.273 .04S77
4.200 ,09524 q.7_% .()_B33 7.515 .00541 5.300 .04742
4.450 .0714_ =_. _€_a .0_294 7.434 .00411 5.314 .04418
_.(_oQ °04742 5.9,19 ,02619 7,879 .00251 5.414 .04502
5.250 .03571 _.D04 .(_2A_0 R.O t,_ .00195 5.5|8 .04271
h.O_% .09BH] 8.242 .00_0_ 5.5_B .04156
5 2 2 A.:)v] ._}Z(16q _.727 .00065 5.5_4 .OBalO
h.124 .QIgR4 5.641 ,03694
4.293 .12149 &.795 .()l_&7 5 4 I 5.664 .03608
4._73 ,0_995 6.q_5 .016_7 5.755 .03492
4.573 ,08444 A.4[q .01505 3.q60 .lOlSg _,_23 .03377
4.800 .0634_ ;,.Rlq .01190 _.9H7 .I)984} q.Rgl .03203
4.893 .C)&O_5 _._ 72 .01037 4.204 .09524 5.9_5 .03030
5.040 ,055_4 4.9_'_ ,0()_73 4.222 .0_730 5.973 .02915
5.140 .034%9 6.94_ .00554 4.2_7 .0714_ 6.005 .02626
_.A93 .0291_) 7.152 .Ooqg7 4._49 .06467 6.041 .02540
4.000 .01_52 7.6_, .00238 4.436 .06349 4.068 .02482
6.|BB .OIB_ 4.724 .0&032 _.II_ .02395
4,533 .00794 5 _ 3 4.833 .08H73 4.141 ,02280
4.86() .05554 6.223 .02193
5 3 l 4.412 .I04[)9 4.085 .04444 6.368 .02136
_..553 .09657 5.078 .04127 6.391 .02078
%.B40 °]2509 4.679 ,0g351 5.1AQ .(}_810 6.473 .02020
4.Q18 .09_24 4,77_ .0_004 5.515 .03h51 6.505 .01962
45
....... , . t._,4>h_ h P(H_>h_
h P(H2h ) h _(_._>h) h _'I,_>hl h P(H>h_
5 4 2 5 4 3 % 4 3 5 4 4
6,,541 .017B2 5-61 _. .0_I15 7.56_ .0_)/22 5.&76 .05741
6.550 .01674 5.631 .0_0_4 7.641 .00107 5°486 .0561 !
6.544 .01616 5.456 .04R63 7.755 .00635 5.489 .055_0
6.655 .01558 q.660 .OATWI 7.75% .00613 5.519 .054_6
6.723 .01501 5.677 .0471g 7.810 .00599 5.568 .05195
6.905 .01485 5.71R .04574 7.876 .00584 5.571 .05084
6.914 .C132_ 5.722 .04502 7.aS7 .00570 5.618 .05031
7.00(: .0129g 5.753 .04430 7.906 •00512 5.657 .04g06
7.01S .01212 5.779 .04500 7.927 °00498 5.6°7 .04773
7.064 .()IIS_ 5.S04 .04113 H.Oh,_ .00455 5.756 .0465S
7.118 .OlOlO 5._It+ .04033 a.(_AO .0(_440 5.782 .04555
7.205 .00,R95 5.R62 .03961 s.077 .00426 5.815 .04458
7.255 .00846 5.Q76 .03;_R9 S.II_ .00_90 5.819 .04342
7.291 .00750 5.964 .0_R31 8.122 .00375 5.914 .04245
7.450 .(%0722 6.026 .03773 8.215 .00317 6.003 .04151
7.500 .00693 6.029 .03716 S.?5_ .00274 6.013 .04063
7.56S .00606 6.060 .0365R &.429 .00216 6.030 .03965
7.573 .00491 6,(]87 .03550 8.446 .00209 6.096 .03867
7.773 .00375 6.i6& .0_492 R.4RI .001SO 6.119 .03763
7.814 .00260 6.173 .03369 R._O3 .00137 6.132 .03694
a.018 .00202 6.231 .03312 _.573 .00130 6.201 .03601
8.114 .00144 6.265 .03167 8.626 .00123 6.214 .03357
8.591 .00087 6.272 .03009 8.795 .00094 6,227 .03263
6._37 .02951 W.035 .00065 6.267 .03183
5 4 3 6.36R .02900 9.118 .00051 6.310 .03108
_.369 .02864 9.199 .00036 6.343 .02957
&.52_ .10332 6.395 .02597 9.492 .00022 6.3S2 .02877
4.549 .,QWR92 6.410 .02496 6.399 .02802
4.564 .09747 6.4q] .02453 5 4 4 6.462 .0273!
4.645 .09466 6._22 .02367 6.544 .026_6
4.676 .09"_29 6.542 .02330 4.61W .10003 6.547 .02620
4.754 .n_076 6.579 .0207R 4.66_ .09817 6.597 .02557
4.788 .OR93W 6.635 .02{]35 4.&;_5 .09608 6.673 .02429
4._1() .()R}_31 6.676 .[)199] 4.70| .09417 6.676 .07353
4._29 .0R524 6. 70"_ .01'_12 4.7[[ .()9_44 6.804 .02291
4.R56 .0_225 6.779 .()[qb9 _'.[27 .09()5_ 6.R60 .02229
4.RSl .0_1102 6.7R5 .OI7Sq 4.747 .()q_80 6.870 .02180
4._91 .07763 6.799 .01631 4. /40 .0a7R2 6.887 .02122
4.93R .07540 6.R29 .01595 4.SIB .0_5M7 6.890 .02073
4.953 .n1624 _.SQ[ .t)[557 4. R'_O .OS392 6°943 .0202°
4.983 .013_0 7.004 .01508 4.R_3 .08232 6.953 .0195R
5.041 .07229 7.0[0 .01472 4._;96 .ORO_6 6.976 .01851
5.045 .0712[ 7.0W6 .01443 4.W75 .077%9 7.058 .01794
5.106 .07(}13 1.106 .(I135& 5._14 .01575 7.075 .0174_
5.137 .06S25 7.1R8 .01299 5.024 .07428 7.101 .01661
5.[5H .06732 7.195 .01241 5.0,27 .07264 7.124 .01612
5.17g .0A5_0 7.256 .01212 5.090 .07108 7.190 .0156_
5.291 .f)6320 7.260 .OIISB 5.17.% .06935 7.203 .01518
5._OR .06241 7.772 .01162 5.196 .04793 7.233 .0147_,
5.342 .(_AlSO 7.29[ .()1133 5.225 .06633 7.240 .014%9
5._49 .0&_%/_1 7.31S .01111 q.344 .06496 7.256 .01390
5.353 .05aSO 7.395 .O)OS9 5.-_,r) .06345 7.41_ .01354
5.414 .05NOR 7.445 .00974 5.370 .06225 7.467 .0133_
5.426 .05657 7.4_5 .00952 5.3S7 .06101 7.470 .01301 "
5.549 .05390 7.477 .00931 5.410 .05985 7.497 .01265
5.56_ .05245 7.523:; .00743 5.440 .05_61 7.503 .01234
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EXACTPROBABILITYLEVELSFOR THE KRUSKAL-WALLISTEST 341
h P{H_h) h P(HZh) h P(H_h) h P(H_h)
5 4 4 5 5 i 5 5 2 5 5 3
7.586 .01194 5.7_2 .02742 7.762 .00673 6.4Rq .02542
7.596 .01163 l,.€)00 .02165 7.923 .00625 6.549 .02436
7.714 .01128 _.It.5 .OlaT_ R.008 .00601 6.59_ .02381
7.744 .01074 6. 5()() .018()4 8.077 .00553 6.655 .02220
(.760 .00946 _.5_5 .Ol%l_ _.IBl .00481 6.734 .02159
7.767 .00924 6.5_2 .OIBTI _.iA9 .00337 6.752 .02092
7.797 .00888 6.727 .01227 S.292 .00313 _.S_6 .01901
7.810 .00861 6.R36 .01{)82 8.377 .00216 6.892 .01845
7.833 .00835 7.309 .(}0938 8.562 .00204 _.945 .01795
7.942 .00737 7.527 .00794 H.685 .00108 6.9A3 .01684
7.981 .00684 7.745 .00505 8.938 .00084 6.998 .01546
8.047 .00604 _.I82 .00216 9.423 .0003_ 7.()51 .01490
R.I13 .00582 7.121 .01440
8.130 .00559 5 q 2 5 5 3 7.209 .01385
8.140 .00537 7.226 .01246
8.156 .00515 4._(]_ .[0017 4.5_o .10198 1.288 .01185
8.189 .00497 4.62_ .(_(9704 4.545 .09965 7.305 .01152
8.405 .00426 &.665 .09223 4.571 .09771 7.314 .01107
8.440 .OOAOS 4.754 • .08381 A.695 .09360 7.4B7 .01065
8.456 .00400 4.808 .08117 4.774 .09155 7.543 .01018
8.525 .00346 4.846 .07299 4.826 .08949 7.578 .00968
8.558 .0033B 4.87f .06842 4.835 .08777 7.622 .00930
8.571 .00315 4.992 .06602 4.888 .08239 7.756 .00913
8.575 .00297 5.054 .06000 4.914 .07878 7.763 .00785
S.604 .00284 5.177 .05736 4.941 .07723 7.780 .00758
8.703 .00253 5.23R .05447 4.993 .07545 7.859 .00730
8.733 .00222 5.246 .05111 5.020 .07201 7.sg5 .00697
n.782 .00209 5.338 .04726 5.064 .07046 7.912 •00669
8.868 .00164 5.546 .04533 5.152 .06713 8.026 .00597
8.997 .00142 5.58q .04101 5.169 .06546 8.079 .00574
9.053 .O013B 5.60_ .03856 5.222 .06471 8.105 .00552
9.099 ,00124 5.615 .03RAO 5.2P4 .06310 8.237 .00530
9.129 .00102 5.71_8 .03716 5.363 .06188 8.264 .00513
9.168 .00093 5.73| .03571 5.407 .05894 8.316 .00491
9,39& .00067 5.7<)2 .031a7 5.486 .05750 8.334 .00469
9.527 .00053 5.915 .03042 5.495 .05622 8.545 .00419
9.590 .00051 5.98') .02826 5.521 .05495 8.571 .00411
9.613 .00047 6.077 .02706 5.574 .05250 _.5_0 .00394
9.758 .00029 6.231 •02609 5.600 .05134 8.651 .00327
10.118 .00020 6.B&6 .0P4_9 5.626 .05084 8.659 .00261
10.187 .00011 6.354 .02056 5.705 .04612 8.791 .00250
IO.&RI .00007 ,_.nA_ .01960 5.802 .04518 8.8O9 .00183
6.&68 .01_4 5.837 .04168 8.949 .00167
5 5 1 6._.54 .01708 q.934 .03957 9.002 .00155
_.692 .01611 5.943 .03907 9.055 .00111
4.036 .10462 A.815 .01615 6.022 .03802 9.284 .00100
4.109 .08586 6.q_8 .01443 6.048 .03724 9._34 .00067
4.182 .08153 a.969 .01323 6.198 .03_30 9.398 .00056
• 4.400 .07576 7.02_ ,Q1251 f,,207 .03447 Q.52] ,00050
4.545 .07359 7.1_5 .01154 6.251 .03B63 9.635 .00047
4.800 .05_28 7.208 .01106 6.259 .032_9 _.91_ .00025
4.909 .05339 7.249 .01054 6.2_6 .0B125 10.057 .O001w
5.127 .04618 1.33>_ .009A2 a.312 .03o47 IO.549 .00008
5.236 .03896 7.392 .00914 6.365 .02Q5H
5.636 .03318 7.4,-3 .00i_18 6.381 .027q7
5.709 .03030 7._77 .00722 6.435 .02731
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h P(H2h } h _1"2 h) h o(_2h) h P(H>hl
5 5 4 5 _ 4 5 _ 4 5 5 5
4.52n .10o93 &.406 .03053 R.2_0 .00621 4.940 .0R067
4.S2_ .0c_935 6,440 .029RR Ro340 .00578 6.040 .07461
4.531 .09785 6°45[ .02926 R.363 .005h4 5.120 .07179
4.591 .09617 6.4R6 .02R65 R.371 .00548 5.180 .07039
4,/_II ,09_,7B 6,531 ,02689 R,3Y{R ,00532 5,360 ,06498
4.660 .09311 6.543 .02754 R.4B[ .00518 5.420 .06259
4.706 .09172 4.603 .02697 R.463 ,00502 5oAAO .06015
4,8.06 ,0B;4c)4 A,62B ,02644 R,523 ,O04QQ 5,5/+0 ,05539
4.84"4 .08_25 A.626 .02593 R.54B °00467 5.580 .n5312
4.651 ,13655R 6.671 .02543 _.546 .OOZ,40 5.6(_0 .05092
4.866 .OR41g 6.71_() ,02490 _.683 .00427 5.7_0 .04878
4.866 ,06295 6.763 ,02443 R.691 .00416 5.820 .04775
4.911 .07894 6.771 ,023QS 8.72& .OOB_I 5.840 .0458,q
4.943 .07765 6,786 ,02300 8.751 ._IOB68 6.000 .04398
4.gRO .076%7 6.R06 .02210 8.771 ,00357 6.020 .04312
5.023 .07512 6.851 .02165 8.Q66 .00344 6.060 .03g6B
5.071 .07383 6.90(_ .02122 8.960 .0(}330 6.140 .03600
5.126 .07267 6.94B .020z, O 9.000 .00322 6.180 .03640
5.163 .07020 7.080 .o]g]o c;.Ol] .00299 6.260 .03480
5.171 .(_6911 7.046 .[}I_H9 4.026 .01)284 6.320 .03326
5.186 .06785 7.ORO .01847 9.071 .00249 6.480 .03182
5.206 .0667B 7.106 .01806 9.1,33 .00232 6.500 .03118
5.231 ,06552 7,171 .01770 o.163 .00197 _,.540 .02981
5.263 .0644A 7.183 .01753 g.2Bl .1)0189 6.620 .02846
5,325 .063_7 7,220 .0169(3 g.2_h .()()160 6,660 .02718
5.400 .06122 7.2&B .0i676 9.323 .00141 6°720 .0259B
5.446 ,f)5905 7.26& .01578 q.411 .00135 6.740 .02475
5.460 .05_407 7.BII .0154B g.5(13 .(_0109 6,R60 ,02356
5.41_3 .05715 7.320 .01516 9._1]_ .')0105 6ogQO .0214]
5.491 .05621 7,426 .()14_4 9.606 .00()9$_ 7,020 .02038
5.526 .05576 7.446 .01424 9.64B .0009£ 7,220 .01935
5.571 .85466 7.471 .0139z. 9.651 .00071 7.260 .01799
5.583 .05205 7.491 .01364 9.6;46 .00063 7,260 ,01759
5.&20 .05102 7,&f13 .01302 9.c_2_,_.0OORq 7.940 ,01598
5.64_ .05f116 7.56_ .01269 9.9,q6 .0(}043 7.440 ,01521
5.66(', .04931 7.5;56 .012_R 10.051 .00040 7.460 ,01450
5.711 .04845 7.631 .Ollal 10.065 .I)0,)36 7,5,gO .01371
5.74gQ .{_4761 7.&48 .01134 l(l,I0_ ,000B2 7,620 .01304
5.a03 .04721 7.AP_A .01102. 10.260 .00{)29 7.740 .01233
5.811 .04642 7.720 .01074 10,511 .r)O019 7.760 .01166
5.871 .04z,7q 7.746 .01847 lO.q?q .00017 7.9&0 .01109
5.90_ .04322 7.791 .01021 1{3.566 .O,qOl4 7.gRO .01054
5.969 .04241 7.82:] .(}097_ 10.646 .00[)13 R.O00 .00946
5.9R3 .0z.173 7.860 .08965 11.023 .00()07 8.060 .00918
5.986 .04094 7.903 .Q_194[ [l.O_ .Q0(}06 8.160 .00813
6,031 .04022 7.906 .00919 11.571 .(3(30(|2 8.240 .00766
6,086 ,1)3951 q. O06 .00}197 8,_40 ,00725
6.100 ,OBTg7 R.O'3 .00865 5 r_ 5 8.420 .r)06_2
6.12"4 .QB720 A.0%1 .00>349 8.540 .()06"_9
6.14A .0_(_61 8.066 .00_19 4,500 .1r)150 8.640 .00568
6.164 .05527 R.OR6 .(}0798 4,560 °09952 ;_.66() °00553
6.211 .(3B456 8.1B1 .00776 A. 5rio .0q582 8.720 .00523
6.22t .0_!8_ H.14! . ()0757 4.741) .09211 _!.780 .00496
6.2a3 .03155 8.22:_ .00687 4,821) ._)_1863 8.820 .00466
6.303 .01291 Q.22h .0()670 4.RAO .0853n 8.880 .00423
6.351 .0B229 /4.271 .0065& z..__0 ,08373 8._;60 .00396
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EXACTPROBABILITYLEVELSFORTHE KRUSKAL-WALLISTEST
h P(H>.>Jl) h P(H_h) h PIH_h} h PIH_h)
5 5 5 _ 3 i 6 3 2 6 3 3
9.060 .00374 3.RIS .I1905 7.045 .00693 8.628 .00141
9.140 °00349 3.909 .09524 7.409 .00649 8.692 .00097
9.260 .00328 3.964 .09048 7.500 .00563 8.936 .00054
9.360 .00308 4.127 .08571 7.515 .00476 9.346 .00032
9.380 .00292 4.418 .08333 7.576 .00390
9.420 .00241 4.545 .06429 7.803 .00216 6 4 i
9.500 ,00211 4.691 .06190 8.182 .00130
9.620 .00182 4.782 .05238 3.864 .I0996
9.680 .00143 4.855 .05000 6 3 3 4.038 .09437
9,740 .00136 5.127 .04762 4.106 .09177
9.780 .00122 5.273 .03571 4.538 .I0335 4.197 .08831
9,920 ,00100 5.509 .03333 4.590 .09773 4.273 .08571
9,980 .00090 5.582 .03095 4.628 .09491 4.341 .08139
10o140 .00073 5.727 .02857 4.731 .0g037 4.356 .07879
10.220 .00063 5.855 .02619 4.795 .08193 4.402 °06667
I0°260 °00049 5.945 .02143 4.949 °07695 4.538 °06320
I0.500 .00041 6.236 .01667 5.038 .07478 4.583 .06061
10.580 ,O00BO 6.582 .01190 5.141 °06981 4.818 .05887
I0,640 .00027 6.875 .00714 5.154 .06786 4.841 .05714
I0,820 °00022 5.244 .06331 4,924 .05541
11.060 ,00014 6 3 2 5.346 .06115 4.947 .04675
11.180 ,00011 5.359 .05768 5.023 .04416
11.520 ,00006 4.545 .i0087 5.410 .05422 5.091 .04242
II,580 .00006 4.682 .08528 5,449 .05271 5.152 .03983
12o020 .00002 4.742 .07922 5.551 .05119 5.197 .03810
12.500 .00001 4,803 .07662 5.615 .04968 5.318 .03636
4.848 .07489 5.654 .04665 5.455 .03463
6 I I 4.909 .07186 5,756 .04394 5.568 .03377
5.015 .06061 5.769 .04221 5.652 .02857
4.083 ,10714 5.045 .05887 5,821 .04026 5,674 °02684
5.076 .05628 5.859 .03896 5.697 .02597
6 2 I 5.136 .05498 5.974 .03766 5.856 .02424
5.167 .05368 6.064 .03636 5.924 .02251
3,822 .12698 5.227 .05195 5.179 .03398 6.038 .02165
4.200 °09524 5.348 .04632 6.231 .03312 6.114 .02078
4,289 ,08730 5.379 .04502 6.269 .02879 6.174 .01991
4.356 .07937 5.394 .04372 6.385 .02532 6.288 .01905
4.622 ,06349 5.500 .04069 6.436 .02229 6.402 .01558
4°822 .04762 5.57_ .03983 6.577 .02143 6,523 .01472
5.400 ,03175 5.6B_ .03896 6.590 .01645 6.538 .01385
5,600 .02381 5.6Q2 .03420 6.679 .01558 6.606 .01299
5.742 .03247 6.792 .01472 6.697 .01212
6 2 2 5.879 .03117 6.H46 .01429 7.000 .01126
5._94 .029B7 6._85 .01212 7.083 .01039
4.436 .10794 6.000 .02900 7.051 .01061 7.106 .00866
4°545 °08889 6.061 .02554 7.192 .01017 7.424 .00693
4.655 .08571 6.136 .02294 7.410 .00779 7.500 .00519
4.982 °05397 _.227 .(_1948 7.462 .O071& 7.614 °00433
5.018 ,05079 6.242 .OISGI 7.603 .00649 7.955 .00260
5,345 .03810 6.409 .01602 7.615 .00606
5.527 .03651 6,545 .01558 7.872 .00433 6 4 2
5,745 ,02063 6.561 .01342 8.019 .00390
6.182 .01746 6.682 .01255 8.115 .00379 4.436 .I0361
" 6.545 ,01111 6.712 .01169 S.231 .00292 4.494 .09986
6.655 .00794 4.727 .01126 8.321 .00271 4.615 .09812
6.982 .00476 6.970 .00909 8.423 .00206 4._47 .09004
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h P("2h) h P(H2h} h PIH2h) h D(H2h)
6 4 2 6 4 2 _ 4 R 6 4 3
4.673 .08413 _.051 .00375 5.6_4 .C)&GQQ 7.247 .0122_Z
4.744 .08268 R.IR6 .00361 5.670 .04669 7.319 .01202
4.878 .07547 R.205 .00346 5.7f_ .04_99 7.324 .01179
4.904 .07446 _.3()H .002_9 q.753 ,()4532 7.368 .01159
4.955 .06753 _.36_ .0[J_45 _.75_ .04472 7.396 °01136
4.974 .0_688 8,4@4 .001R8 _.TNa .04422 7,418 .OllOq
5.032 .06407 q.53H .01)159 5.7c_7 .04R09 7.467 .OlOO&
5.051 .06205 P.667 .00101 _._;_ .04_59 7.500 .00966
5. 109 .05974 8. 827 .00072 5._01 .04049 7.538 .00929
5.128 .o5830 9.231 .00043 5.91_ .03993 7,544 .00012
5.135 .05325 5.o5_, .03_03 7.560 .00892
5.186 .05108 6 4 3 5.942 .03_59 7.599 .0087/
5.263 .05022 5.969 .037'_6 7.632 00_59
5.340 .04906 4.599 .10220 6.011 .03696 7,681 .00B46
5,417 .04_05 4.604 .09997 6.099 .03643 7.687 .00826
5.436 .04430 4.615 .09890 6.1_0 .0_493 7.714 .00_0_
5.494 .04170 4.648 .09584 6.132 .03447 7.747 _007_B
5.590 .04084 4.654 .09494 6,154 .03360 7.775 .00709
5.596 .03997 4.670 .09891 6.1_I .03317 7.alg .00669
5.667 .03911 4.681 .091R4 6.187 .03150 7.846 .0065c
5,769 .03636 4.687 .09088 6.242 .(}3[(}4 7.868 .O060W
5,801 .08146 4.725 .08988 6.2_3 .03057 7.940 .0059b
5,827 .03080 4.742 .08881 6.275 .03007 8.011 .00566
5.974 .02929 4.747 .08781 6.B13 .02q64 8.027 .0051V
6.000 .02785 4.758 .08678 6.330 .02927 8.083 .0049_
6.032 .02597 4.819 .08575 6.481 .02_7 8.132 .00488
6.109 .02511 4.830 °08485 6.429 .02854 8.170 .00473
6.186 .02453 4._46 .08388 6.440 ,02751 8.176 .0046_)
6.282 .02280 4.857 .08075 6.456 .02704 8.187 .00446
6.288 .02165 4.868 .07969 6.462 .02597 8.203 .00413
6.494 °02049 4.901 .07869 6.500 .02534 8.242 .004()3
6.519 .02006 4.918 .07782 6.538 .02498 8.258 .00356
6.571 .01962 4.962 .07689 6.544 .02351 8.275 ,00346
6,590 .01833 5.033 .07443 6.604 .02281 8.346 .00333
6.647 .01775 5.0BR .07353 6.61_ .02244 8.885 .0032_
6,667 .01732 5.044 .07263 6.632 .02711 8.390 .003|_
6.692 .01530 5.082 .06986 6.676 .02181 8.418 .00306
6.724 .01385 5.110 .06830 6.71& .02()I_ 8.538 .00293
6.750 .01342 5.170 .06657 6.725 .01995 8.57! .00266
6.878 .01299 5.22.5 .06573 6.753 .01928 R.615 .0026{
6.974 .01227 5.253 .06424 6.797 .01_91 8.654 .00250
7.032 .01169 5.275 .06354 6.813 .01865 8.687 ,00216
7.205 .01140 5.286 .06284 6.868 .01805 8.819 .00210
7.212 .01082 5.313 .06194 6.885 .01718 8.901 .00203
7.340 .00967 5.346 .06121 6.896 .01692 8.918 .00183
7.385 .00988 5.357 .06054 _.g40 .01642 8.967 .0017_,
7.417 .00880 5.385 .05927 6.956 ,01618 9.000 ,00170
7.456 .00823 5.390 .05784 6.973 .01585 9,0_8 .00155
7.513 .00707 5.396 .05651 7.027 .01505 9.154 .00127
7.571 .00678 5.401 .05574 7.0BB .01479 9.170 .00100
7.590 .00649 5.462 .05508 7.060 .01452 9.176 .00097
7.647 °00563 5.489 .05431 7.104 ,01429 9.297 .00083
7.724 .00548 5.538 .05245 7.115 .014()9 9.330 .00080
7.821 .00519 5.571 .05108 7.'143 .01322 9.346 .00067
7,846 .00447 5.604 ,05042 7o154 .01295 9.357 ,00047
7,904 °00390 5.610 .04862 7.I_7 .01242 9,615 .00043
5O
EXACTPROBABILITYLEVELSFOR THE KRUSKAL-WALLISTEST 845
h P(H_h) h P(H_h) h P(H_h) h P(H>h)t
6 4 _ _ 4 4 6 4 4 6 5 1
. 9.753 ._30 6.367 .03208 8.557 .00388 5.336 .04040
9.824 .00023 6.424 .03149 R.595 .00375 5.559 .03932
9.062 .00017 6.429 .03027 8.767 .00325 5.&O0 .03427
10.385 ,O00!() _.4H[ .0?944 Q,78! .00314 5,459 .03247
q.495 .02B89 H.824 .00299 5.562 .03066
6 4 4 6.6|4 ,02761 a.857 .00285 5.574 .02958
6.55? .02704 S.881 .00251 5.728 .02886
4.524 .10312 6.581 .02651 8.900 .00240 5.767 .02778
4,595 ,09847 6._9_ .02599 8.957 .00230 5.769 .02706
4.614 °09549 6.667 .02495 8.981 .00221 5.882 .02633
4.667 .092_0 &.&95 .02413 8.995 .00213 5.951 .02453
4.714 .09082 6.724 .02316 9.095 ,00202 6.074 ,02092
4.724 .ORRO8 6.781 .0226& 9.167 .00192 6.138 .01984
4.824 .08_50 6._00 .02211 9.257 .00160 6,344 .01804
4.829 .08515 6.R24 .0_154 9.324 .00156 6.382 .01732
4.a81 .0844_ 6.881 .02108 0.395 .00150 6.485 .01659
4.895 .0806() 6.900 .01977 q.414 .00143 6.567 .01587
4.957 .07911 6.92& .01935 q,467 ,00137 6.600 .01515
4.981 .07780 7.0[4 .01893 9.52& °00129 6.628 .01263
4,995 .07656 7.029 ,01850 9.600 ,00110 6.690 .01190
5.095 .07432 7.124 .()1806 9.629 .00103 6.805 .01154
5.124 .07304 1.22& ,01726 9,6RI .00089 6.874 .01082
5.129 .0717_ 7,22W .01655 g.714 .00084 6.997 .01010
5.167 .07047 7.267 .01587 9,795 .00070 7.182 .00974
5,181 .06_e9 7.281 .01558 9._57 .00067 7.246 .00938
5.224 .0647t, 1.314 .01496 9.895 .00057 7.297 .00902
5.257 .0_55_ 7.357 .01474 9.929 .00f353 7.305 .00866
5.281 .06431 7._GI .01413 10.024 .00042 7.421 .00722
5.295 .0_313 7.395 .0]_23 10.057 .00038 7.451 .00685
5.357 ,0_199 7.&14 .01293 [O.31& .00029 7.490 .00649
5.395 .0599_ 7.495 .012(,I i(}.381 .00022 7.574 ._0013
5.400 ,_5788 7._29 .01236 10.424 .0()_}14 7.592 .00577
5.429 .057_6 7.5_I .0118i I()._29 ._)0012 7._67 .005&I
5.514 .0_510 7.024 .0115() l().8Rl .(300[39 8.f)67 .00505
_.581 .054]1 7.681 .0112_ II.0()() .00005 8.077 .00433
5.600 .05306 7.695 .01101 11,429 ,00003 8.147 .00397
5.624 .05254 7.70() .01068 8.331 .0_325
5.657 .05151 7.714 .0104(] 6 5 1 S.436 .00253
5.667 ,05t)_2 7.724 .01(}II 8.515 .00[B0
5.681 .048_1 7.799 .0099() 3.921 .10426 8.885 .0010n
5.781 .04793 7.91& .009_4 4.128 .09271
5.795 .04713 7.9_9 .009A5 4.167 .09(]91 6 5 2
5.814 .046_3 7.967 .00903 4.221 .08874
5,857 .04464 _,00() .()08}{6 4,269 .08550 4.475 .I0046
5.867 .04304 S._24 .00852 4.344 .08009 4.596 .0{3807
5.S95 ,04207 B.t)67 .00791 4.374 .06962 4.613 .09707
5.9_7 .04131 _.081 .00758 _.3_5 .0_782 4.A15 .09596
6,024 .04(359 _,()95 .()0739 4.497 .06566 4.640 .09357
6.081 .03771 S.]el .00654 4.5_90 .06349 4.668 .09241
6.095 .03703 8.195 .00633 4.782 .06205 4,71& .0895s
6.114 _03623 a.214 .00617 4._23 .05952 4.727 .08780
6.124 .03543 _.257 .()0q43 4.836 .05087 4.738 .08675
6.157 .03477 S.324 ._f3519 4.9q0 .04726 4.RII .07842
6,195 .03400 S.3I_] .004_0 5.028 .04618 4.824 .07509
6.2013 .03334 8.495 .00430 5.090 .04293 4.a33 .07420
6,329 .03267 a.52& .00415 5.151 ,04185 4°846 .07332
51
h P(H2h ) h P(H2h| h P(H2h) h P(H2h)
6 5 2 _ 5 2 6 5 _ 6 5 3
4.890 .07237 8.987 .01371 9.738 ,00028 5.808 .04574
4.903 .07132 6.9Hc_ .01349 10.!54 .00017 5.829 .0452q
4.932 .07032 7.042 .01321 5.830 .04350
4.956 .06494 7.068 .01260 6 5 3 5.869 .04315
5.044 .06416 7. I19 .01210 5.874 .04198
5.075 .06327 7.132 .OIIR2 4.4L)7 .10022 5.RR4 .04117
5.090 .06205 7.185 .01104 4.535 .09932 5.950 .04070
5.101 .06022 7.218 .01071 4._0 .0993R 5.960 .03996
5.154 .05744 7.2_)Q .01016 4.564 .09757 5.981 .03922
5.229 .05556 7.376 .00982 4.5P9 .09665 6.021 .03_40
5.233 .05467 7.382 .00955 4.640 .09502 6.029 .03803
5.240 .05384 7.404 .00932 4.6_5 .09259 6.067 .03766
5.273 .05234 7.4A2 .0_191_ A.695 ,09006 6.074 .0372€
5.286 .05150 7.481 .OORq_ 4.7_2 .08921 6.0_8 .03657
5.319 .05056 7.640 .OnB21 4.802 .0883H 6.097 .03546
5.338 .(}4729 7.646 .00744 4.808 .0_766 6.135 .03439
b.440 .04662 7.673 .00727 4.R17 .08695 6.150 .03401
5.486 .04595 7.701 .00705 4.840 .0_5A0 6.]64 .03363
5.497 .04529 7.738 .00688 4.855 .084(12 6.189 .03326
5.580 .04446 7.760 .00672 4.869 .08333 6.227 .03293
5.585 .04135 7.R04 .00655 4._84 .08031 6.240 .03261
5.615 .03924 7.833 .00638 4.893 .07878 6.255 .03122
5.618 .03s57 7.870 .00599 4.924 .07814 6.257 .03085
5.624 .03757 7.910 .00583 4.954 .07747 6.288 .03028
5.662 .03691 7.956 .00566 5.00_ .07547 6.362 .02997
5.767 .03513 7.958 .05)544 _.021 .07470 6.364 .02964
5.R13 .03452 8.068 .00527 _.069 .07406 6.402 .02895
5.881 .03397 _.167 .00516 5.0_4 .07277 6.408 .02863
5.899 .03269 8.187 .00_05 5.0u7 .07139 6.417 .02792
5.932 .03030 8.196 .00488 5.114 .(_6944 6.44R .02766
5.958 .02980 8.200 .00455 5.]22 .06Q16 6.469 .02741
6.033 .02925 8.2&0 .00444 5.173 .0_748 6.590 .02654
6.057 .02_53 8.273 .00427 5.189 .06680 6.600 .02626
6.099 .02753 8.299 .00405 5.1()0 .06499 6.621 .02561
6.110 .02697 8.332 .00394 5.267 .05434 6.667 .02452
6.130 .02636 8.354 .00383 5.274 .06370 6.669 .02425
6.189 .02570 R.404 .00372 5.297 .(}625o 6.684 .02369
6.196 .02481 8.503 .00361 5._3_ .060S3 6.697 .02298
6.218 .02442 _.530 .00350 5.341 .0_02 _ 6.707 .02224
6.262 .02392 R.571 .00339 5.402 .05962 6.714 .02199
6.275 .02214 8.615 .00316 5.417 .05907 6.722 .02172
6.327 .02176 8.662 .00233 5.44_ .0567_ 6.760 .02151
6.354 .02137 R.727 .00272 5.457 .05Gla 6.789 .02101
6.415 .02092 8.747 .00266 5.49_ .05467 6.829 .01904
6.525 .02054 8.800 .0(1233 5.4o5 .05412 6.874 .01879
6.538 .02009 8.947 .00205 5.52,* .05364 6.897 .01835
6.585 .01970 8.967 .00200 5.541 .05313 6.935 .01786
6.613 .01837 9.000 .Onl7g 5.55_ .05265 6.941 .01727
6.646 .01798 9.011 .DOI_I 5.600 .05001 6.981 .01678
6.657 .01765 9.046 .0_155 _.A_2 .04956 6.9_9 .01657
6.673 .017_2 9.185 .00122 5.617 .04903 7,002 .01_39
6.690 .01587 9.189 .o01o_) 5.43() .04857 7,017 .01615
6.771 .01537 9.275 .nOOq4 5.640 .04808 7.124 .01558
6.811 .01499 9.415 .00072 5._4_ .04706 7.154 .01481
6.824 .01465 9.453 .0e050 5.722 .OnASa 7.217 .01_18
6.954 .01432 9.670 .O_OBq 5.742 .04614 7.230 .01381
52
EXACTPROBABILITYLEVELSFOR THE KRUSKAL-WALLISTEST 347
h p(H>_.h) h p(H?.h) h p(H__h) h P(H?.h)
, 6 5 3 h "% R _ 5 4 _ 5. 4 ,
7.265 .0133R _.gGz. .O0255 4.h_ .1)9]52 R. =,z,s .0554g
7.322 .0131}I 9.(l(_O .OnP7'; 4.702 .090Hq 5.5_ .05501
7.35& .o1303 9.0n_ ,()o?7n 4.7n_ .nngi2 5.561 .05433
1.362 .01211 _9.OPF_ ._17_5 4.7z,7 .0F_7_7 5.57"% .0559G
?.4(IS .('}I193 9.031 .O:;Z4a 4.77_ .OqT?g _.5}_4 .05"_60
7.&29 .01177 q.n(_g ._,12_I 4.7a1 .C)8669 _.A()2 .552S2
7.4%0 .01143 9.074 .0(,237 4._ ]_& .0_613 5.610 .05210
7.474 .01126 g. I14 .(_022S &._60 .0;_555 5.Ai_i .05170
7.4F_4 .(]I()79 9.122 .0n207 z..S51 .OR&&& 5.65_ .05131
7.522 .01062 _.]%5 .()()?nR 4.67"4 .0_97 _.6t+7 .OSOg6
7.550 .01032 9.15(} .O[)l_? 4.a_O .()_2_3 q.656 .05061
7.560 .01016 9.?57 . 1,3lF_? 4._gS .0_;,'_1 5,661 .04991
7.590 .00999 9.?l& .O,)lt_l 4.927 .(18175 _.5&F_ .04957
7.621 .009_4 U._B6 . ,,I_ &.q_h .08073 5.6_I .04917
7.6_7 .00967 9.'%e,4 .nnlSl 4.g4_ ._H()?'4 5.6_ .04_82
7.67_ .00915 9.45R .,I:)147 4.956 .07_96S 5.7()}_ .('}4_.46
I._%v7 .00_5 9.t,_7 .0(_44 4.961 .(]7_6_ 5.7"46 .0476g
7.75a .OORAl _.&_ .¢1;1132 4.965 .07_119 5.71-3 .0AI"_5
7.750 .00849 9.541 .0()I3() 4.Q}_I .077_,B q.Tqh .(,470?
7.7{',4 .{30856 '_.6_ .0{}12_ 5.018 .();(_64 5.761} .04670
7.789 .OO80R 9._I ; .D(_l12 5.021 .(}7612 5.773 .046_3
7.855 .00771 g.669 .0<)I0() 5.02_3 .()7_13 _.79(} .04_00
7.953 °00756 Q.II4 .O(),]e3 -%.(_36 .0741_3 "%.H lP, .0456B
7.941 .007_4 9,7_ ._)0()74 5.063 .(I1415 5.H23 .Oz-52H
q.(I02 .00716 9.7e0 .(h')071 _.061 .{_7B_4 _..qn'_ .O&6g5
q.oc)F_ °00704 q._t,_# .00055 b.o_B .olBI4 5._56 .O&&59
P.O_9 .(}0a92 9.R97 .(i_I_157 5.ii(_i .(_7]19 _,.sg6 .6}4428
H.084 .00615}] ,_,_)6{) .{}0,I-,5 5.07[% .07067 5.956 .06367
H.093 .00655 '9.973 .00()52 5.0_,5 .07'_2f) 5._A0 .04337
S.II& .00(_45 I';.07') .(;_(]43 5.12_2 .{)0°,Oa 5.9&H .042_75
_.lS& .00{,2 z_ l_).l&l .{](_()36 5.1%6 .06q22, 5.gel .04209
6.160 .00{-,17 10./0> .00,531 5.14R .06ST& _.()(l().0t-179
_.221 .00576 ln.?17 .()(')0"_) %.1&% .(_hPt2G (_.(I]5 .04149
R.P'_O .00554 l)./_ .h1:_23 q.Iel .06732 6.021 .0_-116
}_.26g .00536 10.'%,:,z,. 61021 5.Ig3 .066RR 6.(12Z .0403(I
q.2S& .0052R lO.AO:_ . _q020 5.P27 .066&0 6.06_ .OAf_C)O
R.297 .00519 I').52? .()(If)f5 5.261 .f)_g6 _.(,_% .03971
_.314 .00477 1o.7,_7 .OOOli 5.2si .o(_51o _.oQB .0591&
_.373 .0(3467 IC_._oO .onil08 q.2qa .04467 6.(Ige .Oqe[_7
_.3R9 .0045g I(_.RF_ .00(1(_6 5.31(_ .0(_377 (_.I2," .(_%F_56
n.42[ .00440 II._I_- .;u)OO& 5.BR3 .06290 A.l__, .O%HOI
_.Gg5 .00433 5.33& .0624& h.[4"_ .03771
S.SB5 .004_3 _ 5 {. _._A(} .067()5 6.15_ .0B712
_.57B .(_o&16 5.Bnl .0(_163 6.1AI .03_
q.5_9 .00410 ,4."%_h.._(_]II 5.t._5 .(_61?_ {_.I(,"%,(_%_60
S.602 .00396 4.'_)2 .n _,_/4 t,.41:_ .06t)77 A.]_I .05641
_._17 .¢)03_g 4.5%6 .,,)_;'_45 6.4/;; .()60B'i 6.1_,q .oB6o_
u ¢,F_R .00567 4.=t,._ n_;i,'_ '_ ,'+)'_ {)5W'4=, A.'_O/ .:)'a4W_
R.895 .OO3b,O A._, ) .:i,' ' 5._.56 .(,5_6 _.Y2; .q;_l_
:,.7t,I .00344 A. ", ;'. . ,',.',, ",..'556 .tlt';l / "_,./_" / .'_4444
-.754 .oOBB7 4., i_ . ;_I1 5.4=;: ._)5,_17 €;.2',_ .n341_
_.1417 .00325 4.' >'_ .(i;;,/ ,,.z._,;_.05793 6.2_] .03392
_.RTO .00316 4._3_ ,OgR'_) 5.&_] ,0"5752 &.?_: .0_368
H.P55 .OOBOA 4..',_,I ..0'_'_/(_ 5.523 .0_,112 h.2_I .03 _,,50
_.90 / .(}OBO0 _,._H .!_,_2,,I q.5;27 .05671 A.265 .03315
53
h Pt H_h ,_ h _ H2h ; h P(_2h) h P(H>h6 5 _ F_ 5 4,
6.322 .032_, _ 7.236 6 5 4
6.333 *03212 1017_9 _.061 .00_91 F}.89F_7.25_, .01734 a. 0(-,% . ,9,_83 • 00349
6.334 .03163 7°260 01720 8. O_qi .00fl67 , 8.910 • 0035_,
" 8.902 o0035,1
6.341 .03139 7.261 .0170_ R.Oa3 .O(_a61 8.956 003.:7 "A.375 -03115 7.268 -01693 _.on5 .00_434.396 .03041 7.273 -01_77 ;_.09_ 9.0006.427 -03015 7.290 .00R33 .00333
9.015 .0032.;
6.468 -02g91 .0166_ 8.122 -00_15 9.021 -00320
7.293 .01_,34 R.i;a • 0_}79_ 9.023, .00315
6.473 .02965 7.327 -01621 _.156 -0'_790 9.043 .00310
">.503 -02941 7.333 .0160_ R"]_'O •0(3€'82 9.061 .O03nv
6.521 -02896 7.335 -0_579 8.2[_ .00774 9.073 .O03r '
6.567 -02852 7"334 -01564 x'223 •0()766 9.081 .002_
6.556 .02807 7"348 "015=0 _. 2Z ;' •0,0759 9,148 •002_,i
6.615 .02785 7"361 .01535 8.236 -00751 9.1566.618 -02761 7.3_}! .0150q 8.243 _;0743 .002_€_
6.622 -0271R 7.4_a .0[495 P.250 .00735 9.202 .00275
• " 9.1_18 -0027_
6.623 02697 7.423 .01_,8_ _;.2,5R .00716 9.210 -0027!
I 6.6<,3 -02477 7.434 °01455 R'?7B .00696 9.21R 0026_6.656 •92654 7.4_7 -01442 '_.2;_I 0G_89
6.661 .02(_34 7"<'58 "fl[429 R'302 ,30683 9.261 o002¢,
• 9.247
6.648 -02614 7.46R 01402 " •002,,'4
" a.323 .00663 9.26_ .00255
6.68i -02592 7.473 -013R9 S.333 °00(,44 9.293 -00252
6.493 .02572 7.498 .01364 8"340 .00438 9.322 .O02<u
6.723 -0255! 7.521 -01352 _.3_1 -00630 9.336 .O02z '
6.735 .02532 7.522 .01318 ;_-_'15 .0062& 9.3756.736 -02511 7.556 -01296 8"_'22 .00598 .00242
6.750 -02A73 7.561 01286 8.456 .00591 9.396
" 9.393 .002_ (
6.756 -02412 7.581 -0!266 8.490 -00584 .00,2]_
6.765 .02373 7.593 .01254 8.498 .00578 9.423 •0021"/
9"438 .0022¢;
6-793 -02353 7.628 -01242 _.521 -1)0572 9.427 -0020,
6.818 -02334 7.636 .0_221 8.527 .(}0559 9.436 •0020,_
6,,R33 -02314 7.668 .01213 R'535 -00553 9.443 *00203
6.840 °02279 7.6R8 .0]]87 8.536 .(]0545 9.458 .OOI,),
6.R47 .02241 7.693 .01165 R'543 .00541 9.461 -001_?
6.X56 -02242 7.736 o01154 _.56_ -00525 9.493 .OOl:q%
6.84_ .02223 7"740 "01146 @.6Ifl •0052.0 9.498 .01%_,_,-
6.Ra5 -02206 7.747 .0_126 8.636 .00514 9.521 .O01P,I
6.396 -02148 7.7_.8 -01118 R'640 .00503 9.523 -001;%
6.898 .02119 7.756 •¢]1106 R.6¢.3 •00497 9.536 .00],':
6.948 -02094 7.761 .01086 _.647 .00492 9.547 .OOIZ_
6.956 -02076 7.R15 -01076 a'_hl .00487 9.5z_/_ .OO]_
6.941 .02042 7.al_ .01064 R'4_€I ._0482 9.556 .OO_&<
6.973 .02026 7.R23 .010_2 ;_.685 .¢9047[ 9.5636.993 .02009 7.856 .OjOA2 S.693 .00466 .OOl
7oO_a -01993 7.861 01033 ,_.69q .00_61 9.673
" 9.65,6 .00].q'_
7.021 .01975 7.R81 "f)I022 :q.708 "00454 ,001,_
7.027 -0_9_2 7"896 -01015 H.722 9.690 .0014:
7.043 .OI91D 7.94R •009_9 _.760 .00416 9.735 .0013;
. 9.70_ .O01z t
7.056 .n1894 7.961 .00()79 _-261 .0_412 9.748 -0012
7.06a -01a77 7.965 -00962 _.7,ql -00406 q. 781 .00[2_
7.OqH .OlRS;_ ;{.002 °00943 _._27 .00395 9.818 -00121
7*123 -O_a4_ 8.01o -o0925 a'856 .00392 9.;133 .0o}_ _
7.125 *01824 A.OIa .00917 8.£6_ .003R8 9.8437.147 .01792 8.036 -00908 a'_73 -00377 *0011,:,
7.222 .01777 8.040 .00899 S RSI .00373 9.873 -00117
, 9.856 .00_j,. "
EXACT PROBABILITYLEVELSFOR THE KRUSKAL-WALLISTEST 349
h P(H_h) h P(H_h) h P(H_h) h P(HZh)
6 5 4 6 5 5 _ 5 5 6 5 5
0.896 .00110 4.529 .I0250 5.828 .04590 7.134 .01972
9.922 .00104 4.547 .09_35 5.qi0 .04538 7.141 .01919
9.936 .00102 4.557 .09732 5.93A .04487 7.165 .01894
9.960 .00100 4.604 .09425 5.941 .04436 7.216 .01843
9.961 .00098 4.624 .09523 _.959 .0&33_ 7.229 .OIBIB
lO.05E .00097 4.640 .09422 5.981 .04288 7.251 .01795
10.081 .00095 4.663 .09323 6.012 .04190 7.287 .01771
I0.083 .00093 4.644 .09225 6.016 .04095 7.310 .01748
lO.lOB .00087 4.71() .0q130 6.040 .04047 7.324 .01723
I0.ii0 .00085 4.746 .()9031 6.051 .04023 7.353 .01677
10.125 .00084 4.782 .0R934 6.0_3 .03975 7.371 .01622
10.147 .00074 4.H04 .()8844 6.087 .03880 7.416 .01579
10.161 .00067 4.812 .Qa705 6.106 .03832 7.424 .01569
I0.181 .00066 4._I_ .08614 6.146 .03786 7.463 .01548
10.215 .00064 4.829 .08521 6.157 .03743 7.512 .01483
10.323 .00057 4.851 .0_430 6.224 .03fl97 7.522 .01463
10.328 .00056 4.882 .0R338 6.228 .03677 7.604 .01421
10.356 .00050 4.897 .08164 6.241 .03549 7.635 .01401
10.361 .00049 4.910 .08075 6.294 .0350B 7.640 .01364
10.365 .00048 4.922 .079R7 6.299 .()3427 7.653 .01345
10.396 .00047 4.924 .07899 6.318 .03385 7.706 .01327
10.402 .00043 4.957 .07813 6.382 .03345 7.710 .01293
10.458 .00042 4.971 .07728 6.440 .03192 7.729 .01276
10.468 .00041 4.993 .07645 6.463 .03153 7.734 .0125g
10.481 .00037 5.063 .07479 6.476 .O311& 7.747 .01243
10.485 .O003fl 5.087 .07316 6.499 .03078 7.769 .01226
1(1.548 .00031 5.094 .07235 6.506 .03041 7.79& .01207
10.560 .00030 _.i12 .07156 6.924 .02971 7.R16 .01158
10.636 .00029 5.165 .07002 6.546 .02935 7.8&0 .01142
10.673 .00028 5.1a8 .(_692_ 6.569 .02901 7.8_7 .01128
10.688 .00027 5.206 .()_817 6.581 .02864 7.8R8 .01110
10.708 .00023 8.22R .06668 6.618 .02829 7.91_ .01093
10.836 .00020 5.240 .06594 6.651 .02762 7.922 .01079
10.881 .00020 5.25g .06519 6.665 .02729 7.957 .01063
10.890 .00019 5.346 .(]6&48 6.671 .02663 7.988 .01047
10.893 .00017 5.347 .06378 6.687 .02_%0 7.g93 .01017
10.935 .00016 5._7_ .06309 6.710 .02597 R.012 .01002
10.981 .00013 5.344 .(_62&2 6.722 .025_0 8.()28 .OOWH8
10.993 .00013 5.404 .OAllO _.757 .(?2548 8.1_51 ._0973
11.036 .00012 5.416 .0_943 6.781 .02517 8.063 .009&4
11.0fl3 .00011 5.4&7 .05_79 6.7_8 .02494 8.07_ .oo930
11.228 .00010 5.45[ .05817 6.793 .02453 a.157 .00915
II.348 .00008 5.471 .05687 6.816 .02423 _.169 .00908
11.348 .00007 5.522 .08561 6.859 .02390 8.171 .008_2
]1.396 .00006 5.£35 .08501 6.887 .02332 8.20& .00868
11.443 .00006 5.557 .05440 6,_99 .02301 _.218 .00n55
II.45_ .00005 5.59_ .05379 6.947 .02271 _.310 .00831
11.565 .00004 5.629 .05317 6.953 .()2242 8.346 .00£18
11.843 .00003 5.A7& .e5202 6.969 .02215 R._Sg .00793
" 11.89_, .00002 5.699 .05090 6.99B .02187 8.365 .00759
11.948 .D0002 5.729 .04973 7.028 .02157 8.369 .00748
12.375 .00001 5.734 .04917 7.040 .()2130 8.404 .00735
5.757 .C4_hO 7.071 .0ZI02 8.416 .00724
5.769 .OAR03 7.088 .02074 8.451 .00703
5.804 .0&751 7.089 .02025 8.482 .00691
5.824 .04_96 7.110 .01998 8.487 .00670
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h P(H_> h) h P(H>h) h P (H_>h) h P (H_>h)
6 5 5 #, 5 5 ,% % 5 A _ 1
_.500 .00A59 9.912 .OQIA3 12.39_ .00002 F_.516 .00283
P,.553 .00649 9.9.%4 .0015h 12.4 J,'4 .00002 G,.q23 .00250
FI.576 .0067,_ 9.96,5 .00150 12.440 .'}0002 9.0O0 .00216
B.581 .(}1)_.33 9.9(-,9 .0()I ",7 12.5_4 .(l()(l{)] o.077 .Q01R%
_.593 .00_24 9.993 .[_0135 12.RTh .0(_00] 9.30"4 .00117
8°594 .00614 If_.O0(_ .q(_129 12.922 .0()(]00 9.6'42 .00050
g.616 °00604 I0.0_3 . _)(_I;t6 IB.%_A .O(iO00
la,.647 .00_94 lq.llq .001?_ 6 6 2
Iq. 699 .0n56_ lO. I6U . O(_l 1"_ _., e_ 1
_.722 .005_6 I_).176 .(_(_l}l 4.419 .I0_70
8.755 .DO54& 10.194 .O_lla)h %._)7}1 .11)70(, 4.43t_ .09_24
8.765 .00529 10.216 .!)Oll'% 4.()()(: .,_9274 4.552 .095_I(_
8.782 .00511 10.271 .ooloo 4.077 .09441 4.610 .09_19
_I._35 .005()2 I{).2R7 . O(](1()S 4. /1}'# .0 ¢<"7"/_i 4.80(I .087416
H. F159 °(10494 IO. 21R_I ._1(1()95 4.3_:*_ .(]/4/OR 4.R19 .08477
8.910 .OOASA IO._B5 .(;(I(1aS ; ._,2 ,07/_ 1_ 4._3R .0R063
8.Q54 .00471 10.341 .06()RB 4.</13 .C)6945 4._76 .07749
8.946 .(104A7 10.:*5q .O0()HO 4.£4_ .o&_i_7 4.933 .06g29
H.QSI .00451 I0.4_7 .()(307F_ 4. _,92 .OAB77 4.971 .06667
9.(}I 0 .0()443 10.4(99 .O{_qT& 4. /_,,) .Oa71 ) 5.010 .06425
9.018 .t)0451 10.529 .00067 4.a57 .0511F" 5.105 .06287
9.047 .00425 !0.59_5 .()(lOh5 4.945 .('477_, 5.219 .05782
Q.05l .00418 IS.62;_ .(](')O&1 5.720 .04679 5.2:38 .(]5525
9.II0 .OOn12 10.6'0 .0(1057 5.2%| .04_4& 5.276 .0_940
9.118 .0039R I0.699 .1]3()55 5.26& .03746 5.352 .o5}40
9.122 .00%79 I(_.710 .OOq_l q.:_2 .03541_ 5.410 .,94993
9.159 .00_73 10.712 .C)OOSO 5.451 .,'_3BIR(_ 5.488 .04531
9.206 .00_67 10.741 .';t1048 _,A2A .,9%i_IO 5.5,'15 .04212
9.212 .00356 I0.75q .'_0943 5.7_6 .,':llia 5.63 p, .0415_
9.216 .00349 10.781 .00041 5.791 .(:27u7 5.476 .03777
9.228 .0_)344 iO. ,q04 .00040 _:._12 .()2_14 5.73_ .03573
9.243 .OOBBO I0._12 .00097 5.923 .P23_i 5.7q2 .03520
9.334 .C}0323 I0.S!5 .0003_ h.055 .02244 5.867 .03z,20
9._47 .Or)_12 I{1.944 .00{'_4 _._,aq .0214_ 6.019 .(I_216
4.357 .00302 ll. Olh . {),lo_ ] 8.2RA .(1!98i 4.03N .0_007
9.404 .00294 11.024 .00(127 ;,._ ' .017l.F 6.()7t_ .(32926
9.440 .00791 11.041 .0(1_126 A.4:17 .OIAW,_ 6.137 .OZT?I
9.441 .00285 ll.ll_ .00:)25 _.h?_, .(31932 8.171 .02574
9.488 .00275 I[.122 .00(_24 _,.6 _.: ._llZ._2 6.210 .024_,_
9.496 .(_OP6,9 11.1%5 ._0021 a.7,_q .013/,5 A.%oq .n2%67
9.510 .r1_245 11.1_,9 .00(120 6.P{)< .01265 6.345 .02305
9.5"_4 .002/_ 11.%24 .(,001_ _,._7_, .(111oq 6.419 .02200
q, 546, .0_]25_ 11.334 ._)0014 7. (),%_, .()I()_ 6.552 .92119
9.581 .00251 II.L75 ._}0013 7.121 .q0')%2 6.667 .(31905
9.G29 .._4245 h!.G?? .00012 7.%74 .G:_Rg'_ 6.705 .Ol_14N
9.&P2 .00241 II.857 .[](_012 :.401 .(}I_:_3 (_.819 .Jlq77
9.AR7 .(1()25 ( 11. _5_ •()(}()] I 7.4q: ._)()_/_, _._7& .01&f7
9.706 .00233 I1.55_I .i)(',oIO 7.=I_- .o(_,Oo 7.010 .01453
9.722 .00219 II.65c) .(1o(11_9 /.=_o_ . _Oqc)Q 710(_7 .01296
9.746 .00206 11.665 .!)_'0(]8 _.'Aq .O05AA 7.i13"5 .01234
9.757 .00204 ll.S&3 .0(101;6 7.q_4 .'t_lS(_ 7.27_ .0]173
9.771 .(102_)0 Ii.941 .{16()(,5 e,l_ .;_!)4%3 7.3'12 ,01n97
9.798 .O01_FI 1].9_I .i3n1)05 _.I _ .')O,r_ 7.371 .01043
9.851 .O[IIS4 ]2.029 .{)0005 _.22_ .0{33R3 7.410 .':I020
9._94 °00172 12.r)35 .0(30r5z. H.?:_A ._,'_qr,O 7._o47 .009_2




h P(H>h ) h Pl_4>_h) h P(l_>_h} h P(H>_.h)
a,
7.543 .00916 5.29_ .06419 7.350 .01426 9.853 .00130
7.619 .00830 5.333 .06529 7.358 .01277 9.933 .00125
7.638 .00764 5.350 .()6280 7.3q2 .01P49 10.017 .00121
7.752 .00725 5.35_ .060;_5 7.417 .01219 1{).025 .00117
7.88& .00697 5.39_ .o_993 7.433 .011_9 10.100 .00110
8.019 .00668 5.400 .0_9# 7.483 .01146 10.]25 .00106
_.038 .00635 5.433 .05662 7.5P. 5 .01136 10.150 .00098
_.076 .00592 5.483 .05570 7.5(_7 .01065 10.192 .00079
8.152 .00540 5._;A .f)5395 7.625 .01034 10o225 .00076
8.210 .0048;_ _.567 .05237 7.683 .01009 10.350 .00062
8.305 .00459 5.600 ._5160 7.725 .00985 I{)o_92 °00049
8°400 .00411 5.525 .04999 7.733 .00934 10.417 .00046
8.533 .00404 5.6g2 .0483& 7.S17 .o()qll lO._nO .00045
8,610 .00343 5.72.5 .04760 7.833 .00859 10.525 .00040
8.819 .OOB2R 5.73% .04613 7._58 .00837 10.558 .00030
8.838 .00314 5.750 .04546 7.892 .00821 10.733 .00029
8.876 .002%6 5.R17 .0438_ 8.()00 .00801 10.750 .00027
8.933 .00252 5._3_ .04306 8.025 .00782 10.858 .00(_19
9.010 .00238 _.892 .0&258 _.058 .00744 11.017 .00017
9.086 .00224 5.933 .04100 ;_.067 .0_}725 ll.f)2q .00015
9.105 .00209 6.017 .OAOBI a.lO0 .00716 11.125 .00010
9.219 .00200 6.025 ._)3998 8.150 .00660 11.2_7 .00009
9.352 .0017(_ 6.05_ .03_85 R.Ig2 .00622 11.350 .00008
9.505 .00167 6.!.r)(_.03835 S.225 .00604 11.567 .00004
9.600 .00157 _.12=, .(}3715 _.350 .005&0 11.725 .00003
9.638 .00138 6.15() .03545 _.400 .0()543 12.150 .00001
9.676 .00109 6.192 .0%356 S.417 .0051A
9.752 .00095 6.225 .03291 _.45_ .00497 6 6 _
9.867 .00067 6.247 .03130 S.bO0 .004_3
9.943 .00062 6.350 .03070 8.625 .00471 4.518 .10088
10.076 °00043 6.558 .029_I _.6_3 .00437 4.548 .09982
10.210 .00040 6.400 .02H73 S.692 .00423 4.605 .09878
10.305 .00021 6.483 .02820 _.725 .00397 4.636 .09774
10.552 .00017 6.525 .02765 8.750 .00384 4.662 .09575
I0.971 .00007 _.558 .0257_ 8.767 .00371 4.695 .09469
6.667 .02529 8.817 .00359 4.706 .09372
6 6 3 6.683 .02509 8.858 .00341 4.724 .09164
6.725 .02462 8.900 .00330 4.765 .08968
4.525 .10_21 6.._3 .02388 8.Q58 .Q0310 4.779 .08869
4.558 .09948 6._50 •(_2549 9.017 .00300 4.783 .08572.
4.600 .09822 6.747 .02230 9.0,5R .00289 4.824 .08479
4.667 .09560 6.792 .02139 9.083 .00282 4.871 .08_95
4.683 .09420 6._17 .02098 9.150 .00273 4.897 .0_026
4.692 .09280 6.858 .02046 9.225 .00253 4.930 .07930
4.725 .09138 6.892 .02009 9.39_ .00228 4.956 .07842
4.792 .08489 6.900 .01966 9.400 .00213 5.000 .07753
4.817 .08354 6.958 .01839 9.433 .002()_ 5.048 .07403
4.892 .08_95 7.000 .01811 9.458 .00195 5.077 .073_4
4.900 .08165 7.017 .01741 9.483 .00193 5.132 .07244
5.017 .07820 7.02.5 .01695 9.525 .00185 5.1_5 .07160
5.025 .07589 7.058 .O[622 9.567 .00174 5.[ql .07006
5.058 .07254 7.167 .01587 q.600 .00161 5.195 .06930
5.083 .07152 7.192 .01547 9.667 .00153 5.224 .06855
5.125 .07046 7._25 .0151_ 9.683 .00147 5.235 .06781
5.150 .06fl46 7.267 .01453 9.7?_5 .00141 5.2_& .06626
5.19_ .06632 7.2.92 .01459 9.792 .0,)136 5.2W4 .06554
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Lh P_H2h) ' h P_H2h) h P{_2h) h P(H.2>h|
6 6 _ 6 6 4 6 h 4 6 6 4
5.309 .06_06 6.824 .02396 _.529 .00452 I0.250 .00108
5.313 .06372 6.842 ._2328 A.577 .(_Oh05 I0.243 .00102
5.342 .06163 6.882 .0229_ 8.5QQ .00595 10.342 .00100
5.368 .06096 _.901 .02233 8.603 .00576 I0.426 .00094
5.401 .05951 6.930 .02203 8.607 .00554 i0.430 .00092
5.426 .05819 6.9_9 .02090 8.636 .00546 10.460 .00090
5.485 .05750 7.015 .020AO 8.645 .00537 10.471 .00086
5.489 .056@0 7.074 .02031 g.706 .00527 10.489 .00083
5.544 .05AIR 7, I07 .01974 8.721 .00506 10.588 .00081
5.577 .05491 7.118 .01949 8.754 .00497 10.607 .0007_
5.607 .05367 7.132 .01924 8.765 .00487 10.647 .00067
5.695 .05188 7.165 .01R70 _.7_3 .00467 10.662 ,O0062
5.706 .05130 7.176 .01844 8.R38 .00459 I0.695 .00055
5.721 .05009 7.250 .017q7 a.842 .00449 10.721 .00053
5,724 ,04950 7.254 .01747 8.897 .00418 10,754 ,00052
5,754 ,04394 7,313 ,01724 R.9GI ,00410 10,779 ,00045
5,765 .04785 7.342 .01676 8.gAO .00401 10,871 °00044
5,783 ,04728 7,353 ,01654 9,000 ,00394 10,882 ,00042
5.838 .04673 7.371 .01561 9.015 ,00377 10.901 .00035
5.871 .0_617 7.426 .01518 9.074 .00369 10.956 .00033
5.882 .04565 7.460 .01475 9.I07 .00361 10.989 .00030
5.R97 .04396 7.485 .01455 9.165 .O0356 11.048 .00029
5,930 .04340 7,518 ,01435 9,191 ,00349 II,136 ,00024
5.941 .04290 7.529 .01396 9.1q5 .00331 11.191 ,00023
5.956 .04185 7.548 .01372 9.224 .00325 11.250 .00022
5.960 .04129 7.577 .01353 9.235 .00318 11.254 ,00017
5.989 .04080 7,607 ,01333 9.250 ,00305 11,313 °00016
6.015 .04030 7.647 .01314 9.2_3 .00290 II.BSB .00016
6.018 .03977 7.662 .01240 9.31q .0027_ 11,368 ,00015
6.118 .03928 7.779 .01219 9.36_ .00265 11.489 ,00014
6,136 ,03fi29 7,783 .01211 9,401 ,00259 11,518 ,00011
6.191 .03786 7.813 .01179 9.412 .00255 11.529 _OOQlO
6.195 .03730 7.83Q .01117 9.426 .00242 II.588 .00010
6.224 .03650 7.871 .()i083 9.480 .00236 II,765 ,O000g
6.235 .03609 7.956 .01071 9.529 .n0231 11.779 .00006
6.250 .03521 7.960 .01054 9.548 .00225 II.TSB ,00006
6.283 .03388 7.989 .01027 9.577 .00220 II.882 .00005
A._12 .03347 8.000 .00998 9.603 .00211 11.960 .00005
6,368 ,03269 8.015 ,00964 9,647 ,00206 12.077 ,00004
6,371 ,03228 8,059 ,00934 9,662 ,00195 12_235 ,00003
6,401 ,03189 8.074 ,00904 9,695 ,00190 I_,_83. °00002
6.412 ,03149 8,077 °00887 9,721 °00185 12.368 .00002
6.485 .03068 8.107 .00862 9.724 .0()180 12.426 .00002
6.489 ,03050 8.136 .00849 9.812 .0017_ 12.721..00001
6.518 .02978 8.165 .00835 9.842 .00173 12.812 .00001
6,544 .02942 8.191 .00821 9._97 .00169 13.235 ,00000
6.548 .02866 8.224 .00807 9.901 .00165
6.577 .02795 8.254 .00797 9.930 ,00161 6_ 6 5
6.603 .02761 8.309 .00772 9.9AI .00154 'i, _
6,636 .02723 R.342 .00747 10.000 .00144 4.541 °10077
6.647 .02690 8.368 .00734 10.018 .00134 4.542 °09987
6,665 ,02618 8,401 ,00721 10.074 ,00127 4.§4_ .09900
6.721 .02585 8.430 .00700 10.077 .00124 A.562 °09813
6.779 .02555 8.471 ,00690 I0,I07 .00121 4.563 .09726
6.783 .o2521 8.485 .00676 10.132 .00118 4,574 .09641
6.812 .02458 8,489 ,00663 10.176 .00112 4.626 .09556
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EXACTPROBABILITYLEVELSFORTHEKRUSKAL-WALLISTEST 353
h P{HZh) h P{_Zh} h PlH_h) h PIH_h)
6 6 5 _ _ 5 6 h 5 _ 6 5
4.635 .09472 G.6AI .(15!R? 6.654 .0275_ 7.587 ,01443
4,652 .09_87 5. (Oq ,0_I33 &,6_q .02725 7.607 .01426
4.6_4 .n9_[34 6.74_) ._)_046 _.71_ .D269_ 7.626 .01411
4._59 .09222 _.7_2 .0_039 6.727 .02469 7.629 .01394
4.719 .091%q 5.765 ._993 6.759 .02615 7.64_ .0137_
4.727 .nn9 5.771 .0L970 6.770 .OPS_g 7.630 .01363
4.740 .09020 5.786 .(}4924 _._22 .(_256_ 7.685 .01348
4,746 ,ORgB_ 5.R09 ,r}A_7_ 6.829 .0253_ 7,707 .01B31
4.752 .ORH61 5.H]_ .04790 6.83_ .02514 7.720 .01302
4.763 ,O_7R_ 5._30 .0&746 6.848 .02489 7.763 .01287
4.771 .0_707 5._35 .04702 6.871 .02465 7.791 .01272
4.882 .08628 5.Q44 ,04659 6.Q76 ,02441 7.435 .01258
4.889 .08554 5,848 .04615 6,_95 ,02&17 7.838 .01243
4.897 .084RI 5._71 .0A571 6.897 .(32393 7.858 .01229
4.903 .08407 5.881 .0&528 6.915 .02_70 7.8_9 ,01215
4.907 .08192 5.907 ,04445 6.942 .0_357 7.920 .01202
4.915 .0811_ 5.940 ,f)4404 6,946 .02511 7.927 .01176
4.929 .08046 5.942 ,04_63 6.948 .02Z_6 7.929 .01163
4.940 ,07976 5.956 .04_21 6.959 .02263 7.940 .01149
4.946 .07905 5.959 .04281 6.974 .()2217 7.942 .01136
4.956 .07765 6.01a .0a200 7,007 .02172 7.946 ,01123
4.982 °07695 6.n26 ._&160 7.026 .02149 7.962 ,01110
5.018 .07558 6.038 .04119 7.058 .02127 7.9S2 .01098
5.054 .07423 6.054 .0&042 7,041 .02106 7.993 .01072
5.060 .07354 6.059 .03964 7.05R .02(]SB R.014 .01060
5.071 .0728_ _.OSO ,03925 7.040 .02{_61 _.026 .01047
5,085 .07222 a.l&2 .03887 7.093 .020A0 8.0_I ,01035
5.119 .0715% 6,162 .0_814 7.105 .02017 8,073 .01023
5.165 .07027 6.165 .05776 7.152 .OlqgG R.I(_3 .01011
5.182 .06965 _.!'91 .0_740 7.162 .01975 e.119 ,01001
5.191 .06002 6.214 .03704 7.2(]_ .01955 8.124 .0Q990
5.229 ,06840 A.273 .03668 7.214 .OlQ_ S.129 .00966
5.24R .06_I0 6.315 .OB6B& 7.2_0 .01916 N.152 .00956
5.25& .06E89 6.319 .03GO0 7,237 .01896 X.170 .00944
5.273 .06629 6.320 .e35_6 7.260 .01S76 S.I_2 .009_9
5.281 .065_ &,327 .OB_3_ 7.282 .01855 _.214 .0091_
5.295 .06508 6.340 .()_&RB 7.515 .01S36 8.222 .00907
5.346 .06450 6._41 .03449 7.B19 .01_18 8.241 .00_95
5.348 .06392 6.352 .03a15 7.3&0 .017_I 8.260 .0_85
5.374 ,06334 6.371 .03_49 7.365 .01763 8.2R2 .00865
5.378 .06277 6.393 .03315 7,371 ._174_ 8.319 .00854
5.391 .03191 6.400 .03250 7.378 .D1724 8.348 .00_34
5.407 ,0613& 6.415 .03234 7.386 .01706 8._65 .OOaI3
5.450 ,06025 6.430 .OBI&9 7.387 ,01687 8.B86 .00R04
5.437 .05914 6.437 .03139 7.407 .0166_ 8.391 .00794
5.452 .05859 6,452 .03107 7.AB_ .(_[_4Q S.459 .00784
5.482 .05752 6,476 .03076 7.45g .(}1630 8.485 .00774
5,495 .05696 6.50q .03045 7.471 .01612 8.495 .00765
5.503 ._5_44 6.505 .03014 7.497 .01594 8.505 .0074H
5.505 ,05590 6.51R ._2984 7,511 .01_60 s.511 .00738
5.515 .05538 6.541 .02954 7,518 o{_1552 8.515 .00730
5,524 ,05486 6.587 .02924 7.52& .015_4 8,542 ,00720
5.587 .05432 6.609 .02895 7.529 .0151_ 8.5&3 .00711
5.593 ,05381 6,&13 .02867 7,563 .01510 e.570 .00702
5.629 .05281 6.622 .02839 7.570 .01475 8.6()0 .00685
5,635 .05231 6._29 .02810 7,574 .01459 _.609 .00677
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h P(H_h I h PlH_>h) h P(N_h) h PIH..>h)
A 5 6 #, 5 _ 6 5 & 6 5
_._26 ,0<:_59 g,_73 . (h0279 I:._.53_ ,r)_O_9 12,171 ,00007
_ .(,z, l .Q'l_5 I _.693 .00275 I,_._ z.£ .()<_(I_:R 12.209 .nOOO._
R.652 .0_,,542 9.707 .00271 lr!.W _ ._3r__4 12.230 .0000_,
R.A7"_ .006_5 9.719 ._if_262 t{:,71_ . Q¢1'J;42 12.260 .O00,L5
R.ARO .00627 9.720 . ;)_:;5_ I_.771 .00_)80 12.43.q .O00q=
H.705 .OOAI9 9.724 .oo?_ I0.7_ .non7:) 12.4_5 .O000_
R,711 .OOAII 9.740 .0D247 IO. _3! .00076 12.489 .O000L
R.724 .(|0607 9.7z,6 .',10244 l(_. ,4'o,q .0(}074 12,562 .00003
H.746 .00591 9.759 .00240 ' ";.,",_ .0,_071 12.574 .000n _,
R.763 .005R3 g.770 .0023_, 1n._% .OOnh9 12.607 .00003
8.77_ .00576 9.929 .0_)229 i0.97_) .()(:<}68 12.740 .00003
_.RIR .00569 9.R44 .00222 10._,,2 .Q(/467 12.9()3 .00002
8.829 .00561 9. R71 .00219 IC,.94;_ .0o065 12.941 .00007
H.R35 .00547 9.RRl .(I0215 I0.95_ .0'_054 12.946 .000_;!
_.R37 .00540 9.£97 • (_(}212 10.993 .00063 12.982 .0000[
8.R91 .00537 9.927 .00206 11.0(}0 .00062 132071 .00001
s.903 .00522 9.929 .00202 11.01z- .00060 13.346 .0000'
8.920 .00515 9.94R .00199 11.03R .00055 13.34B .00001
8.962 .O()SOR 9.9R6 .€)1)196 11.05_ .00054 13.386 .00001
8.982 .oo502 ln.OnO .(;Of93 11.05 _) .00050 13.a30 .OOOnj
_4. 987 .00495 i0.013 .00191 11.073 .O(}O_.R 13.77R .O00L r
9.014 .oOz_fl8 10.01H .OOlf17 11.]10 .or)o48 13.81a .ooo<lc
9.018 .00482 10.052 .o01aa ii.129 .d0046 14.235 .00000
9.03R .00475 10.054 .0Olqo 11.142 .0f)042
9.044 .00470 10.073 .00177 11.162 .00041 6 6, 6
9.093 .00458 10.0R0 .00171. 11.171 .01)040
0.097 .00446 10.0R5 .0q1_9 1].230 .OQ03q 4.538 .100__
9.11R .00440 ]0.097 .0[)164 11.2z-i .01)035 4.643 .OeST,,
9.129 .Qrl43& [O.[Ie .00163 [ .27"5 .00034 4.667 .0961')
9.15(, .(10429 10.142 .():)it-l) I .2_ .C,)334 4.67R .0920"
9.16_ .00423 [O. 16S .00157 1 .307 .00033 4.71.% . qglf)O
'9.171 .0_416 I0.17_ .00159 l .Sq9 .(;0031 &.TR4 .0876z.
Q.1£2 .Q041[ 10.209 .00152 11.%[1 . OC,O2B 4.819 .0S57_
9.191 .OOz.t)& 10.2z, 1 .00145 11.3;_7 .(!0027 4.877 .083R'
9.237 .00395 I0.24H .00143 11.393 .;)rh)26 4.924 .0819'_
9.25z, .oO_A9 lO.2So .O01Z.2 11.41_ .00025 4.994 .08019
9.?RC .O0_R4 10.293 .001z1) 11.47& .OQO2& 5.053 .0767_
9.2R1 .00_73 10.327 .f)0135 iI.61_ .0(,02__ 5.064 .075Be
9.327 .OO3AR I0."_z_6.001_2 l].q_2 .()0020 5.099 .0742,_
9.%41 .00S63 lO.3z, R ._)D130 II.A?o .00020 5.135 .0725!
9o34R .0(1358 10.352 .0(112R 11.652 .QQOI9 5.15/_ .07092
0.352 .00354 10.374 .00125 [ 1.A_z, .O001s 5.193 .06S52
9.36_ .00349 I0.37R .001?'_ 11.659 °0o017 5.240 .06693
9,374 .00344 10.393 .00121 11.71_5 .00017 5,298 .06536
9.393 .00335 10.426 .0OlI_ 11.727 .0()015 5.345 .06391
9.400 .00330 10.430 .00117 iI.7_6 .00014 5.415 .0624_,
9.426 .00326 10.437 .00113 I .765 .00013 5.474 .06107
9.437 .0032_ 10.452 .00111 1 .ROO .C0013 5.4_5 .0596S
9.45R .00317 10.471 .00109 1 .F;q2 .00013 5.509 .0570z-
9.505 .00313 10.4_2 .00106 1 .91q .OOO[Z 5.556 .05575
9.529 .00305 10.503 .00104 i .o;Jo .00011 5.626 .0541_
9.541 .00302 10.515 .00102 [ .942 .00010 5.661 .0520 '
9.54R .0029R 10.524 .00100 i2.05;i .00009 5.696 .0513S
9.574 °00290 10.593 .00097 12.093 .00009 5.719 .0502[
9.609 .0028& ]0.607 .00095 12.103 .00008 5.801 .04905
9.613 .¢)02a3 In.62o .00o93 12.165 .00008 5.R36 .047R9
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EXACTPROBABILITYLEVELSFOR THEKRUSKAL-WALLISTEST 355
h Pill>h} h ,'IH>h> h P(H>h) h P(H>h)
6 6 6 6 A 6 6 _ 6 7 7 7
5.930 .0_679 ;_._5_, .OOq3q 1c_.c)_9 o()0()_5 4._R3 .n9676
5.942 .04523 R.44R .(I')R17 lO._R? .0(]0_2 4.699 .09_a9
5.977 .n4417 _.503 .o0792 i1.9_ .0()079 4.727 .09223
6.000 .04214 _.526 .OOTYO Ii.0')_ .0_)(_75 4.77_' .0_H513
6.0_5 .04112 q.5_l .O_7_H I1.2z.O .O0')e_9 4.R_I .087>'H
6.117 .04011 q.%1% ._;o735 11.275 .013()65 4.R_9 .0_492
6.1_{) .03916 P._4R .OO714 11.310 .00062 4._ 16 .08375
6.187 .03824 R._!7 .q(_r_g2 Ii.36;_ .00059 /+.9()5 .0_260
6.222 .03770 q. 7_z_ .o(_52 ll.3_n .00057 4.965 .08146
6.327 .03596 _q.P42 . ()r}634 11.404 .00051 4.9g4 .09036
6.351 .03513 _._5", .0061_ 11.,_15 .I_)(_9 5.010 .0792H
6.398 .03430 R.92_ .0(}595 11.474 .00045 q.c_17 .07874
6.421 .03350 q.9_2 .00560 Ii.55_ .00041 5.039 .07715
6.z,68 .03272 R.99_ .30552 11.591 .00036 5.076 .07503
6.503 .03117 g.02q .,')0535 [1,614 .00(}34 5.OUR .07399
6.538 .03039 9.06/, .0o519 11.661 .00032 5.106 .07297
6.6%2 .(}2891 g.OF_P .00502 I1.6F_4 .00029 5.12_ .07195
6.678 .02821 9.170 .00471 Ii.7_9 .00027 5.195 .07094
6.737 .02752 9.205 .0n4#8 II._01 .()0024 5.217 .06997
6.769 .02717 9.275 .00434 11.825 .00023 5.262 .06803
6.772 .02652 9.310 .00407 II.9_2 .G(IO2L 5.276 .06709
6.P_77 .02588 9.404 ,00392 11.977 .00019 5._51 .06616
6.889 .02493 9._5 .00379 12.012 .OOOl_ 5.365 .06#35
6.924 .02372 9.509 .OO348 12.035 .00017 5._73 .06346
6.9_2 .O2311 9.556 .00556 12.117 .DO015 5.395 .06257
7.029 .02253 9.579 .00334 12.292 °00012 5.410 .06169
7.053 ,02196 9.626 .00312 12.316 .ooo11 5._,32 .06125
7.064 .02141 9.6q6 .O0302 12.363 .001310 5.z_40 .06039
7.099 .02085 9.719 .{3]293 12.433 .{30009 5.484 .05953
7.170 .02030 9.731 .00283 12.53a .0000_ 5.499 .05869
7,240 0[979 9.7F_g .0(%272 12..573 .0{3006 S.573 .05702
7.29_ .01929 o. R36 .00263 12.737 .00006 5.,%10 .05622
( 7.'_I0 .01_80 9.871 .00259 12.772 .00005 5._18 .05544
7.345 .01856 9.906 .00249 12.784 .00005 5.662 .05466
7.380 ,01807 9.930 .00241 12._R77 .0{3004 5.699 .05312
7.404 .(31763 9.977 .00232 13.053 .00003 5.707 .05275
7,450 .01720 10.047 .00224 1%.135 .013003 5.729 .05201
7.520 .01590 I0.140 .00217 13.2(35 .00002 5.751 .05128
7.614 °01549 10.152 .(_0213 I%.3&5 .00002 5.766 .05055
7.626 .01471 10.1R7 .0019R 13.520 .0000_ _.Q19 .04Oli
7.684 ,f_14BO I1_.211 .O0_H4 13.5_6 .00001 q.q40 .04a06
7.731 .01391 10.246 .00177 13.661 .01301%1 5.BF_5 .134736
7.525 .01355 10.257 .00170 IB.979 .00001 5.q07 .04601
7.871 .01320 I(3.327 .00164 I_..DOO .00000 5.067 .04534
7.895 ,01287 [0.398 .00157 I_..327 .000(I0 6.019 .0&470
; 7.906 .01269 10.493 .00146 14.363 .00000 _._33 .04406
7.942 .01217 I0o526 ._Ol&O !4.749 .00000 6.0('3 .04343
I _.000 .01151 10.561 .00137 15.158 .013000 6.07_ .042208 35 17 I 60_ 2 _,.1_S 098
• H.047 .01087 10.667 .0r122 7 7 7 h.152 .0403R
8.082 ,01055 10.713 .'90117 _,.I_7 .03979
8.187 .01024 10.749 .00112 4.549 .10(>69 A.174 .03921
8.222 .00994 10.772 .0()108 4,594 .09933 _.Pl2 .03R63
8.292 .00940 10.;_19 .0(}104 4,631 .09_,00 h.2&l .03S06
8.316 .00913 If).S&2 .00101 4.63;I .09670 6.263 .03778
8.433 .00886 10.889 .00097 4.660 .09604 6.256 .03723
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h P(H2 h) h P(_2h) h z __,20) h plH2h _
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
6.301 .03669 7.978 .01290 9.647 .003_2 11.421 .00090
6.330 .03614 8.037 .01270 q.670 .00385 11.451 .0008g
6.375 .O3561 8.045 .0!240 9.707 .0037a 11.488 .000_5
6.434 .03509 8.067 .01220 9.774 .00371 11.495 .00083
6.442 .03484 8.082 .01201 9.803 .C0364 11.518 .00082
6.454 .03384 8.104 .01191 9.RIR .00358 11.584 .00080
6.479 .03286 8.111 .01153 9.826 .00348 11.629 .00076
6.501 .03236 R.156 .01134 9.84S .00342 11.644 .00074
6.509 .03188 8.171 .01097 9.8_5 .0033_ 11.673 .00072
6.553 ,03140 8.223 .01078 9.802 .00329 II.6AR .00071
6.597 .03093 8.282 .01061 9.937 .00317 II,71_ .00069
6.620 .03001 8.289 .{)1043 9.974 .00305 11.777 .00068
6.679 .02956 8.304 .01026 10.004 .00299 11.785 .00067
6.701 .02934 8.334 .01009 10.026 .00293 11.807 .00065
6.731 .02847 8.378 .00992 lO.Ok5 .00282 11.844 .00063
6.76R .02804 8.401 .0()976 10.160 .00277 11.852 .00060
6.798 .02763 8.438 .00q60 10.174 .00269 11.874 .00058
6.820 .02722 8.468 .00944 I0.I82 .00264 11.896 .00058
6._35 .02681 _.482 .00914 10.249 .00254 11.941 .00055
6.865 .02641 8.512 .00898 10.293 .0024q 11.963 .00053
6.879 .02601 X.557 .00869 10.308 .00239 12.030 .00051
6.909 .02562 8.579 .00854 I0.33_ ._0234 12.045 .00050
6.954 .02446 8.601 .00847 10.360 .00225 12.074 .00049
6.968 .02408 8.616 .00818 10.342 .00221 12.089 .00047
7.035 .02371 R.63fl °00804 10.419 .00216 12.141 .00046
7.043 .02335 8.668 .00790 10.442 .00212 12.178 .00045
7.132 .f]2263 X.690 .00777 10.481 .1,02()_4 12.2_3 .00044
7.154 .02212 8.779 .0076_ 10.516 .00199 12.230 .00043
7.176 .02179 _.Q39 .00725 10.56o .0019i 12.252 .00042
7.213 .02145 8.883 .00713 i0.57_ .00187 12.297 .00040
7.221 .02129 _.905 .00689 10.605 .00[_3 12.312 .00039
7.236 .02065 8.913 .00683 10.709 .001_9 12.341 .00037
7.243 .o2033 R.935 .00672 IO.7IA .(w;]72 12.378 .00036
7.280 .02001 8.972 .00649 I0.73_ .0()i07 12.386 .00035
7.332 .o1970 9.002 .00627 10.77A .Q01A4 12.4_0 .00034
7.354 .01910 9.024 .00615 10.783 .00162 i2.445 .00033
7.369 .01880 9.091 .00605 lO.qOq .00159 12.475 .00031
7.399 .01850 9.106 .00589 10.828 .00153 12.497 .00031
7.414 .01_21 9.113 .00579 I0._42 .{)0149 12.519 .00030
7.481 .01792 9.135 .00569 10.897 .O01&6 12.564 .00029
7.48X .01765 9.173 .00558 I0._4 .()0143 12.609 .00028
7.503 .01737 9.180 .00549 10.917 .00140 12.023 .00027
7.577 .01709 9.269 .00539 I0.9_I .00137 12.675 .00026
7.599 .01683 9.284 .00529 11.006 .0{)132 12.712 .00025
7.622 .01670 9.291 .00520 11.049 .00129 12.787 .00024
7.636 .01619 9.358 .00511 11.050 .00126 12.824 .00023
7.666 .01568 9.373 .00493 11.072 .00123 12.831 .00023
7.688 .01543 9.380 .00485 11.109 .00121 12.846 .00021
7.711 .01494 9.403 .00476 11.139 .00118 12.853 .00020
7.770 .01470 9.447 .08459 11.250 .00113 12.891 .00020
7.800 .01446 9.492 .00442 II.27_ .O011[ 12.920 .00019
7.814 .01423 q.506 .00434 11.288 .00104 12.9&2 .00019
7.844 .01400 9.581 .00418 11.310 .00100 12.965 .0001_
7.884 .01355 9.618 .00411 11.317 ,00098 13.009 .00018
7.933 .01333 9.625 .00407 11.362 .00094 13.032 .00017
7.955 .01311 9.640 00400 11.377 .00094 13.054 .00017i
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EXACTPROBABILITYLEVELSFORTHE KRUSKAL-WALLISTEST 357
h P(H_ h! h p(H_h) h P(H_h] h P(H_hJ
7 7 7 7 7 7 R R R R R 8
13.091 .00016 15._14 .00000 5.255 .06R65 6.395 .03557
13,113 .00016 15,503 ,00o00 5.265 .068()2 6.405 .03523
13.180 .00015 1_.43_ .0o000 5.2R5 .06759 6.455 .03454
13.187 .00014 Ih.70% .000{)0 5.315 .06&15 6,480 .03421
13.232 .00()14 I'_.725 .00000 5.345 .06554 6.AR5 .03404
13.276 .00013 15.792 .0()(_00 5.360 ,06494 6.495 .03372
13.291 .00013 15.90_ .o_)r)o0 5.375 .06434 6.500 .03339
13.299 .00013 if,,r_52 .()0000 5.415 .04374 6.515 .03306
IB.365 .00012 Io.09_ .nOqo0 5.420 .06267 6.540 .03274
13.3R0 .00012 16. IR6 .00000 5.435 .06229 6.585 .03242
13.410 .00011 IA.Bg_ .00¢)00 5.445 .06172 6.605 .03211
13.425 .00010 IA.416 .{)0000 5.460 .06143 6.615 .03180
13.447 ._0010 16.4_2 .0o000 5.4_5 .06030 6._20 .03135
13.455 .00010 lh.7SO .00000 5.495 .05973 0.6_5 .03104
13.514 .00009 16.794 ,0o()00 5.505 .05R62 A.660 .03074
13.544 .O000fl 17, f),_a .rH)O00 5.540 .05R07 A.465 .03044
13.566 .00008 17.121 .0_000 5,5R0 .05752 6.695 .02934
13.58R .00007 ]7,_62 .0000() 5.5R5 .05699 6.720 .02926
13.647 .00007 I7.RI_ .00000 5.595 .05646 h. TAO .02R97
13.677 .00007 5.615 ,04593 6.755 .02868
13.722 .00006 _ _ R 5.645 .05540 _.795 .02R12
13.744 .00006 5.660 .054R9 6.R45 .027R4
13.781 .00005 4.5R0 .I0023 5.685 .05438 6,R55 ,02743
I3.RII .00005 a.595 .(19933 5.705 ,05388 6._60 ,02717
13.R55 .00005 4.605 .09R_5 5.715 .05268 6.905 .02663
13.892 .00005 4.625 .09757 5.73G .05239 6.q35 ,02637
13.900 ,00004 4.63_ ._9670 5.765 .05141 A.945 .02586
13.922 .00004 4,_55 ,09583 5.7_0 .05092 6,965 .02561
I_.033 .00004 4.6RG .09326 5.795 .05068 4.9R0 .02510
14.0_R .0_004 _.695 ,09241 5.R05 .04973 6.995 .02485
14.07R .00004 4.740 °09157 5.R20 .04926 7.020 .02460
14.093 .00003 4.745 .09075 5.840 .0487g 7.035 .02436
14.182 .00003 4.R_5 .ORgll 5.855 .04R33 7.065 .02387
14.27R .00003 4,R20 ,0H792 5.915 .04787 7.0R5 .02364
14.315 .00002 4.R3_ .0R712 5.955 .04653 7.115 °02317
14.345 .00002 4,R60 ,0R634 5.985 .04609 7.125 .02293
14.367 .00002 4.R65 .0R595 6.000 .04523 7.145 .02270
14.390 .00002 4.R75 .0R441 6.005 .045()2 7.215 ,02247
14.456 .00002 4._0 .0R364 6.020 .04460 7.220 .02204
14.494 .00002 4.905 .OR2R8 6.045 .04375 7.235 .02171
14.523 .00002 A.940 .0R212 0.065 .04292 7.260 .02149
I_.56fl .00002 4,@55 .0R063 6.0_0 .04251 7.265 .02138
14.701 .00001 4,965 .07990 6.125 .04210 7.2fl0 .02117
14.716 .O00Ol 4.995 .07916 6.I35 .(_4150 7.295 ._2075
]4.774 .00001 A,995 .07844 6,IA0 .04110 7.305 .02054
14.746 .00001 5,040 .07771 6.155 .04070 7.335 .02033 '
14,P35 .00001 G.04_ .0770] 6.180 .04031 7.340 .02012
14.924 .00001 5._55 .07631 6.1R5 .03993 7.355 .01992
IA.96R .0(1001 5.1()5 .07561 6.2_g .03954 7.3_5 .01972
15.02R .000_I 5,120 .07492 6.255 ._3917 7.415 .01932
15.050 .00001 5.135 .07458 6.260 .03H79 7.440 .01912
15.117 .00001 5.145 .f)7324 6.305 .OgRA2 7.445 .01fl93
15.147 .00001 5.165 .07191 6.315 .03770 7.460 .01873
15.22R .00001 5,190 .07125 6.320 .03736 7.4R5 .01855
15.369 .00000 5.ig5 .06993 6.335 .03698 7.505 .01835
15.3fl4 o00000 5.235 .06928 6.365 .0_627 7.5R0 .01798
63 "
n PI_2hl h _'2hJ n -,__>hl h P: S"
7.5_1_ .017_0 ,_. 105 .,} 1_'7 4.9o5 .O03HI 11.045 .3,':, _
7.6o5 .01727 8.720 .(_0_3_3 (a.gl5 .i)0373 11.060 .Orl
7.620 .01701 _.735 .00_29 9._20 .00368 11.085 .00!'
7.025 .OI6HB 8.76_ .0_020 0.93 r, .()0364 11.105 .00_;,
7.t_55 .01666 R.7_O .O_)all 4.4t_5 .('r)359 11.115 .00 _
7.665 .01649 8.795 .009()2 o._j_(_ ._;0355 11.120 .OO!
7.695 .01615 _.A20 .0(1793 g.995 .00351 11.179 .001_
7.715 .01599 R._35 .O07PO I0.035 .00347 11.195 .001
7.7z.O .01562 P._PO .0:)76_ 10.055 .00343 11.255 .,7_]
7.7z.q .01566 H.Rq5 .0()756 1(>.0_5 .00339 11.265 .0(,_:-
7.760 .01550 _.915 .00747 I().095 .00335 11.285 .0017
7.s05 .01534 R.945 ._073S _0.115 .00331 11.315 .001%
7.R35 .01502 e.955 .00730 i _.125 .00327 11.340 .001
7.R45 .01487 8.960 .00723 I(,.140 .00325 11.345 .0013
7.R65 .01471 9.005 .00715 10.145 .00320 11.355 .001:
7.R75 .01456 9.015 .00707 I0.i_,0 .00316 11.375 .OOl;
7._95 .01441 9.035 00699 10. IH5 .00312 11.405 OOl '_
7.955 .0142_ 9.045 .00684 10.205 .00305 11.420 .0012
7.940 .01419 9.{)60 .00677 ]O._'20 .00298 11.435 .00i2_
7.955 .01405 9.065 .00A69 I0.2_0 .00291 11.445 .0{31_
7.9Rf) .01376 9.105 .00647 I').26_ .00287 I[.465 .001}
7.485 .01547 9.125 .00#_40 10.305 .00_83 11.495 .001]
R.O00 .01333 9.140 .00633 10.32C .00280 11.520 .001[ :
A.015 .01326 9.155 .00626 Io.356 .00277 11.535 .00111
A.045 .0129H 9.195 .00619 10.365 .00270 11.540 .03_ i_
8.060 .012R5 9.215 .00612 I0.3_5 .00_67 11.555 .0011
8.105 .01258 9.245 .00598 10.415 .00260 II.580 .001'_,
8.115 .01244 9.260 .O05_R 10.44% .00257 11.585 .001'
H.135 .01231 9.2A5 .00582 10.460 .00254 11.625 .0010
8.145 .0121_ 9.305 .00575 10.900 .00251 11.655 .00101
_.IRO .01206 9.335 .005_9 10.555 .00248 11.705 .0009
R.205 .01193 9.360 .00562 10.545 .00239 11.735 .000o;
8.235 .01181 9.365 .0055& io.9&5 .00234 11.760 .00 i(_
-v.8.2.40 .0116P 9.375 .07:_:,0 }0.5_q1) .00231 11.765 .000o_.
_.255 .01156 9.3R0 .00547 [0.595 .()0230 11.780 .000_,
8.285 .01132 9.395 .00535 10.635 .00224 11.795 .0009_
_.295 .0112o 9.420 .00529 10._40 .00221 11.805 .000_* _
8.315 .01097 9.455 .00_23 !0.6q5 .00216 11.840 .00(":
_.34n .0108_ . 9.46_ .00511 I'_._,6_ .()0213 II.855 .00"_
R.365 .01074 U.Z.S5 .00505 I0.6R5 .00211 11.885 .O0_;P
_.375 .01062 Q.495 .00494 I(I.115 .00208 11.895 .OOJ_(
B.%R5 .01051 9.500 .00488 10.745 .00205 11.915 .000_I
A.405 .0|029 9.555 .004A3 10.q05 .00200 11.940 .000_
a.420 .01023 9.620 .00466 I0.915 .00198 11.945 .0007
S.435 .01012 9.645 .00456 I,}.920 .0(]193 12.0n5 .0007
8._,65 .00991 9.665 .00450 10.H45 .00191 12.020 .0007_,
R.495 .ooqHo 9.6R0 .00445 l().R60 .00188 12.060 .0007_
a.405 .00970 9.695 .00443 10.895 .00186 12.065 .00073
8.540 .00954 9.740 .00433 10.905 .00184 12.080 .0007_
_.565 .00939 9.755 .O042R 10.935 .00181 12.125 .O00"g
;_.615 .00929 9.765 ._0423 10.q40 .00180 12.140 .000_'>
8.640 .00919 9.780 .00413 10.955 .00178 12.165 .00061
R.645 .00914 9.785 .00409 lO.gso .015174 12.185 .00067
8.655 .00876 9.815 .0{)399 10.985 .00172 12.195 .0006{,
H.6_O .00866 9.855 .00390 10.995 .00167 12._15 .000__
R.685 .00857 9.875 .00366 11.015 .00165 I_.245 .0006?
° ,
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EXACT PROBABILITYLEVELSFOR THE KRUSKAL-WALLISTEST 359
. h P(H>_.h) h P(F_?h) h P(H>_h) h F(,(>_hi
- 12.255 .00062 13.460 .00021 14.640 .00006 15.935 .00001
12.260 .00060 I'_.500 ,00021 14.660 .00005 15.965 .00001
12.285 .00059 ]"_.505 .00020 14,715 .00005 15.995 .00001
12.336 .00057 13.520 .00020 14.735 .00005 16.035 .00001
12.345 .00056 13.5_ .00019 14.7A5 .00005 16.055 .00001
12.365 .00056 13.545 .0001g I&.TRO .0001}5 16.080 .00001
12.380 .00055 13.565 .O001H 14._120 .00005 16.085 .00001
12.395 .00054 13.5_0 .00018 14.855 °00005 16,145 .00001
12o435 .00053 13.5'45 .o0o17 14.865 .00005 18.205 .00001
12.465 .00052 1 _. t_05 .0o017 14.aa5 .00005 16.220 .00001
12.480 .00051 13.89_5 .00017 14.8q5 .00004 16,245 ,00001
12.500 .00050 13.655 .00017 14.915 .00004 16.260 .00001
12.515 .Or)Q50 13.6FtO .riO016 14.945 .00004 16,265 .00001
12.545 .00049 13.715 .00016 14.955 ,00004 16.305 .oOnOl
12.555 .00048 13.74o .00016 14.9R5 .00004 16.340 .00001
12.560 ,00047 13. 745 .00015 15.()05 ,00004 16.380 .00001
12.605 .00046 13.760 .00015 15.020 .00004 16.415 .00000
12.615 .00046 1_.7_5 .0()015 15.0q5 .00004 16.485 .00000
12.620 .00045 IB._16 .00014 15.095 .00003 16.535 .00000
12.635 .00045 Iq. R20 .00014 15,120 .00003 16.565 .00000
12.660 .00043 13.835 .00014 Iq.125 .00003 16.595 ,00000
12.695 .00042 13.875 .00014 15.135 .00003 16.620 .ono00
12.705 .00042 13.8g_ .00014 1=.140 .00003 16.625 .O000o
12.736 .00041 13.9,35 .00013 15. 155 .00003 16.640 .00000
12.740 .00040 1_.g55 .00013 15.165 .00003 I_'.715 .ooO00
12.755 .00039 13.g65 .00013 15.1R5 .00(103 16.785 .00000
12.7_15 .0003_ 13.9q5 .00012 15.24'5 .00003 1A.q(|5 .OoOOO
12.795 .00037 I,'.000 .00012 15.2'£0 .00003 16.82() .00000
12.845 .00037 14.O! =, .00012 15.305 .00003 16._35 .00000
12.R60 .00036 14.046 .00011 15.315 .00003 16.880 ,OOaO0
12._75 .00035 i%.0q5 .OQOll 15.3_5 .00003 16.055 .00000
12.885 .00035 14.060 .00011 15.360 .00003 16.980 .00000
12.935 .00034 iz-.O8a .O0011 15.365 .00003 16.g85 .OOOOO
12.965 .00037, !4.10_ .O(mll 15._0 .00002 17.060 .00000
13.005 .00033 14.165 .00010 15._g5 .00002 17.115 .00000
1 :l. 020 .0o032 14.1£0 .00010 15.405 .60o02 17.145 .OOOOe
13.04o .00o31 14.22<I .110009 15.435 .00002 17.145 .OOO00
13.055 .00031 14.235 .00009 15.440 .00002 17.195 ,00000
13.065 .00030 14.265 .00009 I'5.4_5 .00002 17.205 .00000
13.085 .00029 1&.28_ .00009 15.495 .00002 17.295 .00000
13.095 .0002g 14.315 .00009 15._00 .00002 17,360 .00000
13.115 .00028 !4.345 . (10008 15.540 .0"3002 17.405 .00000
i_.140 .00027 14.*o5 .Q(lOO8 15.545 .00002 17.415 .Or)OOO
IB.155 .00027 14.475 .OnOO8 15.58'5 .00002 17.420 .00000
13.20"3 .00027 14.421' .n0008 15.605 .00002 17.465 .00000
13.220 .00026 14.435 .000,q7 15.665 .00002 17.540 .00000
13.215 .00025 1&.46o .00007 15.6s0 .00001 17.5A5 .00000
13.245 .00025 l&. 4;_0 .00007 15.A9_ .00001 17.645 •00000
13.265 .00025 14.495 .00007 15.705 .00001 17.705 .00000
13.295 .00024 16.505 .000117 15.741_ .00001 17.735 .00000
13.'_35 .00023 16.54:) .00007 15.765 .00001 17.780 .00000
13.355 .00023 14.5_q .0_00_ 15.795 .00001 17.795 .00000
13.380 .00022 14.945 .00006 15.815 .00001 17.885 .00_I00
13.385 .00022 14.5_5 .00006 15.855 .00001 1R.000 .00000
13.415 .00022 14.615 .00006 15.860 .00001 18.005 .00000
13.445 °00021 14.625 .00006 15.g20 .000,01 18.015 .00000
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h P(H>h) h _JfH_>h) h p(.2F,) h P(H>h)
R _ H _ 2 _ 1 3 _ 2 X 3 3 2 2
• (o,_ --t •;R.OAO .00000 5.5R3 06}90 A.5] [ . _7_), 7.564 01063
IH.IB5 .oqr_o0 5._06 .05714 6.6_€_ .OlTqA 7.636 .0100€;
18.2.40 .r)0000 5.;133 .04286 6.84L. .f)1548 7.727 .00810
1Q.%05 .00000 6.q00 .03571 7.04_ .01071 7.873 .00429
IH.335 .00000 6.056 .02857 7.2oo .00595 _.000 .003ai
1_.395 .00000 ,%.250 .02}43 7./-_i) . ]OL,76 R.OI8 .00190
ii_.4R5 .00000 A.500 .01429 R.127 .00143
I_.605 .00000 3 2 2 2 8.455 .00095
]_.620 .00000 3 _ _ ?
1_.665 .00000 5.727 .i0[ I_ 3 3 3 1
I_.740 .ODO00 5.644 .]0100 5.7z,5 .09921
IR.915 .00000 5.711 .P9841 5.PO0 .09 i(,2 5.582 .I1285
IS.q4q .00000 _.733 .09_24 5._1_ .0969R 5.655 .09786
19.005 .00000 5.R00 .0_389 5._36 .(3W127 5.727 .09571
19.220 .O00DO 5.911 .08413 5._73 .0_41 5.;]00 .09429
19.255 .ooooo 5.933 .07619 5._hz, .0R746 5.873 .09143
19.280 .00000 5.(}7H .07302 5.9_ .0P556 _.945 .08571
19.535 .0_000 6.000 ,069_& A.OIH .079_4 6.018 .08367
19.565 .0000(I ,%.111 .06667 6.05& .07021 6.166 .07000
19.R45 .00000 A.I_3 .060_2 6.0QI .07571 6.236 .06643
19.H60 .00000 A.178 .05714 ,5. |27 .07_17 6.309 .06071
20.165 .00000 6.244 .05397 6.1(,& .(]7000 6.382 .05357
20.4_0 .00000 6.335 .04762 6.1_ .f}6905 6.527 .05214
6.n44 .0A286 6.,%_ .06A92 6.600 .04929
2 2 I I 6.533 .03651 6.255 .06444 6.673 .04143
6.RTR .03175 6.300 .06063 6.745 .04071
4.714 .13333 6.600 .02_,'57 6._27 .0_032 6.891 .0342)
6.644 .02498 6.z+oO .0_541 7.036 .0242(9
2 2 2 I 6.978 .')1744 6.41R .05746 7.109 .01500
7.000 .01270 ;_.455 .(]5302 7.327 .01429
5.036 .12381 7.I33 .o0794 6._73 .05238 7.400 .0065_
5.357 .06A67 7.533 .o0317 _.527 .04921 7.473 .00714
5.679 .OBRIO 6.5"5 .D4;]S9 7.764 .00571
3 1 ] A.5_A .04(_9_ 8.055 .00357
2 2 2 2 _.61R .04&;.0 8.345 .00143
5.222 • 11071 4.673 ,0az,29
5.500 .I1429 5.333 .09643 h.Al .04%33 _ 3 3 2
5.667 .07619 5.:.44 .0_029 A.709 .04_02
6.000 .06667 5._o .0_,429 _-.7z,5 .04111 5,_IR .10234
6.167 .O_BlO A.333 .0_.143 6.PlR .0404_ 5.879 .09974
6.667 .00552 6._:4 .03n73 5.Rg4 .09727
3 3 2 1 &._55 .03683 5.939 .o9532
3 1 I 1 A.,_(_9 .03429 5.g55 .09455
5.622 .1007q _.q_ .03111 6.000 .09416
4.42q .20000 5.6Rg .08571 6.q42 .0304R 6.015 .09390
5.711 ._*S373 7.()¢_ .O_W21 6.061 .08844
3 2 I 1 G. 77;_ .0_214 7.o_ _ .02%17 6.121 .085_4
5._00 .0_056 7.109 .02254 6.136 .0827?
4.8g3 .14285 5.956 .(]_R65 7.127 .02100 6.197 .07805
_.143 .08_71 5.')78 .06706 7.1/-5 .0;'063 6.242 .07545
5.464 .05714 6.044 .06230 7.1R2 .01921 6.25_ .07377
6.156 .05595 7.27_ .01730 6.303 .07091
3 2 2 [ A.244 .042t6 7.3A5 .01476 6.318 .06870
6.311 .(]&OR7 7.456 .111349 6.364 .0683]
5.389 .i0952 6.z_O0 .03g29 7.473 .01190 6.379 ,06685
5.55/_ .07143 6.489 .O_Tg& 7.545 .01159 6.424 .06091
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EXACTPROBABILITYLEVELSFORTHEKRUSKAL-WALLISTEST 361
, h P(F_ h) h P(H_h) h P(H_h) h P(H_h)
3 3 3 2 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 4 2 2 2
4
6.439 .0597_ _.727 ._221 _.513 .000R4 h.409 .05556
6.485 .05922 _,_03 ,n()l_2 9,564 .00071 6.436 .05238
6,545 .05857 R.c_2A .OOlq_ q.667 .00065 6.545 .04921
6.561 .05740 9.0%(_ .OOQh5 9.974 .00026 6°627 .04667
_.600 .05_8_ 9._1_q .()0026 I().385 .00006 6.655 .04095
_,621 ,05338 6.73_ .03714
6._R2 .0507R 3 3 3 3 4 I I I 6.76_ .03460
6.727 .0494_ 6.845 .03333
6.742 ,04883 5.97_ .10273 4.929 .I1429 6,873 .03270
_.788 ,04506 6.026 .09779 _.982 .02889
6,R03 .04312 h.(377 .q96_9 4 2 I I 7.064 .02222
_,R#8 .04260 6. 17) .091_2 7.091 .017)4
6.864 .04221 A.23[ .08773 5.2_R .I1429 7.2_2 .01651
6.909 .04039 _.2_2 .08500 5.250 .0904R 7.309 .01397
6,924 .039H7 _.385 .07883 5.417 .07619 7.391 .008_9
6.970 .0393_ 6.n36 ,07455 5._5_ ._71_3 7,527 .00762
6.9_5 .03818 _._7 .06935 5._33 .04286 7.718 .00698
7.n30 .035R4 6.590 .Q6805 _.003 .02857 7.R55 .00508
7.045 .0346R A.6&l .06169 7.964 .00317
7.091 .03655 6.6_2 .05987 4 2 _ i 8.291 .00127
7.10_ .03312 6.795 .0536_
7.152 .02974 6.8&h .05149 5.500 .I0317 4 3 I I
7.212 .0296[ _.897 .05019 5.533 .09788
7.227 .0293% 7.000 .04351 5.600 ,09577 &.978 .10635
7.273 .02810 7.051 .04182 5.633 .08624 5.067 .09524
7.2RR .02792 7.]03 .03935 5.700 .08519 5.111 .09365
7.333 .0276_ 7.205 .03825 5.733 .06825 5.144 .09206
7.3_8 .02753 7.256 .033_I 5.800 .06720 5.200 .08889
7.&09 .026&q 7._0_ .03279 5.933 .06085 5.411 .08730
7.455 .02610 7.410 .02994 5,967 ,05873 5.467 .O_&[5
7.&70 .02584 7.462 .0292g 6.000 .05681 5.511 .08254
7.515 .02390 7.51_ .02836 6,133 .04180 5.644 .06984
7.550 .02195 7.615 .02571 6.167 .03968 5.678 .06667
7.576 .02169 7._67 .0239B 6.200 .03545 5.767 .06349
7.591 .02013 7.718 .02104 6.300 .03333 5.867 .05714
7.636 .01031 7.821 .02052 6.4_7 .02910 6.000 .05397
7.652 .01740 7._72 .01844 6.500 .02698 6.044 .05238
7.697 .01662 7.923 .01702 6.533 .02063 6.178 .0_921
7.712 °01649 s.025 .01_62 h.667 .01905 6.211 .04603
7.758 ,G1416 8.077 .01649 6,700 .01587 6°267 ,OBA92
7.Q18 .01364 _.128 .01519 6.SO0 .01270 6.400 °03333
7.833 .01286 _.2%1 .01370 7.000 .00952 6.567 .02857
7.879 .01260 8.2a2 .012!4 7.200 .00635 6.711 .01905
7.939 .0120R R.333 .Q]175 7.067 .00952
7.955 .01117 _.&36 .(}I0_4 4 2 2 2
8.015 .00961 _.538 .00R38 4 3 2 I
Q.061 .00948 _.641 .00779 5.673 .10190
8.076 .00870 8.692 .00_88 5.755 .09302 5.573 .I0032
8.182 .00818 8.74& .0063& 5.7S2 .08222 5.591 .09857
8,197 .00_66 _.RQ7 .00442 5.891 .08095 5°600 ,09746
8.242 .00597 S.949 .00390 5.973 .07905 5.6|8 .09508
8.318 .005&% 9.05[ .00325 _.082 .07143 5.645 .09476
8.379 .00377 9.1_4 .00279 6.109 .07016 5.655 .09&44
8.485 .OOB6& 9.256 .00227 6.191 .06698 5.709 ,09333
8.545 .00338 9.359 .00201 6.218 .06254 5.727 .09175
8.561 .00312 9.462 .001_3 6.327 .06000 5.736 ,0_794
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3 2 [ 4 _ 2 ! 4 3 2 2 4 3 2 2
5.764 .N_651 7.291 .0_3%3 6.2_ .00364 7.098 .03224
5.791 .N_435 7.318 .01302 6.326 .0633 _ 7.I21 .03154
h.x09 .08302 7.336 .01143 6.348 .06317 7.144 .03120
5._64 .0_095 7.364 .01111 6.36.% .06271 7,159 ,03056
5.x73 .97_84 7,455 .N09_4 a,3TI .0_208 7,167 ,02qR]
5.891 .07952 7.4H2 .007_2 6,3_ .O_lO& 7,205 .02918
5.955 .0f429 7,_09 .00667 6,_94 .96087 7,212 ,02906
S.982 .N6742 7.636 ._0571 6,400 .05977 7,227 ,02773
6.0_)0 .06554 7.727 .01)%24 6.417 .05_hI 7.235 .0270a
6.009 .0_4_0 7.773 .00429 6.4_2 .05_04 7,258 ,026_i
6,027 .064]_ 7,891 .00333 6,43Q .05758 7,280 ,02646
6.036 .06349 R.018 .00238 6,477 .05723 7,303 ,02595
6.055 .NA20A _,IR2 .00190 A,4_c ,05711 7,318 ,02508
6,0_2 .06175 6,500 .05550 7,326 .02496
6,091 .0614_ 4 3 2 2 6,508 ,05515 7,341 ,02485
6.145 .06016 6.530 .05423 7,348 ,02439
6,164 ,05540 5,712 ,I0118 6,548 ,05411 7,364 ,02427
6.173 .N5524 5.750 .09980 6.553 .05354 7,417 ,02332
6.200 .05397 5.75R .09922 6.56_ .05267 7.439 .02228
6,227 .05361 5,773 .09749 6,576 ,05244 7,455 ,02193
6.245 ,05238 5.780 .09680 6,591 .05232 7,462 ,02165
6,273 .05175 5,X03 .09622 6,59_ .05186 7.477 ,02159
6,300 .05111 5,818 .09582 6.614 ,05152 7.485 ,02113
6.309 .04937 5.826 .09573 o,621 .04949 7,500 .02084
6,327 ,04_73 5,84_ ,09319 6,63& .0&_6_ 7,508 ,02026
6.382 .04841 5.864 .09290 6.650 .04934 7.523 .02014
6,391 ,04762 5,871 ,09227 6,647 ,04311 7,530 ,01991
_41k .04619 5,886 .09152 6,6_2 .N4776 7.545 ,01962
5.L36 .04603 5,894 .09123 6,6_9 .04196 7,568 ,01939
6.445 .00540 5,909 .09053 6.712 ._4713 7,576 .01859
A.464 .04476 R,932 .09019 6.727 ,04603 7,598 ,01685
6.473 .04032 5.939 .0N955 6.7%5 .04569 7,621 ,01645
6.491 .03921 5,955 ,08903 6.751_ .04442 7,636 ,01616
6,527 .03_R9 5,962 ,08863 6,75a .04297 7,644 ,01582
6,582 .03857 5,985 ,08724 6,7_0 ,04216 7,682 ,01460
6,609 .03667 6,000 .08649 6,7u5 .04193 7,705 .01426
6.636 .03587 A,O0_ .08372 6.80? .04176 7,712 .01397
6.664 .03556 &.023 .08176 6.818 .04153 7.727 .01374
6,682 ,03381 6,030 ,08147 6,848 .04107 7,773 ,01345
6,709 ,03286 6,053 ,07934 6.864 .04049 7.780 ,01299
6,745 ,03222 6,068 ,07882 6,871 .04032 7,803 ,01276
6.764 .03159 6,076 ,07726 A.894 .03945 7,818 ,01_29
6,R18 ,03127 6,091 ,07685 6,909 ,03934 7,826 ,01212
6,827 .03063 6,114 ,07657 6.917 ,03928 7,841 ,01201
6.855 .03032 6.121 .07633 0.932 .037_9 7.84N ,01126
6,H73 .02968 6,136 .07478 6.985 .03766 7,871 ,00999
6,909 ,02730 6,144 ,07385 6.962 ,03720 7,886 ,00952
6,955 .02317 6,167 ,07229 6.977 .03709 7,894 °00918
7,018 ,02000 6,182 ,07079 6,985 ,03662 7,939 ,00905
7,036 .01873 6,189 ,07045 7,000 ,03616 7,962 ,00860
7,045 .01841 6,205 ,06952 7,023 ,03512 8,000 ,00831
7,073 .01651 6,227 ,06756 7,030 ,03501 8,008 ,00820
7,11X ,01619 6,235 ,06722 7,048 ,03495 8,030 ,00808
7,145 ,01587 6,250 ,06493 7,053 ,03483 8,045 ,00797
7,182 ,01556 6,258 ,06566 7,076 ,03391 8,076 ,00773
7,200 .01524 6,273 ,06433 7,091 ,03333 8,114 ,00727
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EXACTPROBABILITYLEVELSFOR TIIEKRUSKAL-WALL]STEST 363
h "(H>_ h) h _iHhh) h _'(H>_h} h _ {_,>h)
4 3 2 2 4 _ _ [ 4 3 3 1 4 3 3 2
_.167 .(}072: /-._': .O_2_)r! ;.?12 .0042(_ _.4_h .q(_32
a.IR2 .0067P _.c_ ._)r,?7_ R.235 .()04_)3 _.4a2 .06584
}_.IS9 .(]n61H 1.5_ .(_q_f2 R.2a2 .(3()3_5 (_.474 .O&4HR
_.212 .00571 a._e: ."in_q, _.29_ ._V)377 6.al_7 .(364Z6
" S.250 .00525 _.€, ,,_ ._:4944 F._33 .()(_359 h.4W4 °06358
8.273 .00433 6._(,_ ._)4_57 R.35h .()02u() 6.5_2 .06`244
_.326 .00427 4.4,_- .84#]4 '_._<_& .n_P_a 4.545 .h6201
8.348 .f)Oto_. h.a_,7 .(_47r_[ _%.5,_g .00221 6.577 .06095
,R.4| 7 .OO3e2 6.n,;T . _,,._,o_ ,R. 6,Y7 .(}0[69 6.5q_ .0602"7
8.432 .00_5,_ h.720 .q439,) _i.727 .00143 _.'_90 .{_5925
8.455 .00346 _,.1:t ._'&Pq4 _.S41 .(')OIBO 6.,%03 .05RRW
B.550 .00271 6.75"_ .0z.268 F_.gBw .00104 6.635 .05515
8.591 .0026C} 6.7,_() .04000 9.1S2 .00052 6.641 .05709
8.647 .00225 _.7H8 .(_579 6.6`47 .05700
_.&B9 .C)OIS& 6,.P4_ .(_qR7C) 4 % 3 2 a.h67 .r)5638
8,795 .00139 ,%.ST_ .05A63 6.679 .055g2
8.894 .(301114 f_.,4()2.f)37R& 5.55() .](')025 &.hF_/, .05447
8.909 .00r)69 &.939 .()3766 5.872 .(39929 0.692 .05400
9.000 .0(3052 6.942 .037&q 5.,qTS .0oR72 6.699 .05391
9.273 .00[)35 A.971) ._9658 5.8R5 .(996__ 4.7(36 .0525&
7.()n_).O'_6&O 5.017 .04554 8.737 .05183
4 3 3 [ 7.023 .(1:_567 5.929 .09z_53 6.744 .05157
7.,)"_(l .035_2 5.968 .09310 A.750 .05123
5.6A7 .IOO&3 7.0_I .05325 5.97& .(39235 A.752 .05014
5.1_9 .(_96(12 7.flS_ .0_307 5.0_7 .09203 1_.79q .04925
5.A97 .0954! 7.]21 .F13(_30 6.000 .{)g089 &.SOl ._48F_0
5.758 .09212 ?.144 .02978 &.O2& .Oq()&5 &._%OR .OaS2z,
5,75;_ .09152 7,_2 .O2_&8 A.032 .D_993 6.82_I .04714
5.811 .0;_996` 7.205 .02a()_ 6.0qI .05595 6.Hz.O .04618
5.S71 .0S580 7.212 .02771 6.064 .08815 6,.853 .04615
5.90(9 .08_29 7.?47 .02753 Ao()TI .05778 6,._77 .04568
5.g32 .0/426;_ 7.2m5 .(]25_7 6.0_3 .056`70 6._91 .04455
_.93g ._)525 [ 7./7x .()2G[I 6,.0_{] .()14615 _,,,_Lil .04414
5.970 .0FI139 !.32_ .0732g 6.122 .0_,a6`2 6,.q_() .n4357
5.992 .(]R0_9 7._33 .02n52 a.12S .053h9 6.c_4c_ .04290
0.000 .(]7q39 7.424 .02OAR 6.Ih7 .O_SW 6,.955 .0&257
6.03(% ,07922 7.447 .C)?,_._O h.175 .OF_}90 &.uk7 .0421g
6,.05"3 .(]78(]I 7.4::_5 .OlgH7 6.17_ ._)8154 6,.994 .04130
6,.{16] ,,0759Z 7o5_ .I)]_r_S 6.i_16 .O_|2"l 7.1)_)I,.04D95
6.114 .0733B 7._'15 .()162R 6.21)q .OF%Of5 7.'_15 .Oq030
6.121 .07117 7.5z,'_ .(_[v._,_ 4.224 .07W4[ 7._2'% .03(194
6.]52 .(_7056 7.57_, .C)145_) 6.2_1 .07H77 7.(]45 .039_,2
6.174 .f)6592 7.q(;_ .[)i4&' A.257 .[)7525 7._)51 .03Sg'_
6.182 .067&_ 7.h2q .01a_3 ,%.256` .07667 7.{)90 .03RRO
6,.212 .06693 7.h56 .(_I_?v _.2t_ ._7_(:2 7.()',_6 .03H5[
6.235 .066`41 7.66`7 .(]1256 6.2_2 .(]755C) 7.103 .03704
6.242 .06424 7._,_? .OiP=_4 6,.2F_ .074_8 7.109 °03776
&.273 .(]6`z,07 7.750 .,')iigO 6.295 .(_7407 7.147 .03726,
6,303 .06335 7.7_ .(;_)974 6.3_3 .(]7257 7.1_4 .036o_I
6.333 .06095 7.84P .0_022 h.3z*O .07218 7.160 .03664
6._56 .(]6057 7.HTW .(}'191)5 A.372 .07154 7.i'_4 .03597
6.39_ .06_043 7.9?0 .OC_B[R A.3ZB .07061 7.205 .035;_5
6,.617 .05965 7.092 .()(_aHB a.3_I .07001 7.212 .O_GOS
6.424 .05567 R.(153 .0(}_54 6.397 .06R80 7.21R .03468
6`.455 .06377 R.091 .()O&1') 6`.410 .06`75g 7.256 .03405
(',.477 .()_342 8.121 .0_1541 5.429 .06,711 7.26% .03372
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h °(H2 hl h P(H_h) h PC _h) h P( _2hl
4 3 3 2 _ a 3 2 4 _ _ 2 _ 3 _ 3
7.282 .03319 _.08_ .01471 8.955 .00292 6.B24 .08131
7.295 .O3297 Q.I03 .01461 A.99z_ .002_6 6.330 .08032
7._O1 .03192 8.172 .O1445 9.OO6 .002_I 6.352 .04009
7.314 .03[65 8.128 .01398 9.0_5 .00272 6.368 .07932
7.321 .03120 8.135 .01395 9.051 .00269 6.374 .07908
7.353 .03055 A.IAI .01%72 g.05R .00258 6.412 .07790
7.35 _) .02991 _.179 ._1310 9.10% .002?6 6.418 .07709
7.397 .82977 R.]R6 .O13OR 9.1_g .00223 6.440 .07684
7.410 .02044 A.21R .01234 9.141 .00214 6.456 .07558
7.&17 .02931 8.224 .01185 9.147 .00209 6.4_2 .07408
7.436 .02663 R.237 .OllRl 9.160 .00203 6.4R4 .07346
7.455 .O2A23 8.2_4 .01158 9.167 .'_0!_7 6.500 .O7300
7.468 .02_04 q.256 .01146 9.Ig9 .00191 6.505 .07121
7.447 .02732 R.276 .O1109 9.264 .0OI63 6.527 .07087
7.500 .02_74 R.282 .01090 9.263 .00162 6.544 .06963
7.506 .02599 A.BO8 .01084 9.2A2 .00151 6.549 .06890
7.513 .02566 a. B21 .01061 9.314 .00148 6.588 .06781
7.526 .02541 8.333 .009n5 9.333 .N_145 6.615 .06682
7.558 .02504 A.340 .0()964 9.346 .0()142 6.632 .06625
7.564 .02494 8.378 .00945 9.372 .00123 6.637 .06560
7.571 .02475 8.391 .00918 9.404 .00105 6.659 .06400
7.603 .02447 8.423 .00913 9.455 .00094 6.676 .06367
7.609 .02375 8.429 .00A9_ 9.464 .000A5 6.703 .06231
7.615 .02356 A.449 .00881 9.AS7 .00082 6.720 .06119
7._22 .02335 A.481 .00A55 9.551 .00079 6.725 .05948
7.628 .82290 8.487 .OOB20 9.577 .00069 6.764 .05892
7.641 .02255 R.494 .00812 9.692 .00061 6.769 .05067
7.660 .02203 R.513 .00797 9.7_ .000_2 6.791 .05820
7.667 .02173 _.526 .00778 9.776 .000q5 6.80_ .05756
7.673 .02170 8.532 .00744 9._9 .00026 6.813 .05693
7.705 .02094 R.538 .00740 9.865 .O0022 6.835 .05599
7.710 .O20_5 8.545 .00722 q.g4g .00017 6.A52 .05568
7.72 _ .02025 R.551 .ON_TA 10.2_q .000_9 6.857 .05372
7.731 .02013 Q.5RB .0065,_ 6.879 .05317
7.763 .O|999 _.596 .00649 4 3 3 3 6.896 .05243
7.776 .O19_6 8.62_ .OO6AA 6.901 .05176
7.814 .01962 _.6&l .00_,26 6.000 .I0009 6.940 .05107
7.R21 .01958 R.647 .00624 6.016 .0977g 6.945 .05044
7.A33 .0|949 _.654 .00621 6.022 .09675 6.967 .05025
7._46 .01_96 H.A67 .00574 6.040 .09640 6.9R4 .04R97
7.872 .01_61 _.6_ .00563 6.066 .09367 6.g89 ,04802
7.f179 .01853 s.699 .00549 6.0q;_ .09_g 7.011 .04747
7._97 .01830 _.71_ .{_0500 6.1_A .()92Ra 7.027 .04727
7.910 .01789 R.737 .00477 6.110 .09259 7.0BB .04683
7.917 .01752 S.756 .00458 6.1%2 .09134 7.055 .04676
7.929 .01736 H.7q5 .00452 6.14_ .090qA 7.071 .04646
7.936 .01688 A.801 .00435 6.154 .090&7 7.077 .04445
7.968 .01661 8.A33 .00429 6.17& .OgO!l 7.[_5 .04382
7.974 .01641 8.840 .00386 6.192 .08900 7.121 .04320
8.013 .01626 8.853 .00_77 6.198 .08714 7.143 .04292
8.019 .01597 A.g59 .00372 6.2_6 .0860H 7.159 .04209
8.026 .01569 8._72 .O0_Bl 6.242 .0_60 7.165 .04109
8.032 .01551 8.891 .00323 6.264 .08520 7.187 .04062
8.051 .01516 8.936 .00317 6.2R0 .08464 7.203 .040_2
8.071 .01500 8.942 .00308 6.286 .08527 7.209 .03992
8.077 .01490 R.949 .00298 6.30R .08217 7.251 .03960
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EXACTPROBABILITYLEVELSFOR THE KRUSKAL-WALLISTEST 365
h P(H_ h) h P(H_h) h PIH_h) h P(HZh)
4 3 3 3 4 3 3 3 4 3 3 3 4 4 I i
7.247 .03917 R.258 .01554 9.231 .00501 5.127 .I0349
7.253 .03874 A.264 .01517 9.253 .00499 5.182 .09968
7.291 .03833 8.286 .01509 9.269 .00475 5.209 .09587
7.319 •03739 8.302 .(_1412 9.275 00454 5.291 .08698 I
7.335 .03664 8.308 .013Q4 9.297 .00425 5.345 .07746
7.341 .03628 8.346 .01346 9.313 .00418 5.427 .07619 !
7.363 .03600 8.352 .()I_36 9.319 .00398 5.564 .07492
7.379 .03576 R.374 .01328 9.341 .00395 5.618 .07365
7.407 .03488 8.390 .01320 9.357 .00374 5.645 .06857
7.423 .03434 _.396 .01300 9.363 .00336 5.755 .06603
7.429 .03406 8.418 .01274 9.401 .00332 5.7Q2 .06476
7.467 .03246 R.434 .01249 9.429 .00329 5.864 .05714
7•495 .03201 8.462 .01228 9.445 .00305 5.945 .04952
7.511 .03157 _.478 .01200 9.451 .00286 5.973 .04762
7.516 .03049 R.4_4 .01171 9.473 .00278 6.000 .04635
7.538 .02973 R.522 .01159 9.489 .00276 6.055 .04381
7.555 .02943 R.527 .01151 9.516 .00270 6.164 .04254
7.560 .02900 8.549 .01145 9.533 .00262 6.382 .04190
7.582 .02886 8.566 .01117 9.53_ .00260 6.436 .03810
7.599 .02853 £.571 .01093 9.577 .00255 6.518 .03556
7.604 .02816 R.593 .01072 9.60_ .00245 6.600 .03302
7.643 .0280S _._I0 .01064 9.621 .00233 6.627 .03175
7.670 .02707 A.615 .01048 9.626 .00219 6.RIR .02921
7.687 .02691 8.637 .01039 9•670 .00207 6.H45 .02_57
7.692 .02_78 R.654 .01009 9.6q2 .00205 6.927 .02603
7.714 .02599 8.659 .00990 9.709 .00195 6.955 .02349
7.731 .02569 n.h9_ .(_0975 9.714 .00193 7.036 .02095
7.736 .02533 _.725 .00934 9.753 .00169 7.091 .01968
7.758 .02522 _.7L2 .00902 9.797 .00161 7.364 .01524
7.775 .02437 R.747 .00Q98 9.824 .00155 7.5O0 .011_3
7.780 .02361 H.789 .00879 9.868 .00153 7.909 .00381
7._19 .02349 _.7_6 .00_76 g.8_5 .00144
7.824 .02282 R.791 .00_63 9.AgO .00134 4 4 2 1
7.946 .02269 R.RI3 .00957 9.929 .00123
7.R_3 .92232 Q.R_O .00837 9.973 .00107 5.545 .10026
7.863 .02191 _.835 .00794 10.0c}0 .00101 5.5_ ,099_0
7.890 ._)2141 _._74 .0C_790 10.016 .00096 5.591 .09703
7.907 ,(}2139 _.!x7 €) .00774 10.044 •00092 5.A14 .09633
7.912 .02122 H._OI ,00770 10.060 .00080 5.636 .09576
7.934 .02!0_ 8.01H .00757 10.066 .00073 5.659 .09091
7.951 .02087 P.923 .00747 10.148 .00069 5.682 .09056
7.956 .02043 _.945 .00743 10.154 .00065 5.705 .08733
7.995 .019_5 R.962 .00727 10.220 .00061 5.727 .08433
8.022 .01973 H.967 .00711 10.236 .00057 5.773 .08364
R.038 .01922 9.011 .00707 10.396 .00044 5.795 .08317
8.044 .01_ 9.049 .00668 10.456 .00034 5.R18 .08294
8.082 .01822 9.077 .00626 I0.4_4 .00032 5.841 .08225
8.110 .01794 9.093 .00602 10.500 .00023 5.864 .07867
8.126 .01771 _.099 .00591 10.505 .00021 5.886 .07775
8.132 %01747 q. 121 .00576 10.527 .00015 5.909 .07694
• 8.170 .01735 q.]37 .00572 i0.659 .00014 5.9_2 .0764_
8.176 .0!699 O. IAB .00548 10.852 .00008 5.955 .07544
R.198 .016_9 9.165 .00544 10.923 .00005 _.977 .07475
- 8o214 .O1Az.7 g.]Rl .00516 11.275 .00002 6.000 .07198
8.220 .n!5_)4 U.lq7 .()0514 6.023 .07152
8.242 •01573 9.226 .00504 6.045 .07117
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h p(H 2 h) h P(H2hl h pl_>h t h PlH2h)
z. 4 2 ! 4 4 ? ! z, a 2 2 4 4 2 ?
6.06_I .(_]_' 7.%23 .f) l I')9 ;,.t.42 .080,q5-_ 7.9_I .0].44%
6.114 .O/_hqO 7._z.5 .01697 t_._r_ .0,,_2,q R.O00 .01 z*O_,
6.13_% .O_609 7.54_% .OlC_q] A._I _ .O_;_'_ 8.OBR .01364
h.15t_ .06390 7.591 ._;I_82 _,. _7 .05'"_i' R.05_ .0132_
6. I_2 .O6_4_ 7.614 .f_1%%5 _._:_ .¢_5['_', R.O77 .O1312
6.205 .O57"_2 7.636 .f)lB7& h.#,]'_ .1_%4_7 S.i15 .0125t.
6.227 .O5_28 7.62_2 .O1351 _,._4 .0_<-_16 R.IB5 .01247
6.295 .0_5R2 7.773 .O1263 A.AT"" .I)53h_ 8.i54 .01162
8.31H .O5478 7.795 .O] |37 61 _I_'2 .05191 _.192 .011S&
(_.'%_,1 ._)514% 7.RIg .(_IO91 6_731 .0_+B72 8.212 .01139
_."_%4 .O_nO4 t.R41 .el(_&a ,,.750 .o4_;P< 8.2_I .01101
A.'_HA .Oz,9Rl 7.p(_a .(_10_5 6.7_,_J ._)&571 8.288 .01037
(_.A09 .{)41)47 7. Rt_A .0)022 6.Rt\R .1%442_7 8.308 .0101S
6.&32 .O4704 7.9OQ .OOQ0(_ (_._7 .OA4!Z _.346 .00941
6.A55 .QAA3_ 7.9q_ .00933 h.R46 .0434,9 8.3&_ .00922
&.4"{7 .{_4612 7.977 .(30779 /_.a05 .,J4433 B._25 .00829
6.523 .O&&lg R.OO0 . C)0756, A.90A .042_7 8.442 .00779
6,5t,5 .(_t,%92 _.O2% .(_O_45 _.923 .O42/G 8.500 .0076S
6.542_ .04171 8.O91 ._aqR_ A.,_A2 .(IA i_)f, R._19 .0074_;
6.591 .{)4075 q.[It+ .O9%6() _ ,@_:[ .041}33 8.538 .00704
6.814 .O4017 R.la2 .005%7 7.(_{_ .O_q[(l 8,598 .00660
6.636 .O%971 R.227 .OO514 7.O%_ .O3779 g.615 .0056&
6.659 .03925 a.3al .O0317 7.05n .03721 8.654 .0054a
6,692 .O3740 R.B_A .00294 7.077 .03,%36 S.673 .00514
8.705 .0-_72q _.5(_a .OO260 7.11:' •OS_1_ 8.692 .OO&a
6.727 .03706 _.5_1 .0o190 7.135 .03551_ 8.769 °00477
6.773 .O3521 S.705 .O015h 7.l,a2 .O8502 8.808 .0041(-
6.795 .03394 _.909 .00087 7.Z12 .O3477 8.R27 .00400
6._1_ .0%24A 9.O4_ .00069 7.221 .03269 8.866 .00354
6.841 .05221 7.240 .03242 B._85 .00331
6.R(_4 .O3?aq 4 _. 2 2 7.2RP .(_II0 S.904 .00300
6._6 .:'31_%_ Z.Bq_ .O3_}f)g R.962 .O0292
6.909 .O2999 S.7hq .1019G 7.34'% .O29S0 R.9RI .00291
6.932 .O2°'67 _.SOS .09_182 7.366 .029,%9 9.05_ .00275
6.977 .O295_ 5.827 .O9_%12 7.345 .02ql[ 9.077 .00244
7.000 .O2909 5.846 ._)9131 7._23 .(|2a67 9.155 .00225
7.023 .02_74 5._85 .09054 7.&42 .02q_7 9.231 .00217
7.0z.5 .02aA_ 5.904 .0R910 7.4h2 ._?_6 9.269 .00185
7.O_8 .072_4_ 5._82 .097_,O 7.6,1" .02_I_2 9.2RR .O(%17_
_,f)9l ._2771 5.9s1 .n_7"_3 7.g!_; .O25(;_ q.30_ .0012!
7.114 .n_76] _.O(!(_._n,%%7 7.a_ .02463 9."_&& .00117
7.136 .(_280'_ &.1)39 .os2It 7._77 .(_2_76 9.4_,2 .00106
7.15_1 .r)2aq9 &.(lSe .ORlq2 7.q_A .02_49 9,,462 .00098
7.1R2 .O2z'P_' '%.(177 .O77_7 7._,15 .022°5 Q.577 .00052
7.205 .02z'13 A. 115 .O7_17 7.,_Sn .(_2161 9.750 .00046
7.221 j_7297 A.IB5 .n7521 7.A_q .O21"_ 9._46 .30023
7.273 .a2251 A.IW2 .074Oq 7.'%_2 .O20Q5 9',923 .00017
7.295 .l_2tl7H A.212 .O7_O2 7.7_I .,%205_ 10.154 .00012
7.31,_ .n204_ 6.231 .OYl_a 7.75n .O1901
7.341 .02020 6.2hw •O7c_3_1 7.qO° .O12_O[ A & 3 I
7.B66 .O1974 6.288 .00990 T._27 .01778
7,40"q .01°_'2 A.BOR .O_A_6 7.84_, .O17Oq 5.660 .10020
7.432 .O19SI A._46 .06S97 7._Q5 .'O15,%7 5.6Q2 .0Q85_
7.45'i .OLUO5 A.3h_ .0'%293 7.904 .O1572 5.712 .09625
7.477 .(_IYaq 6.385 .O626B 7.q2_ .Ol4gq 5.718 .O9550
7.500 ._17&3 6;A?B .O6101 7.9'-2 .O1460 5.737 .O9509
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EXACT PROBABILITYLEVELSFOR THE KRUSKAL-WALLISTEST 8G?
. h P(H_h) h P(HZh) h P(H_h) h P(HZh}
4 4 3 I 4 4 3 1 4 4 3 I 4 4 3 2
" 5.756 .09411 h.gA7 .O_RSO R.231 .0Oq55 5.956 .Oq514
5.769 .09169 7.Oln .03804 8.250 .00877 5.967 ,09477
5.795 .09091 7.026 .0_671 8.256 .00866 5.973 .09460
5.ROB .QRQ4Q 7.03P .03596 R.276 .00837 5.994 .09421
5.814 .08768 7.0&5 .03584 _.353 .00834 5.989 .09302
5.865 .08592 7.096 .03469 R.372 .00776 6.005 .09262
5.891 .0B%92 7.122 .()3351 P.404 .00759 6.016 .09214
5.910 .08245 7.141 .03333 8.429 .C)0747 6.022 .09205
5.923 .08144 7.192 .0_255 R.462 .00733 6.03_ .09043
5.942 .08078 7.1'_L) .03160 R.4RI .00661 6,03_ .09020
5.968 .0_035 7.25(_ .0_131 _.q06 .00638 6.049 .08940
6.000 .07928 7.256 .0306R 8.526 .00554 6.055 .08912
6.026 .07_99 7.276 ._2999 q.564 .00537 6.066 .0_871
6.045 .07827 7.2_5 .0291_ q.577 .00534 6.082 .08849
6.064 .07694 7.327 .02977 R.583 .00470 A.()qR .ORQ2_
6.09_ .07556 7.333 .0284_ 8.635 .00459 6.09q .08801
6.103 .07518 7.353 .!_2785 _.641 .00444 6.104 .08735
6.115 .07319 7.4i0 .02745 R.660 .00361 6.115 .08685
6.122 ,07296 7.429 _02475 R,679 .00352 6.121 .08664
6.173 .07212 7.449 .02635 _.692 .00349 6.132 ,08615
6.179 .07128 7.4_I .02548 8.712 .00346 6.137 .08597
6.199 .07004 7.500 .02462 8.769 .00341 6.148 .08493
6.218 .06843 7.5_6 .02439 _,795 .00335 6.154 .08476
6.231 .066_i 7.53H .()2424 R.RI4 .00312 6.165 .08371
6.269 .06644 7.558 .f)23_8 _._A_ .00300 6.170 °08357
6.276 .06496 7.564 ._)2326 _.872 .00248 6.181 .08309
6.327 .06436 7.583 .02271 _,891 .00231 6.187 .08280
6.333 .06280 7.603 .02202 .968 .0020_ 6.19a .08154
6.353 .06219 7.61_ .OPlq9 Q.O00 .00202 6.203 .08139
6.372 .06173 7.641 .02121 9.O38 .OOIR5 6.214 .08027
6.3_5 .06101 7.6_ .02052 q.og6 .00176 6.220 .08015
6.404 .06014 7.AGO .()1954 9.122 .00170 6.231 .ORO00
6.410 .05957 7.712 .01893 0.173 ,00165 6.236 .07938
6.429 .05769 7.737 .01861 9.179 .00159 6.247 .07R66
6.506 .05665 7.7q6 .01804 q.199 .O011a 6.253 .07849
6.526 .05582 7.769 .01740 9.256 .00113 6.264 .07814
6.558 .05463 7.788 .(_16_5 9.276 .00107 _.269 .07804
6.577 .05255 7._14 .()1625 9.295 .00101 6.280 .07673
6.583 .05201 7.846 .01602 9.327 .00084 6.286 .07614
6.615 °05094 7._72 .01593 9.500 .00078 6.297 .07607
6.635 .04978 7.F91 .01590 g._R3 .00069 6.302 .07599
6.6&I .04949 7._i0 .01567 9.692 .00052 6.313 .07565
6.660 .OAR9_ 7.942 .01541 q.7RS .00043 6.319 .07512
6.679 .04877 7.949 .n1483 9.872 .00026 6.330 .07450
6.718 .04724 7.962 .01414 10.077 .00017 _.335 .07550
6.73] .04652 7.969 .01359 6.346 .07326
6.737 .04557 R.026 .01339 4 4 B 2 6.352 .07310
• 6.788 .04494 8.045 .01253 6.363 .07278
6.795 .04401 _._A4 .r_!224 q.8qO .I0070 6.368 .07258
6.814 .04361 _.077 .01209 5.901 .09950 6.379 .07213
6.833 .042ZR R.!15 .Olln6 5.907 .0g932 6.B85 .07142
6.846 .04196 _.122 .01177 5.91_ .09835 6.40! .07087
6._91 .04156 H.173 .01131 5.923 .0980_ 6.412 .07016
6.923 °04029 R.179 .01056 5.934 .09684 6.418 .07008
6.949 .03945 B.199 .01051 5.940 .09566 6.429 .06974
6.968 .03896 R.21R .01027 5.951 .09523 6.434 .06965
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h PlH2 h) h P(H2h) h PIH_h) h P(H2h)
4 4 3 2 4 4 B 2 4 4 3 2 4 4 3 2
A.445 .04897 4.92_ .04912 7.407 .Q_295 7.918 .02060
6.451 .OARRO 6.940 .04601 7.4[R .I_2n[ 7,934 .02045
6.462 .06737 6.945 .04783 7.423 .G_224 7.945 .02025
6.&67 .0A496 6.954 .04690 7.434 .03191 7.951 .01998
6.478 .06625 6.962 .04672 7.440 .0%1R7 7.962 .01982
A.484 .06587 6.Q7_ .04441 7.4_6 .0317_ 7.g67 .01955
6.495 .06_A_ 6.978 .04616 7.467 ._1%160 7.984 .01944
6.500 .(I(_57 4.939 .04_6_ 7.A73 ._B]O9 8.011 .01928
6.511 .04550 6.995 . ()4_42 7.A_A .03049 8.016 .01910
6.516 .0_830 7.005 .0451(_ 7.A_q .0 _0A2 N.027 .01_87
6.527 .06494 7.011 .0449f, 7.5[}5 .0_050 R.033 .01879
6.533 .0647R 7.022 .04461 7.516 .02067 8.044 .01445
6.544 .04446 7.027 .04422 7.522 .02038 g.049 .0182R
_.549 .04411 7,0_ .OABSR 7.533 .02qll a.060 .01795
6.560 .06 _A_ 7.044 .04373 7.53_ .()2_91 8.066 .01769
6.566 .OCtal1 7.085 .(14_49 7.549 .0297_ 8.077 .01765
6.577 .OA2_G 7.060 .04336 7.555 .02R66 8.0_2 .01760
6.582 .06260 7.077 .0A295 7.56_ .02R52 _.093 .01740
6.593 .06231 7.0Ba .04255 7.592 .02R2q R.099 .01737
6.599 .06214 7.093 .04240 7.5_R .02_21 _.Ii0 .01721
6.610 .06123 7.104 .041_R 7.5qo .02776 R.I15 .01712
6.615 .06116 7.110 .04190 7.h04 .02773 8.126 .016R9
6.626 .06101 7.121 .04156 7.615 .02750 8.132 .01677
6.632 .05996 7.126 .04094 7.621 .02727 R.1_8 .01654
6.648 .05944 7.137 .04065 7.6B2 .02713 8.159 .01648
6.659 .05_96 _.143 .040A8 7.6_7 .0270_ 8.165 .01625
6.665 .05891 7.154 .04042 7._4_ .02686 8.176 .01613
6.676 .05P5_ 7.159 .04014 7.684 .02677 8.1_I .01608
6.681 .05801 7.17o .03985 7.665 .02471 8.192 .01594
6.692 .05698 7.176 .03936 7.670 ._2_I 8.198 .01582
6.698 .05680 7.187 .03904 7.681 .02634 8.209 .01568
6.709 .05627 7.192 .03899 7.687 .02624 _._25 .0151R
6.714 .05609 7.203 .03848 7.69R .02592 8.231 .01514
6.725 .05597 7.209 .03822 7.70_ .0257R 8.247 .01506
6.731 .05522 7.220 .03702 7.714.02561 8.258 .01491
6.742 .05472 7.225 .03776 7.720 .'_2554 8.264 .01479
6.747 .05460 7.236 .03757 7.7_6 .02535 8.275 .OI4BR
6.758 .05451 7.242 .03737 7.767 .02900 8.280 .01430
6.764 .05444 7.253 .03683 7.753 .02493 8.291 ,01423
6.775 .05408 7.25_ .0365_ 7.764 .02466 8.297 .01410 '
6.7_0 .05372 7.269 .03619 7.769 .I)243_ 8.308 .01387
6.791 .05332 7.275 .03600 7.78_ .02371 8.31_ .01378
6.797 .05312 7.291 .03592 7.797 .02360 8.324 .01364
6o_OR .0_2_9 7.302 .03566 7._62 .02349 8.330 .01357
6._13 .05269 7.308 .03554 7.813 .02343 8,341 .01340
6.824 .o5173 7.319 .03532 7._i o .(12333 8.346 .01339
6.830 .05156 7.324 .03514 7._30 .0231_ 8.363 .01328
6.841 .05126 7.335 .034_0 7.835 .02295 8.379 .0132_
6.846 .05100 7.341 .03477 7.846 .02267 8.390 .01292
6.863 .05070 7.352 .03440 7.852 .{)2261 8.396 .01290
6.874 .04983 7.357 .03434 7.863 .02212 8.407 .01273
6.879 .04925 7.36R .03429 7.86_ .021_I 8.4_2 .01270
6.890 .0491% 7.374 .03386 7,885 .02144 R.429 .01254
6,896 .04872 7.385 .03364 7._96 .O2121 8.429 .01247
6.907 .04840 7.390 .0333(I 7.901 .02116 R.440 .01245
6.912 .04826 7.40_ .03301 7.912 .02106 8.445 °01230
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EXACTPP,%AiULITYLEVELSFOP THE KRUSKAL-WALLISTEST 369
. h P{H>_h) h P(H?_h) h P(H>__h) h P(H>_h)
4 4 3 2 z_ _ _ 2 4 4 3 2 4 4 3 2
" 8.456 .01215 R.989 .00_42 9.5n2 .00221 I0.582 .00020
R.473 .0lIRA 9.000 .0063_ 9.593 .0()218 lO.6Hl .00015
8.478 .01174 9.005 .00631 Q. 5_19 .00211 10.736 .00012
R.4_9 .01165 9.016 .00626 9.610 .00201 10.753 .00009
8.495 .01160 9.038 .00621 9.615 .00200 I0.830 .00007
8.505 .01151 9.0"__ .006(]5 9.626 .00188 10.901 .00004
R.511 .01142 9.05_ ._0593 9.632 .O01a7 11.176 .00003
8.522 .01120 g.066 .00587 9.648 .00186
8.527 .01110 9.')_2 .00582 9.665 .0018/_ 4 4 3 3
8.538 .01099 9.08_ .00580 9.681 .00177
8.544 .01095 9.0'-$9 .(30554 9.692 .00174 6.0(35 .I0028
8.555 .010_3 W. I04 .00523 9.69 f_ .00168 6.019 .09948
8.560 .01071 9.115 .(_0_12 q.70q .(}0167 6.024 .09897
8.571 .01047 9. 121 .005()8 9.725 .00167 6.029 .09826
8.577 .01043 9.132 .00507 9.731 .00166 6.043 .09803
,q.593 .01024 _. 137 .00506 9.747 .00164 6.048 .09788
8.604 .01014 9.148 .00503 9.75_ .00163 6.062 .09736
8.610 .01004 9. 154 .00501 9.764 .00160 6.067 .09660
8.621 .00999 9.165 .00476 9.775 .00158 6.081 .09613
8.62& .00991 9.170 .00475 9.791 .()0156 6.095 .09546
q.637 .00974 9.181 .00464 9.813 .00142 6.105 .090+88
8.654 .0096_ (9.I97 .0f)462 9.830 .0(_131 6. 119 .09453
_.659 .0095G 9._98 .00457 9._941 .00119 h.124 .09387
8.676 .00931 ".203 .00436 9.846 .00115 6.133 .09322
8.687 .00913 9.220, .00417 9.879 .00111 6.138 .09156
,9.692 .0091_ 9.251 .00416 9.390 .00109 6.157 .09136
8.703 .00906 "_.236 .00415 9.696 .00103 6.171 .09105
8.709 .00_8% _.247 .00396 9.9()7 .00102 6.176 .09099
_.7_.0 .OORRO 9.253 .00389 9.912 .00101 6.181 .09032
8.725 .00876 -9._64 ._0385 e.945 .00099 6.195 .09006
P.736 .OORTA 9.2"-,9 .003a2 9.962 .00088 6.200 .0Q956
8.7z.2 .OORA2 9. Z,_O .O')3a() 9.97_ .00083 6.210 .08883
8.753 .0085_, t; .Rq2 .00379 9.995 .(}0081 6.214 .08839
a.758 ,_o849 _.313 .00378 10.011 .00079 6.219 .08825
8.769 .008_2 9.31 c, .00375 • 10.022 .00076 6.233 .08807
8.775 .0OHIO _.335 .0_)361 10.044 .00(174 6.248 .08705
8.791 .00RI_ 9.34,% .00355 10.060 .n0072 6.252 .08649
_.S02 .008(,! 9.-_52 .00337 10.093 .00068 6.257 .08574
P.808 .0070_ 9.3_ .00314 i0. I(34 .00067 6.276 .08568
_.824 .007F2 9.3(_S .00307 !0.126 .00066 6.286 .08509
P.835 .00758 9.379 .00901 i0.I_7 .00065 6.290 .08487
r;.841 .00757 W.3}%5 .00301 10.159 .00055 6.295 .08439
8.852 .00747 9.396 .0()300 10.176 .00052 6.310 .08398
R.868 .0073A 9.A!_ .00286 i0.I_7 .00051 6.324 .0F_328
_.874 .0072 R 9.4_4 .0(]283 10.225 .(}0()50 6.329 .0_268
8.885 .00726 9.445 .0f)278 10.242 .00047 6.333 .03251
8.890 .0072A 9.451 .00267 10.253 .00045 6.348 .08162
S.901 .0071s 9.'-.62 .002(_2 10.258 .00043 6.352 .08118
8.907 .00713 9.467 .00260 10.2g6 .00042 6.362 .08070
8.923 .0070' 9.4_4 .00254 i0.302 °00041 6.367 .0_q029
8.934 .00671 9.4Q5 .00245 10.374 .00040 6.371 .07880
8.940 .00A70 9.q00 .00241 10.5;%5 .00040 6.386 .07862
R.951 .0066_ 9._16 .00240 10.407 .00036 6.'05 .07850
F.956 .006=_ 9.527 .00239 lO.Al;_ .0002_ 6.41(I .07798
8.967 .0064_ 9.54& .00235 10.434 .00027 6.424 .07775
8.973 .006_-B 9.5_,6 .00222 10.4S9 .00021 6,429 .07735
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h P( H2 h) h P( _2 h) h !, I "2 h_ h Pl H2 h)
4 4 _ 3 _ _ 3 3 _, _ _ 3 4 4 3 3
_.4_H .n7723 4.976 .05311 7.529 ._!342_, R.062 .02213
6.44_ .{)7_51 6.981 .0_23_ 1.5z_3 .(_1415 8_076 .02172
6.462 .07639 A.q_5 .O521_ 7.5_ ._)_40S 8.0_I .02159
6.476 .07576 7.01o .05200 7.552 ._)3_RI 8.086 .02145
6.481 .07535 7.014 .05166 7.567 .033&R 8.105 .02136
6.500 .074A_ 7.019 .05122 7.571 .O_BIZ a.119 .02096
6.505 .07417 7.033 .05{)93 7.5_] .03285 R.12& .02079
6.514 .073&I 7.03R .04990 7.56€, ._3261 R,13Q ,02069
6.519 .07341 7.04R .04932 7.SUf) .03255 8.152 .0205_
6.524 .07299 7.052 .0&884 7.6()_ ._323q 8.162 .02032
6.538 .07271 7.057 .O4_43 7._lu .o32c_4 8.176 .02022
6.552 .07214 7.090 .04824 7.624 .03172 8.1_I .01999
6.557 .071R0 7.095 .04801 7._2_) .t>3152 8.190 .01967
6.562 .07175 7.110 .04793 7.64d .0314& 8.195 .01953
6.576 .07146 7.114 .04756 7.857 .()_!26 8.214 .01938
6.581 .07103 7.12A .04740 7.662 .03099 8.233 .01922
6.590 .07024 7.133 .04716 7.667 .0307; 8.238 .01884
6.595 .06995 7.148 .04642 7.68] .03052 8,252 ,01872
6.600 .06959 7.162 .04626 7.695 .03016 8.257 .01838
6._29 .06942 7.167 .04580 _.700 .02997 8.267 .01824
6.633 .06898 7.186 .04528 7.705 .02951 8.271 .Of80&
6.638 .06752 7.190 .04493 7.719 .()2938 8.276 .01793
6.652 .06741 7.200 .04479 7.72& .02923 R.290 ,01777
6.667 .06706 7.205 .04666 7.7%3 .02896 8.305 °01763
6.671 .06601 7.210 .04414 7.7_Q .02_48 8.310 .01746
6.676 .06591 7.224 .04393 7.76_ .02825 8.314 .01727
6.690 .06555 7.238 °04347 7.757 ._2_22 8.333 .01724
6,705 .06486 7.243 .04313 7.776 .02_16 8.343 .01681
6.710 .06427 7.24_ .04298 Z.7ql .0_79_ 8.34_ .01670
6.714 .06392 7.262 .0427& 7.705 .n27_2 8.352 .01657
6.729 .06379 7.267 .0A231 7.a00 .02753 8.367 °01651
6.733 .06361 7.276 .04162 7._I0 .02730 8.381 .01619
6.748 .[)6259 7.281 .04106 7._19 .02714 8.336 .01605
6.752 .06209 7.286 .04088 7.833 .02697 8.390 .01601
6.767 .06183 7.314 .1)4()82 7.848 .02_29 8.405 .01582
&.781 .06oR0 7.319 .040&O 7.857 .O259_ 8.410 .01565
6.790 .06055 7,324 .04006 7.871 .02570 8.419 .01551
6.805 .0f,033 7.338 .039Q2 7.N7_ .02568 8.424 .01531
6.810 .05982 7.352 .03970 7.8q0 .0255_ 8.429 .01520
6.819 .0592S 7.357 o039A6 7.RQ_ .:_2523 8.443 ,01516
6.824 .05865 7.362 .03933 7.91_ ,02511 8.462 .01504
6.843 .05830 7.376 .03913 7.92& .Q2502 8.467 .01477
6.857 .05796 7.390 .03882 7.92_, .{)2487 8.481 .01455
6.862 ,05769 7.395 .0385% 7.9_3 .(12479 8.486 .01443
6.867 .09740 7.400 .03_12 7._48 ._12A60 8.495 ,01440
6._SI .05686 7.41& .(_3798 7,9q2 .02445 8.505 ,Q1429
6.886 .05660 7.419 .03779 7.962 .02426 8.519 ,01425
6.895 .05639 7.433 .03735 7.9_7 .02&05 8.533 .01622
6.900 .05602 7.438 .03681 7.971 .02357 8.538 ,01377
6.905 .05568 7.452 .03666 _.000 .023_4 8,557 ,01363
6.919 .05547 7.467 .i]3649 X.Of}5 .02322 8,562 ,01349
6,933 .0_500 7.476 .03_76 _.010 .02306 8.571 ,01321
6.938 .05433 7.490 .03552 a.024 .02288 8.576 .01313 .
6.943 .05386 7.495 .03501 8.038 .02267 8.581 .01305
6,962 .05384 7.505 .034a3 S.043 .02249 8.595 ,01298
6.971 .05327 7.510 .03464 8.04_ .02233 8.610 .01280
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EXACT PROBABILITYLEVELSFOR THE KRUSKAL-WALLISTEST 371
h P(H>_h} h P(H> h) h P(H>_.h) h P(H?_h)
4 4 3 3 z, _ 3 3 4 4 3 3 4 4 3 3
B.619 .01271 9.1_I .()0709 9.738 .00377 1o.329 .00137
8.633 .01255 9.190 .0o705 9.752 .00373 I0.373 .00135
8.638 .OI2BB 9.205 .00703 9.757 .00371 10.348 .00131
• 8.&48 .01224 9.219 .00883 9.762 .00370 10.362 .00130
8.652 .01215 9.224 .00673 9.776 .00367 10.367 .00129
8.657 .01201 (_.243 .00666 9.1RI .00357 10.371 .00121
8.686 .01198 9.245 .00661 9.790 .00356 10.390 .00120
R.690 .0]195 9.257 .00644 9.795 .0[)355 10.400 .00117
8.695 .01177 9.262 .00643 9.800 .00351 10.405 .00108
8.710 .01175 _.267 .00640 9.83.3 .00344 10.410 .00105
8.724 .01169 9.281 .00(_34 9.838 .00328 10.424 .00104
8.729 .01158 9.295 .00632 9.N52 .00325 10.443 .00104
8.753 .01149 9.300 .0()627 9.957 .00324 10.462 .00103
8.74fl .01135 9.305 .00619 9.867 .00321 10.467 .00098
8.762 .01112 9.319 .00611 9.876 .00305 I().A7A .00089
8.767 .01104 9.324 .00599 9.890 .()0303 10.486 .00087
8.771 .01095 9.333 .00588 9.905 .00298 10.524 .00085
8.786 .0[089 9.338 .00575 9.910 .00296 10.538 .00083
8.790 .01079 9.345 .00570 9.929 .00295 10.552 .00080
8.805 .01068 9.371 .00569 9.933 .00291 10.576 .00078
8.810 .01(_60 9.376 .00563 9.943 .00276 10.590 .0007_
8.824 .01056 9.381 .00562 9.948 .00273 10.614 .00077
8.838 .01043 9.395 .00559 9.952 .00268 10.619 .00075
8;848 .01031 9.410 .00554 9.967 .00264 10.629 .00072
8.862 .01016 9.414 .00546 9.981 .00246 10.633 .00071
8.867 ._1003 9.419 .(]0540 9.986 .00244 10.638 .00063
8.876 .00974 9.433 .C)%536 9.990 .00242 10.652 .00062
8.881 .00966 9.44_ .00529 [0.005 .00236 10.667 .00060
8.900 .00955 9.452 .:)0526 I0.010 .00234 I0.67_ .00057
8.9i4 .00935 c.457 .ooS20 IO.OIQ .00231 10.695 .00055
8.919 .00930 _.476 .n0516 10.024 .00230 10.705 .00055
8.924 .00918 Q.49(3 .00503 10.1)29 .00228 10.714 .00054
8.938 .009i6 ':.495 .00497 10.057 .00227 11).74R .00053
8.9&3 .00902 9.510 .00497 10.052 .00_25 I0.792 .00052
8.952 .00889 9.524 .0(_-88 10.067 .00222 10.767 .00051
8.957 .00885 0.533 .004e3 !O.ORl .00212 10.7_1 .00048
8.962 .00884 _.5A_ .O,')z.75 10.095 .00207 I0.786 .00047
R.976 .00880 c,.552 .0046t_ 10..11)0 .002()2 10.819 .00046
_._90 .00870 q.5(,2 .004_3 10.105 .00196 I0.829 .00045
8.c)95 .00855 q.567 ._I0456 lO.llW .00193 1[).848 .00044
9.019 .00849 _.5_6 .00451 i0.133 .00188 10.R67 .00042
9.029 .00840 Q. (_C_5 .00443 i0.13_ .00176 I0._1 .00039
9.033 .00836 9.(_10 .00439 • 10.143 .00175 10,.919 .0003_
9.038 .00820 %.62" .()(_4BI 10.162 .00171 1,).9_3 .00037
9.052 .00816 9.629 .00429 10.176 .00169 10.976 .OO035
9.0A7 .00809 '_. _3_ .00424 i:).ISl .00168 I').9RI .00034
9.071 .00806 t'.643 .1)04!7 10.195 .00166 !I.(}00 .(_0034
9.076 .00800 _.64_ ,0!_416 10.219 .00'16_ 11.011) .00031
9.090 .00797 _._562 .00415 I_>.233 .001_4 11.053 .00030
9.095 .00782 'J.676 .(),)L.13 I_.238 .00155 ll.Oz,_ .00n25
• 9.105 .00767 "_.hRl .0()4(34 I0.248 .0(3152 Ii.(_-'6.,'_0(324
9.110 .00759 9._86 .(:040() 10.271 .00149 11.1)'40 .00022
9.1_R .00750 9.7r35 .:_039_ i0.2_0 .00146 11.09_ .q0022
9.152 .00743 q.714 .0L'9q3 10.295 .00145 ll.)[() ,00C,21
" 9.167 .0,0733 c,.719 .00389 I1).310 .00141 11.133 .(_0021
9.!7! .00711 9.7_4 .oOBq3 10.324 .00140 11.152 .00,q16
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h P( H...>h) h u(,L> h) h p(_2h) h P(H2 hi
4 4 3 3 4 4 4 i 4 4 4 I 4 4 4 i
11.167 .00015 _.396 .0_204 7.59_ .02579 8.802 .00_n2
11.224 .00014 6.412 .')617H 7.615 .02_41 8.835 .00661
11.238 .00013 6.429 . ()_053 7.632 .02517 8.852 .0063')
11.300 .00013 6.L62 .05821 7.648 .02470 8.R68 .00631
11.376 .00009 6.478 .0_757 7.665 .02454 8.901 .00619
11.400 .00009 6.495 .05674 7.6_I .()2443 8.934 .00578
11.429 .O000R 4.544 .05648 7.f14 .02432 8.951 .00522
II.4BR .00008 (_._60 .05552 7.731 .02350 9.00(} .00496
11.467 .00007 6.577 .05461 7.7A7 .()2834 9.033 ,00490
11.490 .N0006 4.593 .05405 7.76n .02227 9.049 .00424
11.514 .00004 6.610 .05379 7.7_0 .02219 9.066 .00400
11.5%3 .00005 6.626 .N52_R 7.797 .02[q_ 9.082 .00394
11.667 .00003 A.659 .05219 7._13 .020_9 9.099 .00392
11.771 .00002 (:.676 .05102 7.g49 .':2_)65 9.115 .0037_
II.83_ .O00O2 6.709 .05032 7.86% .02049 9.132 .0037_
11.895 .00001 6.725 .04979 7.879 .()1966 9.I_I .00352
12.200 .00001 4.742 .()4944 7. r_c)A .019_+7 9.198 .00R09
6.75g .0A931 7.929 .01934 9.214 .002[_R
4 4 4 l 6.791 .I)4737 7,94% .01S97 9.247 .002_
A.ROR .0z:707 7.978 .(]IH2R 9.264 .00,'_H
5.637 .IOORA 6.824 .04646 7.9_)5 .01817 9.330 .00245
5.654 .09801 6.857 .04555 S.OII .01758 9.379 .00240
5.670 .09772 6.874 ,04534 8,027 .01782 9.396 .00224
5.687 .09673 6.890 .04446 S.044 .01721 9.429 .00216
5.736 .09598 6.923 .04412 8.060 .01684 9.478 .00176
5.755 .09556 6.940 .04393 8.077 .01652 9.527 .00160
5.769 .09455 6.956 .04321 8.126 .01644 9.593 .0014H
5.786 .09183 6.975 .04()95 a.IAB .01622 9.610 .00145
5.819 .09002 6.989 .04065 8.159 .01497 9.626 .00143
5.8[85 .08818 7.005 .04007 ;_.i92 .01487 9.643 .00132
5. ;_6n .0_733 7.022 .(8921 R.20Q .01447 9.709 .00124
5.;_5 .0_605 7.071 .03903 ;_.262 .01396 9.725 .0012!
5.901 . r,._530 7.0_8 .03799 _,25Q .01343 9.758 .00007
5._1 '_ ._9416 7.10& .0,375(, ,_.27_ .01316 0.775 .000_:{
5.93_ .0S352 7.137 .03692 8.291 .01308 9.824 .00081
5.951 ._]R304 7.154 .036z_2 8,3; TM .01295 9._%41 .00079
5.967 .0R250 7.187 .0349R 8.524 .01269 9.989 .0006_
6.016 .riP045 7
.,.0_ .05492 8.341 .012_7 10.0_ .00_]6%
6.033 .07947 7.220 .03442 _._w(; .q1217 10.121 .00049
6.049 .07893 7.2B6 .03375 8.407 .01!80 10.170 .00044
6.0hh .07848 7.253 .03330 8.428 .Ollhg 10.187 .00039
A.OR2 .07798 7.26_ .ORBOI _.4_._ .01162 10.236 .0003_
6.099 .07771 7.286 .0_47 8.45 _' .01156 10.269 .00081
6.132 .0775S 7.319 .03173 S.522 .{)I092 10.516 .00025
6.14H .0760H 7.'435 .()%IPS q.53_; .01_76 10.681 .00017
6.165 .07504 7.352 .0%117 _.555 .01()12 I0.7_,4 .000_3
6.1_I .07329 7.368 .,_30_2 _.571 .()1007 II.011 .00005
6.214 .07286 7.401 .03051 _.q_ .f)O0,_A
6.281 .07')29 7.41;_ .03002 _.AG:- .0()_43 4 4 4 2
(_.264 .0_82_ 7.451 .02S93 a.65z. .0()_02
6.2}_0 .0A679 7.z,67 .02R08 R.AR7 .00R71 5.900 .I0136
6.297 .06575 7.48_, .027_5 _.703 .0082_, 5.914 .09940
6.B] _ .04466 7._0 .0277"_ k.720 .00_07 5.929 .097W9 ,
6.330 .06867 7.516 .02731 8,736 .00797 5.943 .09759
6.346 .0A351 7.533 .02712 R.769 .00783 5.971 .0971_
4.365 .00%24 7.5&9 .(;266] ;_.7H6 .0')778 5.986 .0960_
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h P(H_h) h P(H_h) h P(H_h} h P(H_h)
4 4 2 4 4 _ 2 4 4 4 2 4 4 4 2
6.014 .0951_ h.957 .O_9hg 7.92 ° .02428 8.RR6 .00983
6.029 .0947_ 6._171 .049()2 7.943 .0?393 8.990 .00975
6.043 .09241 7.000 .OaQN7 7.957 .02388 8.914 .00911
6.057 .090H7 ?.OIL .0472rI 7.971 .02367 _.N43 .00905
6.086 .090_:0 7.(]29 ._z,_,_) 7.g_ .02310 R.gG7 .00883
6.100 .OflQgQ t.Oa_ .C4647 9.000 .02Z()5 a.971 .0{_866
6.11& .088%2 1.n57 ._&G2& S.()2g .02265 R.g_& .00862
6.129 .08729 7.071 ._)a_67 8.043 .02242 9.,)00 .00857
6.143 .08713 7.0_ .gaq16 8.057 .02203 9.014 .OOSl6
6.157 .08652 7.]!& .04500 8.071 .02188 9.()29 .00803
6.171 .0fl515 7.]29 .04436 _.(_86 .02174 9.057 .00778
6.200 .08&57 7.143 .0440Z £.I00 .02131 9.071 .00770
6.214 .0S14_ 7.i_7 .O&3_ s.I14 .02050 9.0R6 .00748
6.229 .08087 7,]71 .04367 S.14B .02029 9.100 .00742
6.245 .08059 7.186 .04299 8.157 .01992 q.IIA .00732
6.257 .07964 7.2N0 .04233 8.171 .01975 9.129 .00711
6.271 .07875 7.229 .O&IA9 8.1sh .01937 9.171 .00701
6.28_ .07£3R 7.243 .O&_8_, R.2(_Q .01915 9.1_6 .00684
6.314 .07732 7.257 .0n027 R.21A .01876 9.214 .00668
6.329 .0766q 7.271 .OtO]O 8.257 .01fl25 9.229 .00664
6.343 .07551 7.2R6 .089_ H.271 .01760 9.243 .00659
6.357 .075(_5 7._00 .03940 8.300 .01751 9.257 .00635
6.371 .07_73 7.318 .03883 a.31a .01710 9.2R6 .00622
6.386 .07406 7.343 .03_76 8.329 .OIAR4 9.300 .00592
6.400 .07321 7.357 .f)3_&2 R.363 .01653 9.314 .00583
6.429 .07297 7.386 .03756 8.371 .01622 9.329 .00573
6.443 .07149 7.400 .03732 _.3_6 .01610 9.343 .00565
6.471 .07102 7.a14 .03539 8.400 .01555 9.357 .0055H
6.486 .070A4 7.429 .n3512 S.41a .01509 9.400 .00553
6,500 .0699_ 7.457 .0348% _.42q .01502 9.414 .00526
6.514 .06773 7.&71 .03390 9.463 .01472 q.&29 .00521
6.543 .06[39 7.4fl6 .Q3367 8.457 .01453 9.44B .00518
6.557 .06608 7.500 .03B42 a._6 .Ol4Aq q.457 .00517
6.571 .06567 7.St& .03295 S.5(lO .OlA20 9.A71 .00502
6.5fl6 .065Bq 7.529 .032G8 _._la .01391 g.486 .00A87
6.600 .06698 7.571 .03199 8._29 .01385 9.51& .0048&
6.614 .06274 [.5Sb .03139 _.54B .01378 9.6_9 .OO4Sl
6.629 .0_ !7 7.600 .n_O_R R.557 .01359 9.q43 .0_474
6.657 .0_% 7.61& .030G! 8.571 .01340 Q.557 .0_&56
6.671 .0_139 7.629 .03022 8.600 .01322 9.571 .0_455
6.686 .0604& 7._A3 .0299_ _._IA .01229 q.5_ .00451
6.700 .06011 7.657 .02982 fl._29 .01198 9.6()0 .00444
6.714 .05972 7.684 .02g61 8.643 .01184 _.629 .00433
6.729 .05853 7.7_ ; .02927 S.057 .01167 9.643 .00412
6.745 .057£7 7.71& .02842 8.671 .01154 q.671 .00395
6.771 .057A_ 7.72g .OPgll 8.A_6 .01135 9.686 .00383
6.786 .f)_706 7.7&3 .02797 n.71A .01121 Q.700 .00376
6.flO0 .05667 7.757 .02716 8.729 .01111 9.714 .00370
6.R14 .0q555 7.771 ._2696 g.707 .011()0 q.TA3 .00356
s 6,_29 .05495 Z.8()_].026f14 8.771 .01089 9.757 .0034_
6.843 .05439 7.814 .02636 -8.YH& .01066 9.771 .00324
6,fl57 ,053R5 7.845 .02609 8.800 .01054 9.7R6 .00315
. : 6.886 .05366 7.R57 .02601 R.H2_ .01039 u.SO() .00314
6.900 .05247 7.871 .02570 R.843 .01014 9.814 .00292
6.929 .05099 7.R88 .02527 fl.857 .01006 9._29 .00286
6.9_3 .05040 7.914 .02499 8.871 .00987 9.857 .00283
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h P(_2 h) h P( _2 h) h ') ! i-_.>h i h p ( H,> ]'])
4 _ 2. 4 4 4 2 4 _ Z. _, 4. 4 4 3
';._71 .00277 II.IR,% .o _r.15 l_.,,Pa .r,Z';7_ 6,.992 .05617
q._ .OO275 11.229 .(!_)01L. A.z,47 .079_ _ 7.O13 .054_,0
9.900 .O0264 11.314 .Oc;ql4 6,45(I .O7_12 7.O17 .0540R
g.914 .OO255 11.357 .l_tlOl1 A.4_4 .1_77_7 7.029 .053_q
9.g29 .OO250 II.3R6 .00010 4.47 c, .077_t_ 7.050 ,0534_
9.943 .O(}241 11.429 .0(}01o A.41 _} .O76;? 7.054 .05319
9.971 .OO240 11.457 . OOOO_ 6.A_ .O7671 7.O67 .O52R4
9.q_6 .OO22_ 11.471 .OOO(_ _ _.4_2 .07_._ 7,075 .0596,_
10.OOO .00220 11.600 .()o)05 4.513 .97_; 7.O7g .0[,223
10.014 .0021& II.ASA .Of)0!_3 A.%17 ._7_43 7.092 .05169
10.029 .00208 II.RI4 .00002 6.52_ . )7_.95 7.113 .05123
10.043 .00194 12.114 .00001 _.542 .07415 7.i17 .05057
10.057 .00191 (_.534 .07ao I 7.129 .05022
I0.I00 .O01R5 4 4 a _ _.563 ,07_4R 7.142 .04954
10.129 .00158 5.567 .0733_ 7.150 .04902
10.143 .00157 4.029 .I00_4 _._7_ .()7312 7.154 .04882
10.157 .o01_(_ A.042 .0_980 _,.q_a .072_2 7.163 .04R&O
I0.200 .00_55 A.0_4 .099_o 4.392 .071u_ 7.167 .0483]
10.229 .00150 6.063 .09922 _.AO0 .07136 7.179 .04R22
[O.Z4_ .00142 6.0_7 ,00_9_ /n.(_[ 7 ,()7[?_. 7, 1;_8 .Oi'_ 7,q
10.257 .00139 _.07_ .OUST9 6.629 .07_Ig4 7.192 .0_.770
10.271 .0013_ &.079 .09672 a._,42 .07(:37 7.225 .04720
10.286 .00135 A.092 .09795 6.45A ,06955 7.242 .04.647
I().BI& .00131 &.I00 .09_,77 (_.6aq .0491& 7.254 .04605
10.329 .00114 &.l13 .09631 _.&75 .06a2R 7.263 .04579
10.357 .00110 6.117 .09574 6.67q ._:,777 7.267 .04534
10.371 .o0105 &.12Q .09537 6.6,_2 .06716 7,27_ .04527
I0.3R6 .00104 4.142 .06460 A.7_() .06_31, 7.270 ,04489
10,4OO .00102 6.154 .09381 A.7!3 .04&9_ 7.292 .O4446
10.429 .O00R9 a.la7 .09332 6.7i7 .069_,4 7.300 .04443
10.443 .13(')0Slq A.175 .n9311 _.742 .04';30 7.313 .0_,418
I_.z,_7 .060_4 6.179 ._9207 _.750 .O#,4_R 7.317 .04409
10.471 .000_1 _.192 .09133 a.7_A .O_A_6 7.329 .04379
10.486 .O00aO A.213 .O90Rt, _,.7_7 .0F,_59 7._42 .04334
10.500 .00072 6._17 .09004 6.775 ._6"27 7.367 .O&2R8
10._4_ .00o&9 _.229 .0_981 (_.779 .OgBA5 7.375 .0_265
10.600 .00062 6.229 .09930 6.7_q .0A'';2 7.379 .04243
10,614 ,00061 A,242 .08906 6,7"2 .062_2 7.3_ .0420_+
10.629 .00057 A.254 .ORR06 6._2& .0625& 7.392 .04184
I0.6_7 .00055 A.263 .0_763 A.R2c, ._6215 7.413 .04125
10.671 .000_4 6.267 .0s&98 6._&2 .06173 7.417 .04090
10.6R6 .O00ql A.279 .0R672 a._,_ .041_7 7.425 .04¢R6
10.700 .00048 6.23R .0R615 6.RSA .06|)9_ 7.429 .0407_
10.729 .0004_ _.300 .ORSSO _,.R67 .06079 7.442 .04015
10.743 .00045 6.317 .0S567 6._7Q .0&066 7.450 .03976
IO.RO0 .00039 (_.%2_ .nR539 6._ .O-',q_.7 7.454 .03945
I0.829 .00O36 _.329 .0R465 6.;%92 .05953 7.463 .03917
lO.R_7 .00034 _.342 .0£383 A.900 .05911 7.467 .03S_q
I0.RS_, .00034 A.3q& .0_296 &.925 ._:5q_9 7.479 .03886
10.900 .00032 6.%6_ .0R286 6.9_9 .05R05 7.4RR .05R67
10.957 .00050 4.367 .0R214 6.942 .05761 7.492 .09;_43
II.O00 .00027 6.375 .(_174 #_.9_4 .05701 7.500 .03R0¢
II.014 .00021 6.379 ._};_164 &.9a7_ .0565_ 7.517 .33794
11.043 .00019 6.3o2 .0_060 6.967 .OBqRI 7.52_ .0377_
11.114 .O00[R 6.400 .OROO6 6.975 .05543 7.529 .03726
11.171 .00016 6.413 .07999 6.979 o05_2_ 7._54 .03699
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EXACT PROBABILITYLEVELSFOR THE KRUSKAL-WALLISTEST 375
h p(_h) h p(m_h) h P(H_h) h P(H_hf
4 4 4 3 4 4 4 3 4 _ 4 3 _ 4 4 3
7.567 .03678 8.!25 .02394 8.663 .01452 9.267 .00808
7.575 .03&57 s.129 .02395 8.667 .01446 9.279 .00806
• 7,579 .03620 R.142 .023h9 _.E79 .01444 9.288 .00798
7.592 .03594 H.154 .02_40 8.Aq2 .01431 9.292 .00791
7.600 .03560 8.168 .02322 8.7()0 .01408 q._00 .00787
7.613 .03554 _.175 .')2_94 s.717 .01400 q.317 .0077g
7.629 .03529 8.179 .022H1 8.725 .01_8G 9.325 .00769
7.642 .03502 ;_.192 .02250 H.729 .01370 9.329 .00758
7.h50 .03470 8.2()_) .02227 8.742 .01364 9.312 .00743
7._54 .03462 _.217 .02218 8.754 .01341 9.354 .00732
7,_75 .03441 R.22W .02207 8.7_3 .01335 9.363 .n073o
7.679 .03412 H.242 .02204 _.767 .01309 9.367 .00725
7.688 .03386 R.25_ .021RI 8,775 .01302 9.379 .00719
7.692 .03381 _.2_4 .02176 S.779 .01297 9.302 .00706
7.713 .03351 8.267 .f)2156 H.829 .01274 9.400 .00697
7.717 .03310 P.275 .02151 _.Q42 .01248 9.413 .00695
7.725 .032s7 _.279 .02114 8.850 .01233 9.429 .00689
7.729 .03247 8.2_ .02078 8.867 .01224 9.442 .00679
7.742 .03238 a.313 .02071 8.875 .01222 9.450 .00672
7.754 .03197 8.317 .02064 8.879 .01216 9.454 .00670
7.763 .03174 Q.325 .02052 8.892 .01200 9.467 .00_65
7.767 .03169 8.329 .02040 8.913 .01177 9.475 .00662
7.779 .0315! R.342 .02_20 8.925 .01161 q.479 .00644
7.788 .0309q _.350 .01991 8.929 .01152 9.488 .00642
7.792 .0306q 8.354 .0ig76 8.942 .01137 9.492 .00639
7.800 .03060 a.363 .01973 8.954 .01127 9.513 .00632
7.817 .03054 _.367 ._]1953 8.963 .01121 9.517 .q0620
7.825 .03041 _.379 .01934 _.967 .01105 9.525 .00613
7.829 .03003 Q.3SB .01919 8.979 .01093 9.529 °00607
7.842 .0295_ a.392 .01905 H.988 .01087 9.550 .00597
7._63 .02929 _.4(]g .01889 _.992 .01077 9.55& .00592
7.867 .02887 ,_.425 .01_85 q.N[7 .01061 9.567 .00538
7.879 .02874 a.429 .f)1851 9.025 .01051 q.579 .00580
7.892 .0284_ _.&42 .01_19 9.029 .01031 9.5_8 .00566
7.900 .02826 R.&SA .01794 9.042 .01019 9.592 .00559
7.913 .02802 _.463 .01736 9.05& .01016 9.629 .00554
7.917 .027R2 8.4A7 .0!762 9.063 .01008 9.&42 .00547
7.929 .02777 N.475 .01759 9.067 .01003 9.454 .00544
7.942 .0274_ g.4_2 .01744 9.075 .01000 9.643 .00541
7.950 .02722 _.513 .01728 9.079 .00988 9.675 .00536
7.954 .02715 _.517 .01706 9.002 .00975 9.679 .00532
7.967 .0269_ _.529 .01694 9.100 .00965 9.692 .00521
7.975 .02676 8.542 .01670 9.117 .00953 9.700 .00516
7.988 .02644 8.554 .01667 9.129 .0094_ 9.713 .00510
7.992 .02635 _.5_7 .01654 9.142 .00930 9.717 .00504
8.013 .02611 _.575 .01634 9.150 .Q0919 9.742 .00498
8.025 .025_I a.579 .01608 9.154 .00913 9.754 .00489
8.029 .02543 _.5:_ .01585 9.175 .00903 9.767 °00486
8.042 .02541 8.592 .01574 9.179 .00882 9.775 .00481
8.050 .02528 _._13 .01560 9.188 .00870 9.779 .00475
8.054 .0250_ 8.617 .01537 9.192 .00869 9.788 .00467
8.079 .0249& _.6_ .01528 9.213 .00_60 9.792 ,00466
8.088 .02469 S.62q .01521 q.242 .00840 9.813 .00464
_.092 .024_7 _.6&2 .01503 9.250 .00_23 9.817 .00463
8.100 .0241_ q.650 .01480 9.254 ._0820 9.Q25 .00459
_.I17 .02411 _.654 .01465 9.263 .00813 9.829 .00454
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h pIH2 hl h' P'i'_]_>'h)' h_ P'(H2h) P(H_>hl
4 4 4 B 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 _ 4 4 4 B
9.442 .00446 10.429 .00,226 11.oqn .00f)77 11.754 .00014
9.050 .00437 10.442 .00223 Ii.054 .00075 11.763 .00015
9.063 .00429 10.450 .00220 11.(_47 .0r_{_74 II.7A7 .00014
9.R79 .N0424 10.454 .00217 Ii.070 .00072 11.775 .00014
9.nn_ .n041_ I0.46B .00215 ll.O_n .00070 11.779 .00013
9.492 .1_0412 I0.447 ._'_214 11.092 .001}69 II.442 .00012
9.917 .00407 IO.AR_ .0{)213 11.100 ._0069 ll.nSO .CO011
9.925 .00406 I0.a92 .O021B 11.117 .00{]68 II.n54 .00011
9.929 .00400 10.500 .00211 11.125 .(_')066 II.;_67 .00011
9.942 .00395 10.517 .00209 11.129 .00064 11.913 .00010
9.954 .003_5 i0.525 .00_(]9 iI. 14_ .00(}63 11.942 .00010
9.963 .003X2 if_.529 .00203 II.I_4 .00063 11.950 .00009
9.967 ._]0377 10.547 .00196 11.163 .0_)()61 iI.98_ oO000A
9,975 .00374 10.554 .0r_!95 II.!47 .n0057 12.025 .00008
9.979 .00367 10.567 .0_,i_o 11.175 ._:0056 12_.029 .00007
9.992 .00364 I_].579 .001_7 ll.]7q .o0055 12.075 .00007
10.000 .0035& 10.592 .0o18& ii.192 .06(}53 12.079 .00007
IO.OIB .00356 10.600 .O01S2 11.213 .00051 12.100 .OOn07
IO.O29 .00_54 10.613 .00180 11 .22_ .00051 12.129 ,00006
10.050 .00%51 10.617 .00177 Ii.242 .r nOSO 12.142 .00005
10.054 .r)0_49 10.629 .00173 11.254 .G')04R 12.175 .00005
10.075 .00346 10.642 .0_)166 11.275 .00046 12.179 .00004
10.079 .0033n 10.650 .00157 11.279 .00045 12.192 .00004
10.0_8 .003B2 10.654 .o0155 II.2SX .00045 12.217 .00004
10.092 .OOBBI 10.675 .00154 11.317 .0004_ 12.363 .00003
10.11B .00"_7.6 10.679 .00149 11.325 .00044 12.375 .00002
10.117 .00311_ 10.692 .00148 II.B29 .0ooa3 12.429 .00002
10.129 .00314 i0.713 .001A6 11.342 .000_1 12.450 .O0002
10.142 .00309 10.717 .00141 11.363 .0004') 12.454 .00001
10.154 .OO305 10.725 .00137 11.367 .00040 12.475 .00001
I0.16B .OOBO3 10.729 .00134 II.B7w .000_8 12.567 .00001
10.179 .0029_ 10.742 .n0134 11.3x_ .00(_37 12.775 ._0001
10.188 .0029& 10.750 .00134 11.392 .0003_ 12.X29 .00000
10.192 .00_93 I0.7_4 .0013_ 11.400 .()(_?'_ 13.1_0 .00000
10.217 .0,_290 10.763 .On12o 11.42_5 ._;o035
10.225 .00287 10.767 .00127 II.429 .000_4 4 4 4 4
10.229 .O02_?; 10,779 .00126 11.442 .(]q')33
10.242 .00281 10.708 .00123 Ii.4_z. .00032 6.066 .10033
10.254 .00277 10._25 .')0119 11.475 .O_031 6.088 .09900
10.263 .00276 10._29 .00116 11.492 •0C,051 6.110 .O9814
10.267 .00267 I0._42 .00115 II.51B .000B0 6.132 .09601
10.275 .00266 10.863 .OCIIO 11.517 .00029 6.154 .09548
10.279 .00_63 10.n79 .001o4 11.529 .O002R 6.126 °09320
10.292 .002_59 IO.492 .0010"_ 11.542 .0002e 6.199 .09279
10.300 .O0257 I0.900 .0oi02 11.55{) .')0024 6.221 .09205
I0.31_ .00254 10.929 .00100 II,57_ .00027 6.2.43 .09138
10.317 .0025_ I0,04? .000'_, 11.579 .0(}0_4 6.265 .O8_64
10.320 .00252 i0,9_4 ._009_ 11.$92 .()()(__ 6.2_7 .(_8825
10.347. .00250 i0. -9_7 .00093 II._29 .00022 6.331 .08647
IO.BSO .00245 10.975 .0N091 I!.447. .00021 6.B53 .0,9544
10.367 . )0244 10.e_;_ .OqO_9 l!.h_O .00e20 6.375 .OH52B
IO.-_79 .OO241 10.992 .,OOqAa ] ].654 .O(_A!9 6.'_97 .08=174
10.388 .O02B6 11.O13 jOOO_B Ii.6_,% .O_)0l,, 6.419 .04312
I0._92 .'00235 11.017 .O00X3 ll.aTQ .00017 6.441 .0B179
10.413 .OO23B 11.07.5 .00080 1 .725 .0OO17 6.465 .08034
10.425 .OO229 11.O29 .O0079 1 .742 .00(}14 6.485 .07891
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EXACTPROBABILITYLEVELSFOR THE KRUSKAL-WALLISTEST 377
h P(H_h) h P(H_h) h P(H_h} h P(H_h)
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
6.507 .07A55 7.853 .0_242 q.lgq .01073 10.522 .00271
6.529 .07702 7.875 .03207 9.221 .01052 10.566 .00258
6.551 ,07684 7,_97 .03125 9.243 .01027 10.610 .00249
6.574 ,07436 7.919 .03091 9.265 .01013 10.632 .0023g
6.596 .07338 7.9AI .03053 Q.287 .00999 I0.654 .00236
6,618 .07280 7.063 .03032 9.309 .00964 10.676 .00227
6.640 .07197 7.985 .02967 9.331 .0096n I0.699 .00220
6.684 .07025 A.007 ,02939 9.353 °00908 10.721 .00217
6.706 .06941 8.029 .02866 9.375 .00898 10.743 .00215
6.728 .06890 R.051 .02821 9.397 .00877 10.765 .00202
6.750 .06806 8.096 .02787 9.419 .00871 I0.797 .00202
6.772 .06750 R. IIR ,02662 9.441 ,00816 10.809 .00196
6.794 .06498 8.140 .02645 9.463 .00806 I0.831 .00192
6.816 .06436 Q.162 .02587 9.507 .00789 10.853 .00189
6.838 .06354 R.IRA .02544 9.529 .007_5 10.875 .00185
6.860 .06307 Q.2oi, .02517 9.551 .00771 10.919 .00172
6.904 .06229 8.229 .02476 9.574 .00720 I0,941 .00161
6.926 .05999 _,2_Q .02402 9.596 .00717 1o.963 .00157
6.949 .05962 B.272 .02392 9.61A .00699 10.985 ,0015_
6.971 .05842 _.316 .02327 9.640 .0068& 11.007 .00153
6.993 .05798 8.338 .02274 q.662 .00666 11.029 .00149
7,037 ,05700 8,360 ,02235 9,694 ,00660 11,051 ,00145
7,059 ,05581 _.382 ,02176 9,72_ ,00643 lb,O7& ,00140
7,081 ,05567 R,A04 ,02166 9,750 ,00617 11,096 ,00137
7,103 ,05475 8,AAg ,02134 9,772 ,00606 11,140 ,00134
7,125 ,0539o _,471 ,o2078 9,794 ,00592 i],[_4 ,00128
7,147 ,05301 _.493 ,02075 9,816 ,00579 II,2(_ ,00124
7,169 ,05244 H,515 ,019q7 9,Q60 ,00553 Ii,22_ ,00119
7,191 ,050_0 8.537 ,01989 9,S82 ,0053& 11.2.72 ,00117
7,213 ,05071 _.559 ,01916 9,904 ,00529 11,294 .00110
7.235 ,04922 a,5_l ,01S59 9,926 ,00522 11,316 ,00110
7,257 ,04875 R.603 ,01828 9,9&9 ,00514 ii,339 ,00100
7,279 ,04833 8,625 ,01813 9,971 .00491 11,360 ,00098
7,301 ,04797 _,647 .Qi152 9,993 ,00484 II,382 ,00096
7.324 ,04687 _.669 .01741 10.015 .00466 ll.&04 .00094
7,346 ,04432 8,691 .C1705 10,037 ,00461 II,42_ ,0008&
7.390 .04486 R.713 .01686 10.059 .004_0 11.449 .00083
7.412 .04431 R.735 .01656 I0.0_I ,00448 11.471 .O00RI
7,434 ,04409 _,757 ._1628 10.103 ,00422 11,493 ,00079
7,456 ,04295 8.SOl .01538 10,125 ,00413 11,515 ,00077
7,478 ,04264 8,824 ,01507 10,147 ,00409 11,537 ,00073
7,500 ,04170 R._46 ,01488 10,169 .00392 11.559 ,00067
7.522 .04109 _.R_R .01462 10.213 .OOBRg II.5QI .00066
7.544 .04054 _._90 .01441 10.235 .00362 11.625 .00062
7,566 ,04013 8,912 ,01387 10,257 ,OO3&O 11,647 ,00061
7,588 ,0387_ R.934 ,01375 10,279 .00347 11,669 ,00059
7,610 ,03Q65 _,956 .el310 I0.3(_I .00341 II,691 ,00055
7.632 .0379_ _.978 .0i297 10.324 .00330 11.713 ,00053
7.654 ,03740 9.r)00 ,_1276 10,346 ,00319 11,735 ,00050
7,676 ,03690 9.022 ,01267 10,368 ,00312 11.757 ,O00A_
7,699 ,_36&3 9,0A4 ,01216 10,390 .00308 II.ROI .00044
7,743 ,03536 9.0_6 ,01205 i0,412 ,00305 11.846 ,00041
7.765 .03474 9.0H_ .(i172 10.434 .00303 11.868 .00037
7,787 .034_3 9,110 ,011_0 10,456 .00300 II,890 ,00035
7,809 ,033_2 9,15_ ,(_Ii11 i0,47_ ,0029& ii.g12 ,00034
7,831 ,0335;1 ,_,176 .0[077 !0,500 .n0274 11.9=4 ,00032
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h P|H> h) h P(H2h) h P(H_h) h P(H_h)
II m I' II I _ II " lJ r l ' '_.II # II r % n_llt
4 4 4 4 2 2 2 I I 3 2 2 l ] 3 2 2 2 2
11.97R .00029 _.500 ,(}523n 7.2'}() .024h0 7.030 .09449
12.000 .0002R 6.750 .023RI 7.244 .02063 7.045 .09414
12.022 .00027 7._no .01429 7.076 .09322
12.044 .00026 2 2 2 2 i 7.400 .00794 7.091 .0890&
12.066 .00025 7.121 .08768
12.088 .00024 6.533 .]n476 3 2 2 2 ] 7.136 .0B560
12.110 .00023 6.600 ,ORRR9 7.167 .0R537
12.132 .nO021 6.667 .o8254 6.691 .I0111 7.1_2 .0_341 +
12.176 .00021 6.733 .07_19 6.709 .09R73 7.212 .08144
12.199 .00020 6._00 .049K4 _.745 .0923H 7.227 .07948
12.221 .00017 6.933 .05714 6.818 .09143 7.258 .07856
12.243 .00017 7.000 .05397 6.855 .09000 7.303 .07671
12.265 .00016 7.133 .04127 6.873 .08667 7.318 .07290
12.287 .00015 7.200 .03492 6.909 .08286 7.348 .07082
12.331 .00013 7.333 .02222 6.927 .07905 7.364 .06967
12.375 .00013 7.533 .00952 6.964 .07794 7.394 .06753
12.397 .00012 7.733 .00529 _.982 .07730 7.409 .06684
12.419 .00011 7.018 .07349 7.439 .06661
12.441 .00011 2 2 2 2 2 7.073 .06698 7.455 .06361
12.463 .00010 7.127 .06365 7.485 .06153
12.507 .00009 6.873 .10159 7.145 .06079 7.500 .05980
12.574 .00008 6.982 .09101 7.182 .05698 7.530 .05887
12.640 .00007 7.091 .07937 7,200 .05605 7.545 .05795
12.706 .00006 7.309 .06349 7.291 .058_I 7.576 .05726
12.728 .00006 7.418 .04868 7.309 .04R89 7.591 .05&60
12.750 .00005 7.527 .03810 7.345 .04651 7.621 .05322
12.772 .00005 7.636 .033R6 7.364 .04365 7.636 .05102
12.794 .00004 7.745 .03175 7.400 .04143 7.667 .05079
12.860 .()0003 7. R55 .025&0 7.46_ .04111 7.682 .04745
12.882 .00003 7.96& .02222 7.473 .03714 7.712 .0&652
12.904 .00003 R.073 .01270 7.509 .03556 7.727 .04560
12.926 .fI0o02 8.291 .00952 7.54& .03413 7.773 .04421
13.059 .00002 n.400 .00529 7.5_2 .03063 7.803 .04283
13.081 .00001 _.727 .00106 7.635 .03032 7.81_ .04121
13.125 .001101 7.7_7 ._2746 7.84R .04063
I%.1_9 .00001 _ I ] _ 1 7.745 .02317 7.R64 .03867
13.257 .00001 7.qc_n .02270 7._9_ .03706
13.434 .00000 5.571 .14286 7._3h .01987 7.909 .03636
13.456 .00000 7.q55 .01041 7.939 .03532
13.500 .00000 3 2 1 I ! 7.a_I .01794 7.9n5 .¢)3267
13.787 .00000 a.ooo .0127_ 8.0(_0 .03117
14.118 .000o0 6.139 .I0000 R.ol_ .01(:7_ 8.030 .03094
6.333 .05714 _.177 .00937 _.045 .02978
2 1 1 I 1 6.583 .03571 _.iA4 .OOn_9 8.076 .02782
_.1_2 .0069q 8.091 .02713
4.857 .33333 3 2 2 I 1 R.291 .O(}qOB 8.121 .02672
_.377 .00317 _.136 .0264o
2 2 I 1 I 6.511 .10000 _.455 .00254 8.167 .02557
_.533 .0_466 R.6I_. .00159 8,182 .02384
5°464 .2N952 6.600 .o_25& 8.212 .02297
5.786 .()9524 6.711 .04984 3 2 2 2 2 8.258 .02124
6.nO0 .OLQ21 8,273 .02078
2 2 2 1 1 6.844 .0&841 6.Q39 .I0257 8.303 .01962
4.867 .04206 6.955 .09q22 8.31_ .01870
6.083 .12381 7.044 .03889 6.9_5 .09680 8.34_ .01047 •
6.250 .0881o 7.067 .02937 7.000 .09553 8.394 .01801
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EXACTPROBABILITYLEVELSFORTHE KRUSKAL-WALLISTEST 379
h P(H_h) h P(HZh) h P(H_h) h P(H_hl
• 3 2 2 2 2 3 _ ? 1 I a. 3 2 2 ] 3 3 2 2 I
B,&09 .01720 7.400 ._3841 7._91 .04919 9.167 .00199
8.439 .01651 7.418 .03349 7.606 .04908 9.182 .00130
" R.455 .01582 7.491 .03q17 7.634 .04654 9.273 .00113
8.530 .01455 7,564 .()2548 7.652 .04571 W.303 .00095
R.545 .01339 7.61_ .02452 7.h67 .0A364 9.409 .00061
8.576 •0125_ 7.691 .0_557 7.&97 .04315 9.545 .00043
8.591 .01224 7.764 .02071 7.712 .04302
8.621 .01154 7.7_2 .(]I_33 7.727 .04019 3 3 2 2 2
R.63_ .NIIO8 7.R95 .01262 7.75_ .03993
8.667 ,01097 7.9_7 .017_14 7.773 .03924 7._]I_ . I0045
_.682 .D095R _.055 .01024 7.74A .03811 7.026 .09897
8.712 .00889 q.(}73 .00738 7.818 .()3785 7.051 .09706
_.758 .00854 8.218 .00714 7.43% .(13768 7.f1_4 .09685
_.BIB .0071_ 8.345 .OOBB3 7.848 .08646 7.090 .09494
8.894 .00629 8.509 .00238 7.879 .03349 7.103 .09363
8.909 .00525 7.894 .(}3309 7.115 .09321
_.955 ,0050R 3 3 2 2 1 7.q09 .0_159 7.1_R .09214
N.9_5 .00462 7.939 .03139 7.154 °09069
9.000 .00392 6.758 .10316 7.955 .03087 7.167 ,09043
9.030 ,00323 6.7_A .09892 7.970 .02997 7.179 .08936
9.091 .00231 6.803 .09794 R.015 .02789 7.205 .08708
9.258 .00214 6. RIB .09577 R.030 .02723 7.21R .08690
9.273 .00167 6.84_ .t)9511 8.061 .02685 7.231 .08559
9.364 °00098 6._64 .09447 R.076 .02605 7.256 .0846fl
9.636 .00029 6.879 .09352 R.091 .02501 7.269 .08442
6.924 .09100 8.121 .02437 7.282 .08&05
3 3 1 1 I 6.93Q .08889 s.182 .02391 7.295 .08244
6.970 .08R17 R.197 .02333 7.321 .08084
6.222 .11905 6.985 .0R742 8.212 .021&0 7.333 .07973
6.311 .09286 7.00O .08407 8.242 .02004 7.359 .07X56
6.578 .08095 7.030 .08346 8.2_R .01973 7.372 .07830
6.667 .06667 7.049 .08205 g.303 .01817 7.385 .07639
6.756 .05952 7.061 .(]8145 R.31_ .01794 7.397 .07605
7.111 .04048 7.0_i .08141 8.333 .01687 7.410 .07&52
7.467 .01190 7.106 .OA6;6g 8.379 .01452 7.436 .07439
7.121 .07749 _.394 .01414 7.462 .07255
3 % 2 I 1 7.157 .07362 _.428 .01397 7.474 .07243
7.167 .07319 S.439 .01362 7.&_7 .07149
6.545 .I0119 7.212 .07]_7 8.455 .01304 7.500 .06952
6.600 .09929 7.227 .07074 _.AA5 .01201 7.513 .06_73
6._18 .09865 7.242 .n6909 _.qO0 .0!I14 7.526 .06d23
6.673 .09310 7.273 .06646 _.561 .01!02 7.5_& .06709
6.691 .09108 7.2R_ ._66()D _.576 .01_98_ 7.577 .06642
6.745 .08754 7.308 .06486 a.621 .O0@2& 7.590 .06569
6.764 .08532 7.33_ .06621 _.697 .00840 7.603 .0(,437
6.891 .08365 7.3A_ ._,33S 8.727 .00710 7.61q .06297
6.909 .0787_ 7.3L4 .06038 _.7_ .006R0 7.h2_ .06289
6.964 .07206 7.394 .05921 _.7Ba .00671 7.641 .06190
7.036 .06952 7.400 .05880 R.803 ._0645 7.&67 .06_38
7.055 .065_4 7.42A .n_8AB _.418 .00576 7.679 .06028
7.109 .05444 7.470 .05823 R.R64 .00571 7.692 .0589a
7.127 .05317 7.48_ .05707 8.924 .00476 7.705 .05802
7.182 ._5159 7.515 .()5387 S.939 .0N433 7.718 .05667
7.200 .05008 7.530 .0_317 9.030 .0026o 7.731 .05618
7.327 °04413 7.545 .05124 9.045 .00225 7.7a4 .05602
7.345 .04159 7.576 .05107 9.061 .00216 7.782 .05514
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h P(H_>h) h P(}_'3h) h P(_t>h} h p(H>h)
% 3 2 2 2 _ 3 :_ 2 2 % 3 2 P 2 3 3 % l }
7.795 .09/.2"4 _;.71:_ .QI _()'a q.7,_,4 .I]025D 9.455 .0(30_', _
7._0_ .05PRO _.731 .:I|772 u. 7_-_ .()OP!5
7.821 .092] R H.744 .01725 °.7e," .O01q_ 3 3 3 2 ]
7.gZ% .0_20(_ R.7_(_ .017] _, _;.7_9 .f],_l;_')
7. _4,% .05117 q. 7 F,_4 .01477 O.RBZ .r_'_]7A (_. 897 .102.2 '3
7._72 .N_(_5_ P.795 ._]l_Aa _.:''_] .{_}[5_ 6.910 .09916
7._97 .O%')t,S R.R21 .01A%1 q._;{_ .()_]14(3 /_.949 .09694
7.t91() .(34<_Z4 R._q'3_ ._]]597 Q._J"_(, ._)('[3'_ 6.9(_2 .095<]6
7.92% .'14798 R._46 . O] 5'}'4 9. ¢iL,q .(1:I125 7. ()0(3 ._9495
7.9B(_ .04771 ;_._59 .(]1497 lO.(!i),] .(](3!{]q 7.013 .09395
7.949 .(]4ZIO e. S72 .01A4;4 l_l.O2& .0_;090 7.051 .OagB7
7.074 .t%4q,%4 F_._!0 .()1%7q I0.()?_ .OOi_e2 7.064 .O;qROO
7.987 .{]4519 R._}3A n]_l? In. Of4 .(]q(279 7. l_)q .oa725
S.OI3 .04L.40 _q.949 .01250 I0.I_ .(:0046 7.115 .0F_576
S.OSA .04291 _.WA2 .(_]?ZA If].2_f_ .O[_()t,2 7.154 .083_4
8.0B8 .04279 R.U7/ .O1198 10.2A_ .00()25 7.167 .0R232
a.051 .04240 9.000 .')II&4 I0. 3_.q .,]Ot) lA 7.205 .ONLY&
_.f)77 .04155 9.ill_ .OIIAI I0._77 .OOflO/ 7.21S .0794P
;_.090 .04145 q. 02(_ .0[1%% 7.256 .07721
R. 10"_ .04084 9.()51 ._llf)&3 3 3 "_ [ l 7.2.69 .0764]
8.12R .0Bq74 Q.(]A4 .01067 7.308 .0754}I
H.141 .0%951 9.{)77 .01034 h.727 .lO[SA 7.321 .07451
8.154 .OBRS_ g. i(33 .01005 /,.7_8 .09770 7.35Q .0710(_
8.179 .0"_76& g.iIR •f](]Qg_ 6._4R .(]H759 7.372 .06979
N.192 .0375B 9.12% .OOqgO 6.909 .0_62"_ 7.410 .069B0
8.205 .0"_717 9.141 .(]0o3_ 6.070 .0;8247 7.4?'5 .06S35
_.218 .0%551 9. Ia7 .OOss7 7.(]%0 .(I9154 7.462 .065s4
_q.244 .0341"_ Oo179 .00861 7.OWl .07753 7.474 .06475
8.25_ .0%377 O.205 .Ot_17 7.152 .r)7597 7.513 .0639 t-
8.282 .03294 9.218 .(30_02 7._12 .06Aga 7.526 .06199
8.295 .0%2;_4 Q.231 .0N771 7.273 .06545 7.564 .0601S
8.308 .03193 9.244 .(10739 7.3%_ .06(]91 7.577 .05972
S.321 .0_150 9.256 .00705 7.39n .05_q6 7.615 .059B_
8.333 .03050 0.2.S2 .00702 7.455 .05506 7.628 .05;a6a
R.359 .03002 e. 5_Iq .OGA;_< 7._! < .09"{77 7.667 .055#_]
8.385 .o2qlo 9.Z21 .(]OAR2 7.57,3 .(]45t,5 7.679 .0534!
8.397 .02eel 9.33% .00649 7._'_; .C_LAgI 7.71;_ .05301
_a.410 .0277_ 0.3t,6 .00657 7.A97 .04247 7.731 .n5166
R.42B .02701 q.359 .00609 7.75_ .05_12 7.769 .04_S'5
8.4B6 .O;AQ4 9.372 .(]0'_00 7._I _ .03227 7.7_2 .04R67
8.449 .02t_81 9.423 ."I0_77 7.87 _) .03104 7.821 .04767
d.4_7 .02422 9.4%6 .00_47 7.93_ .03_*00 7. f433 .04403
S.50r .02AIR W.449 .0_]522 ;.O(_q .02_49 7.872 .04532
R.513 .02579 9.474 .00496 _.Oql .02325 7.885 .04427
S.52_ ._51 t. 9.4_7 .,qO4Rq _.!Pl .02273 7.923 .o440_
8.5_ .¢_2AOlq 9.526 .00442 K.242 .01909 7.936 .O"SgB
_,.581 .OSnO0 9.q3fl ._,f]43N _.{]Z .[]!41a 7.97& .039fI_
8.5_4 .(P346 9._5] .00 _,I;, q.R%t, ._159;) 7.987 .03922
R.590 .027&/_ 0.564 00_52 S.424 .ROUo9 8.026 .03e78
R.60B .0224G 0.577 .0;_346 _.. _q¢,(, .00S25 _.03R .03S32
H.615 .02182 9.59_ .00339 _.667 .00591 R.(_77 .0374_
_.A2ta .02139 9.62_ .0033_ _.727 .0f_513 8.090 .0364:3
8.641 .0204A o.641 .0_317 _. ;qz._ .t]_A3q 8.128 .03597
_.654 .']2,0%& 9.654 .0r297 R.wOo .0039& 8.141 .03435
8. _,67 .01991 0.479 .002_4 _.970 .0(_377 R.179 .03324 •
8.705 ._1931 9.692 .0025R 9.212 .00221 _.192 .032ni
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EXACTPROBABILITYLEVELSFORTHE KRUSKALWALLISTEST 381
h PIH_h) h P("Zh) h P{H_h) h p(aZh)
3 _ B 2 1 3 3 3 2 1 3 _ 3 2 2 B 3 3 2 2
8.231 °03?09 9.71X .00221 7.670 .06658 8.495 .03357
X.244 .N31AI o.760 .00198 7,692 °06579 8.5()5 .03308
8.282 .02929 _.782 .00192 7.703 .06911 X.527 .03285
q.295 .02828 9.83_ .0(_130 7.714 .06446 Q._A .03266
8.333 .02798 9.a72 .r)NI23 7.734 .08_27 Q.5_9 .03229
8.348 .02752 9.986 .Of)120 7.747 .06398 8.571 .03128
8.3_5 .0261_ 9.923 .00114 7.75R .0_309 A.582 .03108
8.397 .02587 9.974 .N0097 7.78o .06186 A.593 .03060
A.436 .0256_ 9.987 .oOORI 7.791 .O_I41 _._I_ .03043
8.449 .02471 10.090 .00852 7._02 .06012 8.626 .03007
8.487 .02357 10.179 .00039 7.824 .05974 8.637 .02943
X.500 .02284 10.295 .00026 7.835 .05923 9.659 .02_80
A.53A .02285 I0.38_ .00013 7.846 .05a34 A.870 .02x56
8._51 .02169 10.500 .00011 7.Q6_ .1)5749 8.681 .02795
8.590 .01950 7.Q79 .05730 A.703 .02773
A.603 .01927 _ 3 _ 2 2 7.890 .(}5G30 8.714 .02760
8.441 .01908 7.912 .05594 8.725 .02671
X.654 .01_70 7.099 ..i0016 7.923 .05558 A.747 .02616
8.692 .01764 7.121 .09979 7.9q4 .05419 9.75X .02599
8.705 .61722 7.132 .09_23 7.956 .05344 A.769 .02566
_.744 .G1_7_ 7.1_% ,09749 7,987 ,052_8 8,791 ,02548
_,756 ,01592 7,165 ,09627 7,976 ,05218 8,802 ,02517
8,795 ,0149_ 7,176 .09576 8,000 ,05202 S,813 ,02672
8,808 ,01474 7,187 .094A8 8,011 ,0_178 8,635 ,02397
8,846 ,01463 7,209 ,09447 a,022 .050_8 R.846 .02384
9,859 ,01448 7,220 .(_9400 8,044 ,04915 8,_57 ,02286
_,897 ,01323 7,231 .09252 8,055 ,04899 8,879 ,02274
S,910 ,01225 7,253 .09o37 A,066 ,04793 _,890 ,02243
_,949 ,Ol2la 7,264 ,0_9_3 9,088 ,04783 8.901 ,02206
S,962 ,01155 7,275 ,_922 _,099 ,04737 8,925 ,02134
9,000 ,ni049 7,297 ,06798 8,110 ,04687 8,934 ,02125
9.013 .01013 7.300 .0_739 9.132 .045_9 8.9a5 .02099
9,051 ,00976 7,319 ,085X7 8,143 ,04566 8,967 ,02086
9,064 ,_0956 7,341 ,_9473 8,154 ,04516 _,978 ,02071
9,103 ,t0_46 7,352 ,0Q446 _,170 ,04488 8,9_9 ,02009
9,115 ,00_31 7.3_ _08334 8,18.7 ,04&54 9,011 ,01981
9.154 .00620 7.385 .0R275 _.IWR .04333 9.022 .01931
9.167 .00766 7.396 .0a229 a.220 .04277 9.033 .01901
0,2n5 ,007_2 7,407 ,0_053 9,231 ,04247 9,055 °01895
9,218 ,00701 7,429 .07943 8.242 .04184 9.064 ,01882
9,256 ,00684 7,440 .]7_72 _,264 ,04163 9,077 ,01803
9,269 ,00656 7,451 ,07794 8,275 ,04144 9,099 ,01722
9,308 ,00567 7,473 ,07767 9,286 ,04078 9,II0 ,01714
9,821 ._)0561 7.4R4 .077_5 a,30_ ,05957 9,121 .01668
9,359 ,00548 7,495 ,t7593 R,31g ,03925 9,143 ,01666
9,372 .00514 7,518 .07449 _,330 ,03856 9,[54 ,01650
9.410 .00464 7.527 .07406 H.3_2 .03840 9.165 .01606
9,462 ,00A61 7,53P ,07265 8,363 ,03791 9,187 ,01551
9,474 ,00423 7,560 ,072&I _,374 .03733 9,198 .01541
9,513 .OOBSB 7,571 .07200 8,396 ,03663 9,209 ,01509
9.526 ,00_7 Z,582 ,67108 a,a07 ,03648 9,251 ,01494
9,564 ,00825 7,6(14 ,06979 8,418 ,03584 9,242 ,01468
9,577 ,00819 7.615 .049&5 S.440 ,03560 9,253 ,01430
9,628 ,00240 7,62A ,05_74 6,451 ,03546 9,275 ,01394
9,667 ,00237 7,648 ,0_838 q,462 ,03446 9,286 ,01379
9,679 ,00231 7,(,E9 ,{_6S0_ S,AS4 ,03390 9,297 ,01329
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P(_> h! h P(;_2h) h PIH>h)
3 3 3 2 2 3 B % 2 ) 3 _ 3 3 ! 3 3 3 1
9.31-) .01323 10.132 .Or;335 7.03"_ .IO<)a,q 9.495 .0092!
9.330 .013f)7 10.154 .00._16 7.077 .09_34 9.53,R .0()R65
9.3_i .01283 I0. lh5 .00711 7.121 .0q482 ." 9.5:R2 . On.aO3
9.3A3 .01191 i0.176 •0(!2"_0 7.16_ .09279 9.626 .007}_2
9.374 .01170 I0. lull .O02_R 7.2t_o .OF_()7 9.670 .00687
9.3R_ .01129 10.209 .nO?_(_ 7.2_3 .()_597 9.714 .00674
9.407 ._11123 ]0.220 .00271 7.2"_7 .P_3_? 9.75;q .00609
9.41_ .01110 10.242 .00250 7.341 .0_207 9._02 .90590
9.429 .01052 10.255 .0(_249 7.355 .07_G 9.846 .90499
9.451 .01053 10.264 .00735 7,420 . ,_7A'.-)2 9.890 .O04RI
9.&_2 .01045 I0.29(_ .00231 7.&73 .t)7_42 9.934 .00_32
9.473 .01015 I0,297 ,[_0225 7.516 .072A9 9.978 .00423
9.&95 .r_1008 I0.30_ .00219 7.5_0 .o6_45 10.022 .0037&
9.505 .00999 10.330 .0019(_ 7./_(z. ._4_,60 10.066 .00342
9.516 .00940 10.341 .00194 7.64P .OA3_q I0.ii0 .00273
9.53_ .00905 I0.374 .0(3187 7.692 .()_257 10.15& .00266
9.5/-.9 .00;R93 I(1.3R5 .i]01_5 7.7R_ .()6 _3A I0.198 .00254
9.5/_0 .0_876 10.39_ .0n171 7.7qr) .05919 10.242 ,00235
9.5_2 .(_OR6H i0.41_ .0_164 7._2_. .05555 10.286 .0018;_
9._93 .OOR61 10.429 .00162 7.S65 .(}5L71 10.330 .00181
9.604 .00835 I0.&62 .00154 7.912 .05217 10.374 .00171
9.626 .00790 i0.47_ .{_0151 7.950 .05051 10.41R .00165
9.A37 .007H5 10,484 .00144 ;_.000 .0-3792 10.462 .00133
9.6&8 .00759 10.505 .O012f_ 8.044 .0472Z 10.505 .00131
9,670 .00755 1C.516 .00127 _.0<_ .0A595 10.549 .00100
9.681 .O07z,A 10.527 .00126 S I32 .0422_ 10.593 .00096
9.692 .00732 10.549 .0(]125 _.17a .0/+[97 10.681 .00071
'9.714 ._30699 10.560 .00120 8.2?0 .O,r_A_) 10.725 .00041
9.725 o0(1684 10,571 .Or_114 R.2_ .0_77,_ 10.769 .00C_3,_
9.73a .006A6 I0.59B .00108 g.31)_ .936_4 10.857 .0003_.
9.758 .00662 10.60', .OOlOA q.3_2 .03933 10,901 .0002]
9.769 .0065A 10.657 .00097 9,_q;, .032_.:, 10.945 .0001_
9.7_0 ,nO610 I0.64_ .00096 _.&4F .03153 11.121 .oc:,_12
9._02 .005_0 10.659 .QO_B n.Ag, .03(,z,7 11.297 .C_0C6
9.S13 .0057& 10.692 .00o&8 9.527 .027_;2 11.473 .00002
0.524 .005_2 10.725 .O,)O_,a 8.571 .:]27_5
9._AA .00560 10.736 . qoqA2 R. A).:> .02(_27 3 3 3 3 2
9._57 .00553 I0.7&7 ._]OOAO _,A_ .025_9
9.568 .00529 10,769 .00_50 s.7n_ .02_q6 7.181 .10196
9.,q9() .00495 I0.791 .00045 ;%.747 .023_& 7.210 .09965
9.901 .00485 I0,S24 .00044 _,701 ,02140 7.219 .098R(]
9.912 .00471 I0.86_ ,00036 _.835 .02105 7.248 ,098At;
9.934 .00470 10,912 .00033 ,_.879 .01_)39 7°257 .09735
9.9_.5 .00456 10.923 .0,)031 S,(_2_ .01_)05 7.2_6 .09442
9.956 .00439 10.945 .0_025 _.967 .01829 7.295 .09348
9.q78 .00421 10.989 .01)025 9.011 .01753 7.324 .09275
9.9_9 .(]0417 II.000 •00022 9.055 .01664 7.333 .0915C
10.000 .00411 11.044 .0')021 9.099 .0163R 7.362 .09020
10.022 .00407 11.099 .00017 9.143 .01490 7,971 .0R914
10.033 .OOZ06 11,187 .00009 9.I_7 .01411 7.400 .08851
10.044 .00392 11.264 .00007 _.231 .01342 7._10 .08720
lO.OAA .00378 11.275 .00003 9.275 .0132_ 7.&3R .08554
I0.077 .00368 11.341 .00002 9,_]q .01216 7.4&R ,OR&S4 "
lO.ORR .00356 11 .53fl .00002 9.363 .01166 7,476 .0fl426
I0.Ii0 .00355 Qo4r)7 .01030 7.486 .0837_
10.121 .00350 9.451 ,00997 7.514 .08176 -
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EXACTPROBABILITYLEVELSFOR THE KRUSKAL-WALLISTEST 383
h P(H_h) h P(H_h) h P(H_h) h P(H_h)
3 3 B 3 2 _ _ _ 3 / 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 2
7.524 .0_049 8.5<_0 .o3597 9.657 .01297 10.724 .00240
7.552 .08_04 R.6[9 .03560 9.686 .01282 10.752 .00237
7.562 .07930 }1.629 .03528 9.695 .01248 10.762 .00229
7.590 .07745 8.657 .034f)f? 9.724 .01186 I0.790 ,00216
7.600 .07653 R.667 .03339 9.733 .01159 10.800 .00212
7.629 .0758_ _.695 .03312 9.762 .01144 10.829 .00206
7.638 .074_1 R.705 .0_3 9.771 .01129 10,_3_ .00198
7.667 ,07293 _.733 .03195 9.R00 .01064 I0.867 .00187
7.676 .07_29 _.748 .03159 q.RlO .01036 10.876 ,00180
7.705 .07190 _.771 .03137 9.R38 .01(J28 10.905 .00178
7.714 .07}15 8.7_I .03:_93 q.848 .01010 10.914 ,00174
7.743 .06907 _._!0 .029a5 9.I{76 .0()966 10.943 .00158
7.752 .66823 8.819 .02959 9.88& .00951 10.952 .00155
7.781 .06771 R.g4S .02939 9.914 .00937 10.9_I .00153
7.790 .06677 _.R57 .02901 q.924 .00912 10.99() ,00147
7,819 .06_I? _.AA6 .02811 9.952 .00859 II.019 .00155
7.829 ._6463 g.S95 .02766 9.962 .00850 11.029 .00130
7.857 .06400 _.924 .02738 9.990 .00843 11.057 .00127
7.867 .06%23 q.933 ,02689 I0.000 .00817 11.067 .00120
7.895 .06[70 a.962 .02621 10.029 .00780 11.095 .00106
7.905 .060RZ g,971 .02585 10.038 .00754 II,i_3 ,00104
7.933 .06060 ').000 .02556 10.067 .00744 11.143 .00102
7.943 .05990 9.010 .02515 10.074 .00721 11.171 .00096
7.971 .05_45 9.038 .02452 10.105 .00691 11.181 .00091
7.981 .05763 9.048 .02419 10.114 .00683 11.210 .00091
8.010 .05713 W.076 .02402 10.143 .00666 11.219 .00091
8.019 .05642 9.086 .02376 I0.I_2 .00653 ii.24R .00082
8.068 .05530 9.114 .02292 lO.igl .OOa2_ 11.257 ,00080
g.(]57 .05483 9.124 .02251 I0.190 .n0609 II,286 .00079
8.086 .05416 g. 152 .02224 10.219 .00604 11.295 .00079
8.095 .05345 9.162 .02189 10.229 .00590 11.324 .00070
8.124 .0522[ Q.190 .02117 I0.2_7 ,_0547 11.33_ .00865
8.133 .05147 _.2_ ._2_93 ]0,2_7 ,00529 11.362 .00064
8.162 .05113 9.229 .02069 !0.2°_ .00526 11.371 .00060
8.171 .05_44 q,239 .02_22 10.305 .00_13 11.400 .00054
8.200 .04940 9.267 .01975 10.333 .00487 ll.al() .00050
8.210 ,04870 9.276 .01934 1¢._43 ,0047N ll.a3_ .00048
8,238 .04_41 9.305 ,01916 10.371 ._0474 11.448 °00047
8.248 .04797 q.314 .01_$9 IG.3_I .00462 11.476 .00038
8,276 .04673 9.3&B .o1799 10.410 .00437 ll.4gA .00037
8.286 .0462_ 9.352 ._!"62 10.419 .00427 11._14 .00030
8.314 .04592 q.3_1 .01749 10.448 .00422 11.524 .00034
8._2& .04_99 _.%G0 .0172_ 1!).497 .00412 II,55P .0003_
g.352 .04%62 9.410 .01A64 10.486 .00375 II,590 .00_30
8.362 .o4312 q.429 .Ol_a9 1!),495 .0036R Ii.6()0 .00027
8.390 .04273 Q.457 .0163& 10.524 .f)0358 11.629 .00022
8.400 .04221 9,&67 ,01592 IG.533 .00351 II,6_ .00021
8.&29 .04q56 u.495 .01537 I0.5_2 .0032_ II.6_7 .t0021
8.43_ ._4_02 q.505 .Oi_Ol 10.571 ,0031_ 11.476 .00020
_.467 .03995 q.533 ,01406 IO._O0 .00315 ll.TaB .0001_
8.&76 .03924 °.543 .014_7 I0,410 .00302 11.752 .00016
8.505 ;03_54 9.571 .01407 10.63_ .00283 ii.781 .00013
8.514 .03ROq 9.581 .01396 10.649 .00274 Ii.829 .00012
R.543 .03779 9.610 .o1372 10.676 .00272 ll.gA7 .00007
8.552 .03732 9._19 .01352 I0.6_6 .002_I 11.905 .00007
8.581 .03639 9.649 .01324 10.714 ,00245 11.933 .00007
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h P(H> h) h P(__>h) h P('_2h _ h P(H_>h)
II _. Jl" II ' _ ' ,,_ ,,, ,I r %"_.='II ; II ff I ki_) II )
3 3 3 3 2 3 3 _ 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
11.971 .O0006 8. P,33 .0340_ 10.7OO ._';510 12.667 .00005
Ii.gR! .nqoo8 8.867 .03263 10.733 .00402 12.700 .00005
12.fiR& .00003 H.900 .()3227 10.7(`7 .0047R 12.767 .00004
12.133 .00()03 _.qB3 .(13110 l(l. SO{l ,,I )&37 12.833 .00003
12.21C) .OON02 _.967 .03015 1C)._33_ .0042_ 12.900 .00002
i;..27_ .oO()Ol 9.(lOP,.02022 lO.a(`7 .003a7 12.933 .00001
[2.%I& .r)O000 9.o_3 .02884 lO.g()(_ .0(_3A2 12.967 .00001
9.0(,7 .07_7n7 10-_33 .003_5 13.033 .00001
3 3 3 3 3 q. 1(],3 .02715 10. c_q7 .0033_ 13.233 .00000
9.13_ .02(>A[ ll.(_no .00310 13.500 .00000
7.300 . i0075 9.167 .02/_OR l i. P,_'_ .00313
7._33 ._9922 9.20,0 .07500 Ii.O,\Z .O02HR
7.347 .0c)492 9.233 .02463 I].I00 .00273
7.4(30 .094R8 9.267 .02"430 11.133 .00252
7.433 .09383 9.300 .02291 II.1_7 .00246
7.4A7 .09020 9.333 .02220 11.260 .0022_
7.500 .0e902 9.367 .02169 11.233 .00272
7.533 .0_70 9.400 .(_2102 11.2_7 .00196
7.567 .08576 9.433 .0207R i] .3_b .00190
7.600 .0R256 9." _7 .01970 11.33 "_ .0Ola3
7.633 .ORlO0 9.500 .01931 11.3_7 .00173
7._67 .07882 9.533 .018(`6 11.400 .qOl60
7.700 .07791 9.567 .OIR40 11.433 .00155
7.7%3 .07665 9._00 .017h2 II.4A7 .00135
7.767 .07487 9.633 .01713 Ii.500 .00132
7._00 .07202 9.(`67 .01(`47 ii.033 .00122
7._33 .O7139 9.700 .01617 11.567 .OOll_
7._67 .OAR82 9.733 .01579 ll.6r_ .POLO7
7.9qq .0A763 9.767 .01521 11._3 .00104
7.933 .06_73 9.800 .01435 11.6_, .00093
7.967 .06479 9._33 .01426 11.700 .000_2
q.r)C_q .(_h311 9._;,7 .01357 11.733 . _)00_,
_.03% .0A220 9.uoo .91_34 Ii.7;,7 .OqoaO
R.057 .06039 9.933 .0126(` 11._00 .00071
_.100 .05933 9.947 .01235 11._33 .00070
8.13_ .Oq141 10.,')0(I.qi]98 11.047 .00,'60
R.167 .oq623 10.0"4% .01170 ll.90N .0,_')57
_.2_q .05'153 I(').'367 .31130 11.q3% .qO05,.
_.233 .05410 lO.lO:) .0111! ii.u57 .( ';51
a.2_7 .(:5178 10.133 .010;,5 t2. "q," .00>41
8.3:/0 .05,q54 10. 1_7 .01036 12.':;? .( L_45
8.333 .04955 10.20(_ .Or 98_ 12.'_ / .q0!_4!
8.367 .04872 113.233 .00973 12,'_ ;:, .I;_x;__u
a.aOq .04737 10.267 .noq83 12.1a_ .1_ '<334
q.433 .'_4841 10.300 .0)q_ 12.i67 .0:'033
_.447 .0,4413 IO.B3_ .OP,_47 12.233 .00_320
a. 5n() .o-349 I0.3_7 .0o_22 12.2ev .60922
! _.53q .04269 1(_.400 .00779 12.3 _( .¢_0021
x.567 .04193 10.433 .00761 12.3_3 .OC(,!_
_.60P .04017 _.467 .00_,97 12.347 .00_1[_
)I._33 .03967 10.500 .00(`84 12.400 .00_ _
_.h_7 .0_H65 10.533 .00651 12.z,_ .00015
_.700 .0377R 10.567 .00627 12.467 .OCOI[)
_.733 .(',36_l lO.AO0 .00576 12.57.3 .0()o09 *
k.767 .03602 10.633 .00565 12.56_ .000o_
8.80o .03451 I¢3.667 .oo_2h 12.h33 .00006
,m
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Table IV Upl,cr i:iil Im,babd;ties lbr the null distribution
" of l,'rz'cdr, tatt '_S ._tatistic:
k= t,n. : 211"'1 .,. k=4,1t=2(1F'" k=5 n=3,4,5
I t)_ }l.i_,'Cn_ :ltld _t. tilt"t,lblcd *.1lily h,I Ihc Ix)mr .\ isl't _I,_,' :_x }. Under the_ condition_,
ifx is such fhaf t' {,0";,, .r} = ,_. _lu.n ,.(c),k, it) = v. J-(_zgivcn k a_rd n, fhe entrlesare
t-.,r:+_]tv:tcdat .vk n" where vk,, )s lht. sH)allcxtvaltze t_f.).,troll that P_){S ) x} is zero to
+hrt'<d.,cilnal pklct'_;.
I _ 3, r -'-2 /_, 3,n _-5 A "3.n=7 k=3,n=8
, , ,  .,Is q po{S>:,
i) _.t)()(') .o I .(t(_(| .()n ) 1.1_00 5.25 .079
1 .83J .4 954 .wt, .96a 6.25 .047
3 .500 1.2 .6'11 ._7 .768 6.75 .038
4 .167 1.6 .522 1.143 .6211 7.0(1 .03_)
2.8 .367 2.t)ol) .4_6 7.75 .018
3.6 .182 _.. 71 .3115 9.00 .0!0
k = 3. ,z= 3 4.8 .124 3.,129 .237 9.25 .008
5.2 . 19"_ 3.714 .|'-12 9.75 .005
_. t'o {S ,) .v} 6.4 .(1,9 4._71 .112 111.'_5 .002
7.6 .024 5.419 d185 12.00 .001
,:1, ] ;()[J 8.4 .j)l_ 6.u_',) :,151 }2.25 .;),51
.,507 .944 F).0 )01 7.143 dl27 13.00 .000
2a)i_0 .5 "8 7.714 .021
2.1,67 .361 8.1],,!, .016
4 (,t 7 .194 ,_ " "_,z €, _._7 .llr)8 k = 3, n -: 9
6.,q,q0 .02_ 1().21_6 .004
.,.,.{.,.-...,}.,03., 1
, L.143 .UOI "
: = I _.. a :0111"1 .00{1 I .O0(i
•333 .95t, .222 .971
.,, i' {S > x } I.{1{._; :4!1 k = 3. ,i : 8 .667 St4
I._3_ .57(1 .889 .6.qg
, I .t}O_ 2.._'t. .43'1 x l'o {S., x} 1.556 ..',69
.5 .91 I 3:)or) ..5 _ 2.000 .398
1.5 .653 4.00{_ .184 _,) I Or)0 2.667 .328
2.0 .431 4.33"_ .142 25 .967 2.889 .278
3.5 .273 5.333 .072 .75 .794 3.556 .187
4 < .I 25 6. ;_._ .0_2 I .()11 :)54 4.222 .154
'5.,_ .069 "7.lhH .{129 1.75 .531 4.667 .107
(, 5 .U42 _,.',3_ .ul 2 2.2:, ._5 5.556 .069
,'U) .(It')5 9 € _ /m8 3.()0 .285 6.000 .057
9.333 .a)()(, _2'_ 236 6.222 .048
• 111.33"_ .1102 4.q),r .149 6.889 .031
12 "0¢) d)O,') ,1.75 .120 8.000 .019
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Ll_,..'¢IV 1,, ,tlliplucd
k= 3, n=9 1. "- ,t 1: /, _ n 12 k =3,n'- 13
' ! g,/ 1, l.{s,..,l, ,, ,, , I, , s..,
_.222 .[)16 .Oil., ,,E,_! 1.167 .654 I._S5 .527
,"q6_7 .010 .lh2 .'_;b I511C 500 1.846 .4(_
?.556 .006 .5-15 >'..I,1 ?._10_i .41t4 2.1h1(1 .412
!t t(_,(,? .(It}4 .727 .- "2 2.167 .383 2.462 .316
' .).3 .278lit.8_ .003 1.277. ,'2'_ 2.667 ..:.87 "_' "_
I 1.556 .001 1.616 .;?', 3167 .249 3.231 .217
12.607 .1101 2.1h'2 -1',: 3.5 I .19! Lb146 .165
13.556 .1_00 2.3..I ,SI 4.11',7 .141 4.154 .145
2.9:__, .2:'_ 4 5u[) .123 4.308 .12')
,I. - 3, n -" 10 3.455 _'! _ I (,b? .ltl_ ,1.7¢) .1_'1_
3.Hl_ .i,,_ 5.i,b? 3180 5.538 .u!3
\- Pt,{S ;a.x} 4.5.15 .i :,, ! .|lllll ._S,_ ?'.1,';2 .(11,5
4.'4t_0 ., dn €,.I(:; 1!5 I b.illll) .0511
I- 1 .()_'1 "5.111) l II_t" l! .";I I1) .tl "_R b.t,l 5 .1!37
.2 .974 5.6:_ , ,:. _ 7.1 !,7 i 27 7.3H5 .1|78
.5 .830 6.5 ;: :, i. :-_._',,11 .t_2n ;.538 .t)25
._ .710 6.7:: 7 ' :€' 8.1 ,._" ,,I 7 8.(p()O .1116
1.4 .t.OI 7J,.,[ '.: X _(.7 .011 8.76') 112
l.h .436 7.Yl ', ._'.... • 'l q',l_ .;lilt q..34'; .(}tl'J
2.1 .268 8.:," . :; _I.167 ::_• 't b')2 .IvH
__._'- .316 'q't , .'! i 1". )till ):!t,l 1J._46 1111:.
3.2 .222 9.4<5 ,', )[l! ',7 _!ll3 I_ .t !8 .illM
3.8 .187 I0.:, i ".; i '..I_,? r!2 1!.2_1 _ _,
4.2 .135 ll.'r) i ,'. 12.It," _02 11.53b ._;_2
';." 092 l!.a': .n," 17.5 nl I_'ll I IA'02 lu,2
5.4 .078 ll.t.:t "_! 12 (,f,7 ,_! I_ I 4 l_!
€;.6 .066 12. i ,'r,2 ,_,l i5 t_,7 .!1_'1 12.462 .t_il
: 6.2 .046 1327 ", .,u,i 13.3110 ._dtl 12.923 .!!_tJ
7.2 .030 13._ q" '_'_' 14.!1110 III
7.4 .026 14.3t_8 n "l
7.t_ .018 ,_ " 3., - I_
8.6 .012 !. - a.,: _ 12
9.6 .1107 >: !' ° {S -, '_} k = .1.n = 2
_'.8 .006 ._ !',, i._ , _}
It).4 .I)03 .{l+,n t.O00 x t' ° { S., .x}
! 1.4 .002 ¢11:_ I i;ll_l .I 54 .9S1!
12.2 .0(!1 ., _,,' '_"., .41,2 •8(,6 ._ I.n_:_
i2.t, .O(il .:,'": _,';+, .'_,15 ."t67 .(-, .958




71t,'_le IV (c,,n,'i, ued}
k =4,n = 2 k 4,n= 4 /, _4.n =5 k =4,n=6
, Z,{s.-x} , r , /' Isx} x p /s,x /0 0 ,
1.8 .792 2.1 .649 3._ _ .445 !.4 .772
2.4 .625 2.4 .524 3.24 .408 1.6 .679
3.0 .542 2.7 508 3.18 .372 1.8 .668
3.6 .458 3 (/ .43? 3.'_€_ .298 2.0 .609
4.2 .375 3.3 .3_o 4.2o .260 2.2 .574
4.8 .2118 3.6 ._5 1..;-1 .226 2.4 .541
5.4 .167 3.9 .324 -1.92 .210 2.6 .512
6.0 .042 4.5 .242 5.16 .162 3.0 .431
4.8 21_ 5.411 .151 3.2 .386
5.1 .19D 5.x8 .123 3.4 .375
k = 4, n = 3 5.4 .158 6.1o2 " .107 3.6 .338
5.7 .141 6.M .(_93 3.8 .317
{S ;_ x} 6.0 .105 6.84 .075 4.0 .2704_ Po
6.3 .094 7.08 .o67 4.2 .256
.2 1.000 6.6 .077 7.32 .055 4.4 .230
.b .958 6.0 .o6,_ 7._€_ .fl44 4.6 .218
1.0 .910 7.2 .05.1 204 .034 4.8 .197
1.8 .727 7.5 .052 '€.2_, .031 5.0 .194
.:.~"_ .60_ 7._ .o36 _.7(, .t123 5.2 .163
2.5 .524 8.1 .tJ_3 9.11_ .1120 5.4 .155
3.4 .446 8.4 .019 z.21 .017 5.6 .127
"I Is .342 87 o1.1 .j.,, ._112 5._ .!14• • t~
4.2 .300 93 .012 '_ 'n, .009 6.2 .108
5/,I ._07 9.6 .0117 it,.2_, .007 6.4 .0_9
54 .I 75 q.9 _16 i,_._.,, .005 6.6 .0_18
5.8 148 10." .Itll_, Io.'.:_' .0o3 6.8 .073
6.6 .fl75 10.8 .OP2 I1.1_, .002 7.0 .066
7.0 .1154 11 .! .l_l%l | l.b-1 .002 7.2 .060
7.4 .033 12.(| .O¢_t', 1 I.SS .002 7.4 .056
8.2 .017 I 2.12 .0(11 7.6 .043
9.1_ .002 12.I,ib .001 7.8 .041
k : 4, ti : 5 12.84 .000 8.0 .037
8.2 .035
k :4, n :4 x 1' {S;" \} k=4.n =6 8.4 .032
8.6 .029
_ .12 , . 8.8 o:3m_
.3€, .975 9.0 .022
.11 1.(lil{i .60 .944 A) 1.000 9.4 .01"i
.3 .992 1.08 .857 .2 .996 9,6 .014
.6 .928 1.32 .771 .4 .957 9.8 .013
.9 .900 1.56 .7_9 .6 .940 10.0 .010
• !.2 .8(10 2.04 .652 .8 .874 10.2 .010
1.5 .754 2.28 .561 1.0 .844 10.4 .009
1.8 .677 252 .521 1.3 .789 10.6 .007
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"Ii;I,!c IV (contimwd)
k=4,n"6 k=.l,n= 7 k =,l,n=F, k =4'n =8 •
,, ;,o{S>x) .,.
;cL,q .006 5.229 . I (.I .(lO I .OOri 6.60 .(/,_I
_:) ,006 5.571 .1-13 .IS .998 6.75 .079
I :.4 .004 5.743 .i I.: .341 .971 7.05 .(J68
.45 .959 7.20 .(:(,_i!.6 .003 5.914 .; !_"
11.8 .003 6.257 .I_,; 60 .912 7.35 .058
:2.0 .002 6.429 t)')_ 35 .890 7.50 .'d51
',2.2 .002 6.600 .01_5 .90 .849 7.65 .1149
12.6 .001 6.943 .('73 1.115 .837 7.811 .046
!2.8 .001 7.114 063 1.2!) 365 7.95 J142
23. r .001 7.286 051, !.35 .757 8.10 .038
i3.2 .001 7.629 :}52 1.50 .710 8.25 .037
3.4 .t)O! 7.800 ,041 1.65 .681 8,55 .031
!3.6 .000 7.971 .i13_; I.SO .654 8.70 .028
8.314 .035 1.95 .629 8.85 .075
8.486 .033 2.25 .558 9.00 .023
k = 4, n : 7 8.657 .03i_ 2.40 .517 9.15 .022
9.000 .:!23 2.55 .51!7 9.45 .019
_" Po{S>x} 9.171 .tl2i, 2.70 .471 9.60 .111_,
9.343 .o__ 2.85 asO 9.75 .015
.086 1.000 9.686 .015 3.itt) .404 9.90 .014
.257 .984 9.857 .o13 3.15 .389 1t).05 .014
.429 .963 10.029 .1/I 2 3.311 362 10.20 .01 |
.771 .906 10.371 .Oil: 3 45 .350 10.35 .till
.943 .845 10.543 .,)_J_ 3.60 .326 10.50 .009
'.114 .800 10.714 .O(L_ 3.75 ..123 10.65 .009
1457 .757 11.057 .,_r_7 ' .O0 .287 ln Sn .tO.q
; : ,29 .685 11.229 .t,05 .I.o5 .278 I1!.95 .008
l._O0 .652 11.400 ._,_4 a.2() .242 I 1.10 .006
?.143 .590 11.743 .O(J4 4.35 .226 I 1.25 .006
".,314 .557 11.914 .t,_.: Jh5 .21q 11.411 .1_t15
2.1_6 .524 12.086 _, : 4.:_[1 .193 11.55 .005
2.1,29 .456 12.429 .0':2 .-1.'15 .191 11.85 .Oil4
3.000 .418 12.600 .01_2 5.10 .163 12.00 .00._
3.171 .382 12.771 .6:_: 5.25 .15,'-I 12.15 .004
3.514 .366 13.114 .OOi 5.4C_ .148 12.Jt! .003
t.686 310 13.286 .o{)I 5.55 .141 12.45 .003
Lb'57 .297 13.457 :)111 5.70 .121 12.611 .P02
4.200 .262 13.800 .0111 5.85 .117 12.75 .0:12
4.371 .239 '3.971 .t,,.l' 6.110 .110 12.90 .002
4.543 .220 14.143 .O,J! o.15 .106 13.05 .002
•_.886 .195 14.486 .Oth, 6.30 .1o0 13.20 .0_12





k=4, n=8 k=5. n=3 k=5,,_=4 k=5, n=4
,- polS;,x} x , p,,¢,> x p,{s:,,,}
13.65 ,001 8.(100 .063 4.8 .329 13.6 .001
13.80 .001 8.267 .056 5.0 .317 13.8 .000
13.95 .001 8.533 .I145 5.2 .286
14.25 .001 8.800 .1138 5.4 .275
14.40 .001 9.067 .028 5.6 ,249 k = 5, n -- 5
14.55 .001 9.333 .026 5.8 .227
14.70 .001 9.600 .017 6.0 .205 x Po (S > x}
14:65 .000 9.867 .015 6.2 .!97
/ B
10.133 .008 6.4 .178 .00 1.000
1€).400 .005 6.6 .161 .16 1.000
k = 5, n = 3 10.667 .004 6.8 .143 .32 .994
10.933 .003 7.0 .136 .48 .986
x Po{Svx} 11.467 .001 7.2 .121 .64 .972
12.0110 .000 7.4 .113 .80 .958
.0o0 1.1300 7.6 .095 .96 .932
.207 1.000 7.8 .086 1.12 .925
.533 .988 k = 5. n -"4 8.0 .080 1.28 .891
.800 .972 ';.2 .072 1.44 .865
1.067 .941 x P, {S ;_x} 8.4 .063 1.60 .8_12
1.3 g3 .914 8.5 .060 i.76 .823
1.60.:1 _45 .0 1.000 S.8 .0.19 1.92 .789
i.867 .831 .2 .999 ,_., .043 2.i,8 .765
2.133 .768 .4 .991 ':.2 .038 2.24 .721
2.41ffl .720 .6 .980 9.4 .035 2.40 .707
2.fi67 .682 .8 .o59 9.6 .028 2.56 679
2.933 .649 1.0 .940 t/.8 .025 2.72 .657
3.200 .595 1.2 .9t_6 Io.0 :,21 2.88 .613
3.467 .559 1.4 .::,95 10.2 .019 3.04 .594
3.733 .493 1.6 ._50 10.4 .017 3.20 .562
4.0O0 .475 1.8 .8t5 10.6 .014 3.36 .535
4.267 .432 2.0 .785 It) S .011 3.52 .518
4.533 .406 2.2 .759 I 1.0 .010 3.68 .494
4.800 .347 2.4 .715 I 1.2 .008 3.84 .454
5.067 .326 2.6 .685 i 1.4 .007 4.00 .443
5.333 .291 2.8 .630 11.6 .006 4.16 .'410
5.60o .253 3.0 .612 11.8 .005 4.32 .398
5.867 .236 3.2 .579 12._ .004 4.48 .37 I
6.133 .213 3.4 .552 12.2 .004 4.64 .349
6.40(I .172 3.6 .500 12.4 .003 4.80 .325
6.667 .163 3.8 .47q 12.6 .002 4.96 .316
B 6.933 .127 4.0 .442 12.8 .002 5.12 .295
7.200 .117 4.2 .413 13.0 .001 5.28 .275
7.467 .096 4.4 .395 13.2 .001 5.44 .255
._ 7.733 .080 4.6 .370 13.4 .001 5.60 .246
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L::: le IV {omtimw,,l)
k=5. n=5 k _5.;I=5 k: 5,n=5 k=5, n:5
, po{S> } 3 , poiSe.x} ,
4.76 .227 8.1_, .o77 l 0.5_', .1!19 12,96 .0113
5.92 .218 8.32 ._;73 10.72 .018 13.12 .1303
6.08 .195 8.4_: -(,,, 10.88 .t 15 13.28 .003
6.24 .183 8.64 .__,_', 1.04 .013 13.44 .0112
t,.40 .174 8.81_ .(.56 1.20 .012 13.60 .002
;._6 .164 8.96 .(,_9 i.36 .012 13.76 .0',)2
t,.72 .151 9.12 041, 1.52 .010 13.92 .0112
6.88 .146 9.2_, .0-1? 1.68 .009 14.08 .()01
7.04 .130 9.4,: .i)_i 1.8.1 .0O8 14.24 .(10[
7.20 .121 9.613 .t _5 2.00 .007 14.40 .001
7.36 .112 9.76 .032 2.16 .OOt, 14.56 .I)OI
5.'2 .107 9.92 ._)29 2.32 .006 14.72 .001
i.t,8 .094 10.08 .!126 2.45 .1305 14.88 .1791
;.84 .089 10.24 .o..I 12.64 .004 15.04 .00o
S.00 .082 10.40 .(. _ 12.80 .004
o
('t_mputed by G. A. Mack o_.the ()hio 3!ate I.!ni\er_ity IBM 370/165.
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